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SUMMARY

This is a final report on the tasks supported by NASA Langley ResearchCenter under
Grant NAG1-756, Computational Methods and Software Systems for Dynamics
and Control of Large Space Structures. The report covers progress to date, projected

developments in the final months of the grant and conclusions. Pertinent reports and

papers that have not appeared in scientific journals (or have not yet appeared in final

form) are enclosed.

The grant has supported research in two key areas of crucial importance to the

computer-based simulation of large space structure. Tile first area involves multibody

dynamics (MBD) of flexible space structures, with applications directed to deployment,

construction and maneuvering. The second area deals with advanced software systems,

with emphasis on parallel processing. The latest research thrust in the second area, as

reported here, involves massively parallel computers.



Task 1: MULTIBODY DYNAMICS

Background

This is a continuing researchtask that began in June 1986 and has progressed steadily

over the past three years. The work has emphasized the following research components:

(1) Formulation of flexible multibody dynamics in a computationally oriented context.

(2) Formulation, implementation and evaluation of flexible three-dimensionM beam el-

ements capable of arbitrary motions and implementable in energy-conserving time

integration methods.

(3) Development of a library of joint constraints to connect beam elements.

(4) Development, formulation and evaluation of energy-conserving time integration proce-

dures, with emphasis on explicit-implicit partitioned solution algorithms for treating

translational, rotational and constraint degrees of freedom in a staggered nlanner.

(5) Parallel implementation of multibody dynamics, including interconnection topology

analysis and direct time integration.

(6) Completion of joint constraint library with contact-impact effects.

Over the past year work has concentrated on areas (4), (5) and (6). The principal investi-

gator in areas (1) through (5) is Professor I¢.. C. Park, whereas area (6) is jointly supervised

by Professors Park and Felippa. Three doctoral students have carried out research in these

areas: Jin-Chern Chiou (fully supported by this grant), Janice Downer (supported by a

NASA fellowship) and Horacio de la Fuente (partly supported by this grant).

Following is a summary of accomplishments in areas (4) through (6), which are treated

more fully in the enclosed reports (References 1-5).

Staggered Solution Procedures for MBD

An efficient staggered solution procedure for treating MBD systems has been developed,

tested and implemented. The MBD equations of motion are partitioned so that the con-

straint forces appear as independent variables that can be integrated in time, s_,imratt,ly

from the mechanicM variables. The latter are in turn partitioned into translational and

rotational variables. The resulting partitioned equations of motion are integratcd by a

two-stage stabilized algorithm for updating both the translational coordinates and the

angular velocities. Details of this procedure are given in tlef. 1, included in this report.

The application of these procedure to simulation of flexible MBD systems composed of

th,'ee-dimensional beams is described in Ref. 2, which is also included in this report.

MBD Topology Analysis for Parallel Implementation



A parallel partitioning schemebasedon physical coordinate variables was developed to
eliminate constraint forcesand yield the MBD equation of motion in terms of independent
coordinates. This schemefeatures an explicit determination of independent coordinates
and the parallel computation of the null spaceof the constrained Jacobian matrix. This
work is describedin Ref. 3, which is included in the present report.

Parallel Direct Time Integration of MBD

Using the topological analysisdevelopedunder the previous task, a two-stagestaggered
algorithm for parallel computations has been developed, implemented and tested on a
shared-memoryparallel computer. The solution schemefeaturesa new Schur-complement-
basedparallel preconditioned CG algorithm. This solution schemeis a "spin out". This
work is describedin Ref. 3.

Development of Contact-Impact Algorithms

This task began in May 1990 because of delayed funding and is in progress at the time of

writing. Contact impact is represented by a fictitious, time-varying penalty spring that is

designed to absorb the impulse of the contacting bodies in the form of a "penalty spring

energy". This energy is released totally or partially on separation (partial release is used

to model dissipation effects) and eventually the spring disappears. This new technique

offers implementation advantages in that it can be easily accommodated in a variable

step explicit time integration and this appears well suited to implementation on massively

parallel computers. Preliminary results on simple impact problems are encouraging as

regards general physical behavior as well as energy conserving characteristics.

Task 2- FINITE ELEMENT COMPUTATIONS ON

A MASSIVELY PARALLEL COMPUTER

Background

This task represents the final phase of the software systems thrust. It was started in

July 1989. The principle investigators are Professors C. Farhat and C.A. Felippa. Post-

doe Research Associate E. Pramono has presently worked full-time on this project, which

has also supported a graduate student (L. Crivelli) half-time. The main objective is the

evaluation of the suitability of the Connection-Machine 2 (CM-2), a massively parallel

computer, for large-scale finite element computations with emphasis on static analysis.

This work did not begin from scratch, but has substantially benefited fl'om prior efforts.

Investigation of the potential of the CM-2 for explicit dynamic calculations began in 19S7

under NRL funding. This work involved Professors F'arhat and K.C. Park, and post-doe



ResearchAssociateN. Sobh. Work wascarriedout on the CM-2 computer at NRL, which

is a half configuration of 32768 processors. The results of this study are presented in an

enclosed report (Ref. 6), which is to appear shortly in International Journal of Numerical

Methods in Engineering. Portions of that work have appeared in Ref. 7, which is also

included.

In 1988 DARPA donated a small CM-2 (8192 processors) to the University of Colorado.

The machine is presently installed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR) and connected to the Campus Unix network. Although only one eighth of a full

configuration, the increased availability and our deployment of real-time on-line graphics

have substantially improved our ability to develop and test software. The CM-2 is not

an easy machine to program because of its unconventional nature and the initial support

of only two major programming languages with parallel constructions: CM-Lisp and C*.

Virtually all programming has been done in C*, which is an object oriented superset of C

and C++.

In August 1989 Dr. Sobh left us to take a faculty position at Old Dominion University.

Dr. Pramono, whose prior experience in parallel processing had been on shared memory

machines (especially Cray 2, Alliant and Convex using the Force Preprocessor) had to take

over and gradually became an expert on the Connection Machine over the past six months.

Progress

Our work on the CM-2 to date has concentrated on the following software modules.

Decomposer. A general-purpose finite element model decomposer, described in Ref. 3,

that takes as input an arbitrary mesh description, and produces a set of finite element

data structures that can be loaded within one generic CM-2 chip.

Mapper. A general purpose mapper that assigns each of the data structures produced by

the decomposer to a well defined chip. The goal of this allocation strategy is to reduce the

distance that information has to travel between neighboring finite dements.

Residual Evah, ator. This is a computational kernel that controls the direct calculation of

element residuals, where "direct" means that no clement stiffness matrices arc evaluated.

This kernel interacts with both a transient dynamics algorithm based on Central Difference,

as well as an iterative solver based on Jacobi-Preconditioned Conjugate Gradients.

Element Library. This includes a 3D 2-node truss, a 3D 2-node beam, a 3D S-node brick,

a 2D 4-node quadrilateral and a 4-node ANS shell element. The shell element has been

the latest one incorporated in this library, and testing was completed during _Iay 1990.
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Visualization. A parallel visualization kernel that operates in real time and which displays

both wire frame representations of the initial and deformed mesh and shaded contour-value

finite element plots as they are being computed.

Parallel I/O Manager. A kernel used to archive the computed results on the CM-2 data

vault. It is based on the Parallel I/O Manager written by E. Pramono and described in

Ref. 8.

These software modules together comprise a massively parallel prototype finite element

code that effectively embeds MIMD computations on a SIMD hardware architecture.

Conclusions

Preliminary results using the prototype code with emphasis on truss and frame structures

are reported in References 6 through 10. In general, it has been found that this highly par-

allel processor can outperform vector supercomputers such as the Cray family on explicit

computations but not on implicit ones.

Several features distinguish the CM-2 from earlier SIMD hypercubes. On the hardware side

we note the impressive number of crunching power and the fast parallel I/O capabilities.

On the software side we note the virtual processor concept, which may be viewed as the

dual of the better known virtual memory concept.

Mesh decomposition and processor-to-element mapping are the fundamental software mod-

ules that hold the key to massively parallel finite element computations. A given mesh is

partitioned into 16 element subdomains that correspond to the I6-processor chips of the

CM-2. This partitioning is carried out in a way that minimizes the number of nodes at

the interface between the subdomains. As a result, only those processors that are mapped

onto finite elements at the subdomain boundary communicate with processors packaged

onto finite elements at the subdomain boundary communicate with processors packaged

on different chips. Moreover, this partitioning is such that the bandwidth of the resulting

subdomain is large enough to allow efficient use of the 12 interchip wires.

The mapping algorithm attempts at reducing the distance infornmtion has to travel over

the communication network. It searches iteratively for an optimal mapping through a

2-step nfinimization of the communication costs associated with candidate mappings.

The following is a summary of the key conclusions reported in the referenced papers.

(I) The current CM-2 processor memory size of 64 Kbits penalizes high order elements

in the sense that only small VP (virtual processor) ratios can be achieved. Thus the

current configuration favors simpler elements. (This restriction shouhl disappear in
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the CM-3 model, which will have 1Mbit of memory per processorand an aggregate
computing power of over 1000Gflops.)

(2) Three-dimensional and higher-order finite elements induce longer communication
times.

(3) Mesh irregularities slow down the computation speedin variousways.

(4) The Data Vault is very effectiveat reducing I/O time.

(5) The Frame Buffer is ideal for real-time visualization.

(6) The Virtual Processorconceptoutperforms substructuring.

Ongoing Work

We have found that the CM-2 can outperform the Cray-2 on ezplicit calculations for which

sustained rates over 1 Gigaflop are possible. Given the intrinsic scalability of the massively

parallel architecture (for example, the 1 Teraflop CM-3 under development for DARPA)

there is little question as to the future potential for that class of computations which arise

naturally in dynamic simulations. Projections are for 100-1000 times what the fastest Cray

can achieve.

On the other hand, implicit calculations arise naturally in the solutions of static problems.

This class of calculation places a higher burden on communication, which has a detrimental

effect on performance. For such algorithms the vector supercomputers still outperform the

CM-2. Semi-iterative methods such as the conventional Conjugate Gradient (CG) also

suffer to some degree from communications overhead since information has to be gathered

from shared finite element nodes in residual calculations.

Over the past six months, Professor Farhat in collaboration with Dr. Iloux of ONE1RA

(France) has developed ,'m unconventional form of the CG algorithm called the "hybrid" or

"tearing" method. The primary objective in this development is to reduce communicat_ion

overhead on local memory parallel computers. A secondary objective is to reduce the

number of iterations for convergence. The present version of algorithm is described in

some detail in Refs. 11, 12 and 13. The initial version w_ coded in Fortran augmented

with the Force preprocessor and tested on the Cray YMP. These tests provided confidence

in the convergence characteristics on static problems involving up to 48,000 equations. A

subsequent version was ported to the Los Alamos iPSC Hypercube, o11 which the reduced

communication overhead was verified. As final tests, we plan to recode tile algorithm in

C* for the CM-2 and compare with the conventional CG implementation. Because of the

local memory limitations, however, the domain decomposition on the CM-2 is done at the

element level.
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Final Benchmarking Work

During the period of March to date (July 1990) we have benchmarked large-scale static

problems on the CM-2 versus the Cray 2 and Cray YMP. The results are being analyzed

at the time of the writing and will be subsequently reported in the literature.
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Staggered Solution Procedures for

Multibody Dynamics Simulation

K. C. Park, J. C. Chiou, and J. D. Downer

Department of Aerospace Engineering Sciences

and Center for Space Structures and Controls

University of Colorado at Boulder

Boulder, CO 80309-0429, USA

I. Introduction

Simulation of multibody dynarrfcs systems - such as robotic manipulators, automo-

biles maneuvering and satellites deployment - remains a challenge to the dynamist due to

its increasing roles in design improvements, control and safe operation. Because of sub-

stantial progress made during the past three decades in formulation 1-19, constraint treat-

ment and solution techniques 21-36 and the availability of multibody dynamics simulation

packages 37-42, it has now become almost a routine practice to perform realistic modeling

and assessment of some practical problems such as mechazfical linkages and manipulations

of robotic arms if multibody components consist mostly of rigid bodies, discrete springs and

dampers (see, e.g., Haug15). However, substantial advances in modeling, formulation and

computational methods are necessary in order to develop a real-time simulation capabil-

ity for ground vehicle maneuvering dynamics, robotic manipulations and space structures

deployment / assembly.

Specifically, improved modeling of flexibility for localized motions and geometric non-

linearities, material nonlinearities and contact�friction phenomena, robust and accurate

treatment of the system constraint conditions and efficient use of emerging computer hard-

ware/software technology continue to offer intense research opportunities. Thus, the de-

velopment of a real-time multibody dynamics simulation capability requires a concerted

integration of various modeling, formulation and computational aspects. These include:

selection of a data structure for describing the system topology, computerized generation

of the governing equations of motion, implementation of suitable solution algorithms, in-

corporation of constraint conditions and easy interpretation of the simulation results. Of

these, this chapter is concerned with three computational aspects of multibody dynamics

simulation: direct time integration of the governing equations of motion, stabilization of

constraint solution process and their computer implementation aspects.

From the computational viewpoint, multibody dynamics (]kIBD) problems are distinct

from the structural dynamics problems in that the solution of MBD problems must also



satisfy, at eachtime integration step, the attendant kinematic and equilibrium constraints.
This hasmotivated many dynamists to developvarioustechniques,in addition to direct in-
tegration algorithms, for accurately andefficiently handling the systemconstraints. Hence,
reliability and cost of existing MBD simulation packageshave been strongly affected by
how efficiently and accurately the constraints are preservedduring the numerical solution
stage.

In general, there have been two types of direct time integration algorithms for the
transient responseanalysisof dynamical systems: explicit and implicit algorithms (see,
e.g., Hughesand Belytschkoa3, Park 44 and Belytschko, Englemann and Liu45). Currently,

implicit algorithms appear to be favored by many MBD specialists when both the gen-

eralized coordinates and the constraint forces are treated as the unknowns. In this case,

the corresponding formulations incorporate the system constraints by the Lagrange mul-

tipliers method. It has been well known that the resulting Newton-like solution matrix is

stiff. This has led to implicit time discretization of the constraint-augmented equations

and simultaneous solution of both the generalized coordinates and the Lagrange multipli-

ers. This approach has been extensively investigated by Gear 21 , Baumgarte 22,29 Orlandea,

Chase and Calahan 23, Petzold 27, Nikravesh 31, among others. Because these methods solve

both the generalized coordinates and the constraint forces simultaneously, they will be

called the _imultaneou_ solution method_ in this chapter.

On the other hand, if the constraints are eliminated so as to reduce the number of

unknowns, it is possible for one to employ either implicit or explicit algorithm. For this

situation, one may invoke either a geometric or algebraic procedure to streamline the re-

sulting equations of motion if the system topology is an open tree. In essence, geometric

procedures have utilized an open-tree topology such as the use of the incidence matrix by

Wittenburg a° and the body array matrix by Huston 19. Some of the proposed algebraic

procedures include the singular decomposition by \Valton et al_o, the use of the general-

ized speed of Kane and Levinson _-°, the coordinate partitioning technique by \Vehage and

Haug 2s, the selection of independent coordinates through the natural-coordinate formu-

lation of Garcia de Jalon et al33 and the so-called order-N procedures of Armstrong 11,

Hollerbach 12, Schwertassek and Roberson 1T, Orin, et al25, among others.

As the complexity of MBD systems increases, the simultaneous solution methods

have become less attractive. This is due to matrix ill-conditioning especially for the so-

called index two and higher index problems (see, e.g., Ref. 27 and Brenan, Campbell

and Petzold 4_ for the definition of index for constraint characterization), divergence of the

solution away from the constraint conditions, and ultimately, due to a large size of the

equations that must be handled. As an alternative to the simultaneous solution methods,

a series of computational methods that employ a divide-and-conquer strategy have been

developed, which are termed as partitioned _olution procedures presented in Park 47, Felippa

and Park as and Park and Felippa 49. As an example, partitioned solution procedures allow

one to analyze fluid-structure interaction problems with two separate single-field analysis

packages, namely, the structural dynamics module and the fluid dynamics analyzer. At

each time integration step, one may advance the solution of structural equations of motion

by treating the fluid coupling term as an external force. Once the structural coordinates

are advanced, the fluid state variables can be advanced by treating the structural coupling



terms as a source term. A naive partitioned procedure, however, can suffer from a loss of

accuracy as well as computational stability. Thus, a combination of equation augmentation

and stabilization should be devised to recover the accuracy loss and maintain unconditional

stabihty. Such a solution procedure is in contrast to a practice of embedding both the

structural and fluid dynamics attributes into a combined analysis program.

The numerical solution procedure for MBD systems which we advocate in this chapter

is termed a _aggered MBD _olution porcedure that solves the generalized coordinates in a

separate module from that for the constraint force. This requires a reformulation of the

constraint conditions so that the constraint forces can also be integrated in time. A major

advantage of such a partitioned solution procedure is that additional analysis capabilities

such as active controller and design optimization modules can be easily interfaced without

embedding them into a monolithic program. To this end, the rest of the chapter is organized

as follows.

After introducing the basic equations of motion for MBD system in the next sec-

tion, Section III briefly reviews some constraint handling techniques and introduces the

staggered stabilized technique 34'3_ for the solution of the constraint forces as independent

variables.

The numerical direct time integration of the equations of motion is described in Sec-

tion IV. As accurate damping treatment is important for the dynamics of space structures,

we have employed the central difference method and the mid-point form of the trapezoidal

rule since they engender no numerical damping. This is in contrast to the current prac-

tice in dynamic simulations of ground vehicles by employing a set of backward difference

formulas 4_. First, the equations of motion is partitioned according to the translational and

the rotational coordinates. This sets the stage for an efficient treatment of the rotational

motions via the singularity-free Euler parameters. The resulting partitioned equations of

motion are then integrated via a two-stage explicit stabilized algorithm for updating both

the translational coordinates and angular velocities 34. Once the angular velocities are ob-

tained, the angular orientations are updated via the mid-point implicit formula employing

the Euler parameters.

When the two algorithms, namely, the two-stage explicit algorithm for the generalized

coordinates and the implicit staggered procedure for the constraint Lagrange multipliers.

are brought together in a staggered manner, they constitute a staggered explicit-implicit

procedure which are summarized in Section V. Section VI presents some example problems

and discussions concerning several salient features of the staggered bib D solution procedure
are offered in Section VII.

II. Governing Equations of Motion

The Lagrangian equations of motion for mechanical systems that axe free from any

constraint can be written, for the generalized coordinate component ui, as

d OL OL

au--U= Q'' i=

where L is the system Lagrangian, t is the time, ( " ) denotes time differentiation and Q,

is the generalized applied force. It is well-known that, if there are m-constraint conditions



imposed on {ui, i = 1... n}, the above equation must be modified as

d OL OL
dt OIti Otti = Qi _- E/_kBki' i = 1... 72,

k=l

(2)

where A is the Lagrange multiplier and Bki is the i-th gradient component of the k-th

constraint equation, viz, for configuration constraints

O_k

• k(u)=O, Bki-- Oui' k=l...m (3)

and for motion constraints

cg_k

_k(u, it)=0, Bki-- Oi_i' k= l.°.m. (4)

Therefore, regardless of the nature of constraints one may express the equations of

motion with constraints in the following form:

where M" is a positive-definite matrix and c depends on the nature of constraints. For

example, for configuration constraints we have

O 0_. 0 04_. 02_
(6)

and for motion constraints
c3_

c = - o--?" (7)

An implicit time integration formula to solve (5) may be written as

fin = 6fi" + h_' (S)
u" = _fl" + h:

where 6 is a stepsize that is dependent on the choice of formula, and h_ and h_ are

formula-dependent historical vectors that consist of past-step solution components 4s'5°.

As an exarnple, the trapezoidal rule has the following 6 and historical vectors

6=h/2h_ = it,,-1 + 6iin-1

h_ = u "-1 + 6fl "-1

(9)

where h is the time-step increment.
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Substitution of (8) into (5) yields

= "" = (lO)
0 _" r_x \ Bh" +82c

In practice, in order to avoid pivoting and to maintain high accuracy, the solution of

the above difference equations is carried out as follows. First, since M is nonsingular for

properly formulated dynamical problems, one computes

--1 n
u_ = M r,, C = M-aB T, A = BC (11)

and factors A. Second, one obtains A" by solving

_"=A-l(Buu-r_)/62 (12)

Finally, u" is obtained from

u" - uu -62CA" (13)

It should be noted that the accuracy loss associated with the factoring of an ill-

conditioned matrix BA-1B T and the subsequent backsubstitutions can severely influence

the solution accuracy of not only the Lag'range multipliers but also the generalized coordi-

nates as seen from (12) and (13). This has motivated many numerical analysts to undertake

the development of methods for differential-algebraic systems as the recent monograph 46

and references therein attest to their rich numerical properties. It is generally agreed that

the present status of differential-algebraic methods yield robust solutions for problems of

index one, but can suffer from inaccurate solutions of the Lagrange multipliers for higher

indez problems. Observe that many practical multibody dynamics problems are charac-

terized by index greater than one. Hence, the need to compute accurately the constraint

forces remains a challenge. For instance, for lock-up mechanisms that are activated when

truss structures are fully deployed in space often introduce stiff responses with nearly

singular state of BM-XB T. It is with these problems for which more robust constraint

computation algorithms are called for.

One way to improve the accuracy of constraint force computations is to adopt index

reduction strategies as discussed in Ref. 46. However, index reduction inevitably intro-

duces additional system degrees of freedom in the resulting differential-algebraic equations,

thus destroying the matrix sparsity of (5) in addition to the increased size of the matrix B.

In what follows we present an alternative approach based on a parabolic regularization of

the equations for the Lagrange multipliers, which preserves the first row of (5) and enables

us to solve ,k from the parabolic differential equations.

III. Constraint Handling Techniques

As alluded to in Introduction, techniques for handling the system constraints consti-

tute a major part of solution procedures for the numerical simulation of multibodv dy-

namics systems. In this section, we will first review the coordinate partitioning technique,

Baumgarte's technique and the penalty technique. The staggered stabilization procedure



which we advocate will then be describedha detail. A distinct feature of the staggered

stabilization procedure is that it can be implemented in a stand-alone module, thus can

be interfaced not only with the equation solver for rigid-body systems but with that for

flexible-body systems as well.

A. Coordinate Partitioning Technique

In the coordinate partitioning 2s'33 or singular decomposition technique 2°'3°, one se-

lects a rank sufficient part of B and partitions it as

B= [S_ S_J, u= [_ q_] (14)

where the rank of Bi(m x rn) is m and the subscripts (i, e) refer to infernal and external

variables, respectively. First, we express ui in terms of u_ as

u_' = B_-l(r_ - B,u_) 15)

Since we have

[-B{B7 T I] { sTBf } =0

The first row of (10) reduces to

(Me + TT._IIT)q'_ = r_

16)

17)

where

and

[ ] {rn}T= B_-IB¢, 3I= Mi 0 , u,
0 _le ' ru = r"

Ue

n n _ TTr n

rl nOnce one obtains u_, one can obtain u e from (15) and similarly A from (12).

is)

19)

Note that

even though (17) has a smaller dimension than that of (10a), its left-hand side matrix is in

general full since T given by (18a) is in general full. Hence, unless T is a constant matrix,

one must refactor the solution matrix in (17) whenever a new T is formed.

B. Baumgarte's Technique

Baumgarte's technique 22'29 is based on the observation that the errors committed

in computing the constraint conditions (3) or (4) can either be critically damped out or

exponentially decreased as the integration process continues. Mathematically, this can be

stated for the configuration constraint equation(3) as

+ 2a_ + Z_ = 0

or the motion constraint equation(4) as

_+7_=0

(20)

(21)



In terms of the generalconstraint equation augmentation as given by (5b), the pre-
cedingstabilization is equivalent to modif3"ingc in (5b) accordingly. Hence, the technique

can be implemented within the standard augmented form of the equations of motion (5).

However, if BM-1B T is ill-conditioned, which can happen since B is in general state-

dependent, the accuracy of generalized constraint force, A, can be considerably degraded.

This can occur if any two rows of B are physically similar (i.e., when two members form

a straight line) or numerically close during three-dimensional orientations.

C. Penalty Technique

In the two constraint handling techniques outlined so far, the objective was to satisfy
the constraint condition

= 0 (22)

whose differentiated forms were augmented to the equations of motion. In the penalty

procedure, one adopts
"1

= 0 (23)

as the basic constraint equations instead of the twice-differentiated form adopted in (5).

It is noted that the penalty formulation tacitly assumes that there will be violations

of the constraint condition in actual computations as discussed in Lanczos sl. If one sub-

stitutes (23) into the governing equations of motion, the resulting equation becomes

.h_lfi + 1--BT_ = Q (24)

A major drawback of the above penalty procedure is that, once an error is committed

in computing A, there is no compensation scheme by which the drifting of the numerical

solution can be corrected. This has led to the development of a staggered stabilized

procedure as described below.

D. Staggered Stabilization Procedure

To illustrate this procedure we will consider the case of nonholonomic constraints.

Instead of substituting the penalty expression directly into the governing equations of

motion, first we differentiate (23) once to obtain

-- 1(Bile + _') (25)

where we assume the penalty parameter, e, to be constant.

Second, we obtain for ii from (5a) in the form

ii = M-I((_ - BTx) (26)

and substitute it into (25) to yield

eJ_ + BM-1BTX = r A = BM-11_ + 0--7 (27)
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Notice that the homogeneouspart of the abovestabilized equation in terms of the
generalizedconstraint forces, _, has the following companioneigenvalueproblem:

(*t + BM-1BT/e)Y = 0 (28)

where {_'k, k = 1... rn} are the eigenvalues of the homogeneous operator for the new

stabilized constraint equations (27). Since _'k also dictates how the errors in the constraint

forces will diminish with time, the errors committed in the constraint conditions will decay

with their corresponding different response time constants. This physically oriented stabi-

lization property of the present technique is in contrast to that of Baumgarte's technique

wherein all the error components diminish according to a single time constant.

Third, this technique enables one to solve for A from the stabilized differential equa-

tion (27). Specifically, one now has two coupled equations, one set for the generalized

coordinates u and the other for the generalized constraint forces A, which are recalled here

from .(5a) and (27) for the case of nonholonomic constraints:

ii /1[0°
Note that the above coupled equations directly provide the desired differential equations

forapairof [u AJ.

For holonomic constraints, one has several stabilization possibilities. The one we have

chosen is to integrate the governing equations of motion once to obtain

/_" = 6M-'((_" - BT_, ") + h_ (30)

which is substituted into

= !(Bu + (31)

to yield:
. 0q_

eJ_" + 6BM-1BTX" = B(_M-1Q" + h_) + -_- (32)

It is observed that, even if BM-1B T is almost singular, this stabilization tech-

nique as derived in (27) and (32) would not cause numerical difficulty in computing

A since the solution iteration matrix becomes (e + 6BM-1B T) for nonholonomic cases

and (e -b _2BM-1B T) for holonomic cases. It is noted that one must choose e in such

a way to maintain robust solution when BM-1B T becomes ill-conditioned by choosing

e ,,., c/[(BM-_BT)-_[ • [BM-_Br[ where c is the solution accuracy desired for A.

Integration of the above equation by the mid-point implicit rule yields the following

difference equation:

h -1BT)A"+1/4 it-"+½ + r_,) + eA"
(el+ yBM = 4_'-_

,_.+1/2 = 2An+1/4 _ An
(33)



It has been shown that the staggeredstabilized procedure for the solution of the
constraints offers not only a modular software packageto treat the constraints but also
has been found to yield more robust solutions compared to the techniquesproposed by
Baumgarte as reported in Park and Chiou35. In particular, even when BM-1B T be-

comes nearly singular, the staggered stabilized procedure (33) gives stable and acceptable

solutions whereas the constraint forces computed by the Baumgarte's technique diverge.

IV. Solution Algorithms for Generalized Coordinates

In addition to the choice of implicit and explicit formulas, the recognition that the

equations of motion for multibody systems with constraints are not ordinary differential

equations (ODEs) (see, e.g., Petzold 27) has placed a unique requirement in the selection

of solution algorithms for multibody dynamics problems. From the user's viewpoint, one

has the option of either employing one of the available ODE packages (see Enright s2 for

existing ODE packages) or building a special solution module. It should be noted that,

since the integration of angular velocity vector does not lead to angular orientations, one

must solve a set of kinematical equations to obtain the desired angular orientations.

In this section we describe an explicit-implicit transient analysis algorithm that ex-

ploits the special kinematical relationships of the generalized rotational coordinates vs.

the angular velocity, namely, the Euler parameters 34. The integration of the translational

coordinates and the angular velocity is accomplished by the central difference formula. It

should be mentioned that the use of the central difference formula does impose a stepsize

restriction due to its stability limit ( w,,_h <_ 2) where w,,_,_ is the highest angular veloc-

ity of the system components for rigid-body systems or the highest frequency of the entire

flexible members for flexible-body systems. The simplicity of its programming effort and

robustness of its solution results can often become compelling enough to adopt an explicit

formula, which is the view taken here.

In conventional structural dynamics analysis, explicit time integration of the equations

of motion by the central difference formula involves the following two updates per step:

{ fl,+1/2 = fl_-1/2 + hii"u "+1 = u" + hfl '_+1/2

Unfortunately, this simplistic procedure is not directly applicable to the rotational part of

the equations of motion as ca is not directly integrable, except for some special kinematic

configurations. This motivates us to partition Cl into the translational velocity vector, ct,

which is directly integrable and the angular velocity vector, w, which is not, and treat

them differently, viz.:

ii= d_ ' ca

The equations of motion (5a) can be partitioned according to the above partitioning:

9



where

Q_ = f,,, D.,(w) S_(d,e)- BTA (37)

in which the subscripts (d,w) refer to the translational and the rotational motions, re-

spectively, f is the external force vector, D is the generalized damping force including the

centrifugal force, S is the internal force vector including member flexibility, q is the angular

orientation parameters, B d and Bw are the partition of the combined gradient matrices

of the constraint conditions (3) or (4) that are symbolically expressed as

B = BN + BH, A -- A N 27 A H (38)

To effect the body-by-body integration for the rotational degrees of freedom, we par-

tition da further into

Q = LQ1 jT (39)

where dfl j) is a (3xl) angular acceleration vector for the j-th body,

d_(j) = t ,(j) (J) w_J)L_: ,oJ2 , J (4O)

\Ve now present the update algorithm for both translational and rotational coordi-

nates.

A. Update of Translational and Angular Velocity

First, assume that d n+1/2 and q.+:/2 are already computed so that we can compute

_.+1/2 and da"+:/2 by (36), namely,

a"+'/2 { D_+} + S_+} - BTA"+} }{d,.+:/2} =-M-: D_,+{ + S:+} T n+}B_A
(41)

Second, we update the translational velocity and the angular velocity vectors at the step

(n+l) by

dn+' d" ha= 27 (42)
_d n+l = 0.3 n 27 h¢._ n+l/2

Third, we update the translational displacement, d, by

dn+3/2 = d"+:/2 + hcl n+: (43)

However, the updating of the angular orientation requires somewhat invoh'ed computa-

tions. To this end, we will employ the Euler parameters and update them accordingly.

10



B. Update of Euler Parameters and Angular Velocity

As mentioned in conjunction with a direct useof (34) for integrating the rotational equa-
tions of motion, it is necessaryfor one to introduce a set of generalizedcoordinates whose
time rate canbe relatedto the angular velocity. To this end,weemploythe four-parameter

Euler representation of the angular velocity for each body as (see, e.g., Wittenburgl°):

110_::]/1-- __ w q=A(w)q, q-- Lq0 ql q2 q3J T (44)

that is subject to the constraint:

qTq = 1 (45)

where

0 -w3 w2 ]
_= w3 0 --Wl , W= [Wl w2 w3J T (46)

--W2 wl 0

and the nodal-designation superscript is omitted for notational simplicity.

We adopt the mid-point implicit procedure to integrate the Euler parameters:

/1-+1 = A(w_+l). q,+l

q_+l = qn+l/2 + 4/1"+1

qn+3/2 _ Oqn+l _ qn+_/2

(qn+3/27T" " qn+3/2 = 1

(47)

It should be noted that the mid-point implicit update is no more costly than any explicit

as the solution matrix inversion can be explicitly obtained.

Finally, once q,+3/2 is computed from (47), it is often required to compute the body-

fixed basis vector, b = [bl b2 b3J T in terms of the inertial basis vectors, e =

Lel e2 e3JT. These two vectors are related by

b = Re (48)

where

R

-2(%_+ q_)- 1
2(qlq2 - qoq3)

2(qlq3 + qoq2)

2(qlq2 + qoq3)

2(q0_+ ql)- 1
2(q2q3 - qoql)

2(qlq3 -- qoq2) 7

2(q2q3 + qoql) J2(%+ qg)- i
(49)
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C. Update of el, w, d, q at the (n + 2)-step

So far we have advanced from the step (n+l) to the step (n+3/2). In other words, we have

advanced only half of the total step. For the next step, viz, the step (n+2) from (n+3/2),

we employ the following sequence of computations:

d_"+1 = -M -1 D_+I "_- sn+l RT_n+I (50)

h_].+l
d "+3/2 = d "+1/2 +
w-+3/2 = w,+1/2 + h& "+1

= hd "+3/_

dn+2 d-+l +

q.n+3/2 = A(w"+3/= )q.+3/2
nn+3/2 __ nn+l --k.h_n+3/2

qn+2 __ 9qn+3/2 _ qn+l

(qn+2)Tqn+2 = 1

(51)

(52)

Note that we do not use d n+3/2 and q,+3/2 in advancing from the step (n+3/2) to the

present step (n+2) in computing d n+2 and q,+2. Instead, we employ d n+1 and qn+l, hence

the name two-stage staggered explicit procedure 34. The net result is that, even though we

take a full step (h instead of h/2), we only advance half the step at a time. In other words,
we evaluate the acceleration and the angular acceleration vectors twice for each full step.

V. Implementation

V_re will nov¢ outline the implementation aspects of the the partitioned MBD solution pro-

cedure. The procedure is implemented into two separate integration modules: generalized-

coordinate integrator (CINT) and Lagrange multiplier solver (LINT). The generalized-

coordinate integrator employs a two-stage modified form of the central difference method

for updating the angular velocity vector and the mid-point implicit rule for updating the

angular orientations via the Euler parameters. The Lagrange multipliers solver adopts a

staggered form of the mid-point implicit method.

A. Generalized-Coordinate Integrator (CINT)

The module receives f_ = BTx" from LINT and advances the solution of the MBD

equation (1) from time t" to t "+x. At each integration step, CINT performs the following

computations.

Given:

Compute:

Advance:

p"= (ct "-a/2' d", ¢o"-x/2, q") and gn = (wn, f,_ = BTA"))

d"and w" by (41)

d "+1/2 = cl"-_/2 + h_l"d "+x = d" + hcl "+1/_
(53)
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wn+l/2 -- 0.$n--1/2 + h_._ n

_ h _ ( .2

qn+l = 2_in+x/2 _ qn, (qn+a)T. qn+X = I

(54)

Output: p,,+1 = (_I "+a/:, dn+X, w-+x/2,q,_+a)

Module Invoke: Call CINT (p", g", h, p.+1)

where h is the stepsize and A(w) is given by

[o -03: °1 1

--OJ 3

I OJ 1 0 033 --t_2 (55)
. A.w( 0

033 032 --031

and _tn+1/2 is an intermediate vector and (54c) must be solved to obtain qn+l so as to to

satisfy the linear dependency constraint, qTq = 1.

Given:

Compute:

Advance:

B. Lagrange Multiplier Solver (LINT)

This module receives (d, d, u_, q) from CINT and performs the following computations.

t.,+1/2 = (_ln+Xl 2, d-+1/2, w.+112, qn+X/2, A,_)

B "+1/2, BM-1B T and r_ +1/2 by (3) and (4)

{ _n+1/4 = (el+ _BM-'BT)-I(eX " + _(r_, + r_+'/2))
An+l/_ = 9_ +1/4 _ A" (56)

Output:

Module Invoke:

Xn+x/2, f_+1/2

Call LINT (t.+1/2, h, )_n+1/2, f_+1/2)

C. Two-Stage Explicit-Implicit Staggered Procedure

In order to evaluate o) '*+1, 03n+1 must be known. Notice from the preceding section that

only 05n+1/2 is available. Because inaccurate treatments of the gyroscopic damping and the

centrifugal force terms can lead quickly to computational instability in computing dv '_+1,

it is not advisable to obtain w n+a by extrapolating with w "+1/2 and w '*-a/2. To mitigate
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this difficulty, we advanceonly to the next half step, at each CINT and LINT call. This
is illustrated as follows:

t_t n

Call CINT (p", g", h, p,+l)

Call LINT (_,+1/2, h, A "+1/2, f_+1/2)

t=t"+h/2 (n*-n+l/2)

Call CINT (p,+1/2, g,+1/2, h, p,+3/2)

Call LINT (_,+1, h, A "+1, f_+*)

t=t"+h

Note that

togetlaer with

g.+1/2 =

pn+l/2 ----(d n, d n+1/2, w", qn+l/2)

provides the necessary input data to compute _,+1/2 and _bn+1/2 in the second call of

CINT in the above calling sequence. In summary, the present procedure requires two

function evaluations and two A-solutions per each full step, hence the name "two-stage

explicit-implicit staggered procedure".

VI. Numerical Examples

The two modules, the generalized coordinate integrator (CINT) and the Lag'range multi-

pliers solver (LINT), have been implemented in Fortran 77. In solving the following three

example problems, we have incorporated the constraint conditions through the use of La-

grange multipliers instead of eliminating the constraints. It is therefore necessary to solve

the governing equations of motion in a way that satisfies the constraint equations. Hence,

efficient and accurate solutions of these problems will confirm not only the viability of the

present integration procedure for the solution of the multibody equations of motion with

or without constraints but also the constraint stabilization procedure in their combined

totality.

A. Plane Three-Link Manipulator

The first problem tested is a simplified version of the seven-link manipulator deployment

problem 52. The three links are initially folded and, for modeling simplicity, between the

two joints is a coil spring which resists a constant deploying force at the tip of the third

link. Also, the left-hand end of the first link is fixed through the same coil spring to the

wall. These three coil springs are to be locked up once the links are deployed straight. The

deployment sequence of the manipulator is illustrated in Fig. 1. The time-discretized dif-

ference equations both for Baumgarte's technique and the staggered stabilization technique

have been solved at each time increment by a Newton-type iterative procedure to meet
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a specifiedaccuracylevel. Hence,the performanceof the two techniquescan be assessed
by the averagenumber of iterations taken per time increment. This is presented in Fig.

2 for the accuracy of 10 -4. Notice that the staggered stabilization technique requires on

the average about 4.5 iterations per step, whereas Baumgarte's technique requires about

22 iterations per step.

Note that Baumgarte's technique fails to converge for time, t _ 1.1 as manifested in Fig. 2

because the rows in B become numerically dependent upon one another when the links are

in a straight configuration. This corroborates the theoretical prediction of non-convergence

whenever the solution matrix, BM-1B r, for Baumgarte's technique (see Eqs.(Sb), (20)

and (21)) becomes singular. On the other hand, the staggered stabilization techrdqu.e still

converges within 30 iterations, because it overcomes this singularity difficulty, since A still

exists, as can be seen from Eqs. (27) and (32).

It should be noted that, in order to avoid such ill-conditioning, one must differen-

tiate the constraint equations once or twice more and recast the resulting higher-order

constraint equations in terms of first-order equations with increased number of equations.

This process is known as an index reduction strategy 46. Thus, one must restructure the

augmented equations of motion (5) with the net result of increased solution variables.

Other techniques involve singular value decompositions, e.g., as advocated by Ffihrer and

Leimkuhler 53. On the other hand, the present staggered stabilization technique overcomes

the ill-conditioning difficulty without restructuring the governing equations of motion. In-

stead, the constraint equations are enforced in a separate module by the parabolically

regularized equations for the Lagrange multipliers as derived in (27) and (32).

Although not reported here, the same relative performance has been observed for different

accuracy levels, i.e., for the accuracy of 10 -5 and 10 -6 .

From this test problem, we conclude that the staggered stabilization technique yields

both improved accuracy over and greater computational robustness than the Baumgarte

technique. In addition, the staggered stabilization technique offers software modularity in

that the solution of the constraint force, ),, can be carried out separately from that of the

generalized displacement, q. The only data each solution module needs to exchange with

the other is a set of vectors, plus a common module to generate the gradient matrix of the

constraints, B. However, one should be cautioned not to extrapolate blindly to complex

problems the results of the present simple examples. Further judicious experiments axe

needed in applying the present staggered stabilization technique to complex production-

level problems before it can be adopted for general applications in multibody dynamic
simulations.

B. Three-Dimensional Double Pendulum

The second problem with which we have tested the present procedure is a spatially moving

double pendulum as shown in Fig. 3. The governing equations of motion become those of

two separate rigid bars, except they are connected by two spherical joints. From Fig. 3
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we have the the following quantities:

oi d i lwi-_ -- -- X Z i --" O_
2

i= 1, 2. (57)

M=diag{m a, j1, m 2, j2} (58)

1~ 1 ]
B= I o o (50)

I -iz x -I -½_2x

{ /_ } /iFw = f2 , = -

0

0

0

_3_1(J3 - ,;'1)
._l'-'2(Jx - J2).

, i= 1, 2. (60)

_i = {d, _}i, _i __ [;_, _, _]T, t_i = [_1, _2, t_3] T (61)

A = [A1, A2, AS, A4, As, A6] T (62)

In the preceding equations, ½z is the vectorial distance from the center of the bar to

the spherical joint constraints, m and J are the three translational and rotatory, inertia

matrices, _. is the skew symmetric matrix formed by the three components of z, × implies

a vector cross multiplication, and the superscript designates the i-th bar.

The pendulum is originally positioned in a gravity field with initial horizontal angular

velocities (w (x) = w (2) = 1). Figure 4 shows the spatial trajectories of the two mass centers

as projected on the horizontal surface and on the vertical plane. It is noted that the two

trajectories form a similar pattern. The constraint forces and angular velocities, although

not reported herein, exhibit patterns that axe analogous in their characteristics for the two

joints and two mass centers, respectively.

We have performed convergence studies by using different stepsizes h. Numerical evalua-

tions indicate, as with the rigid-link problem, that when the step'size samples more than

20 per period, the present procedure yields both good accuracy and stability.

C. Open-Loop Torque for Three-Link Manipulator

The third problem is a three-link manipulator maneuvering under a specified nonholonomic

tip velocity constraint. For this problem, both rigid links and flexible links with four

beam elements per link have been investigated. The flexible beam was modeled with a

constant-strain Timoshenko beam element that allows large rotations. The three joints are

modeled as spherical ones and the Lagrange multipliers have been introduced to enforce
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the joint constraints and well as the nonholonomicconstraint at the manipulator tip. The
trajectories of the manipulator and the tip velocity specification are shown in Figs. 5
and 6. The correspondingjoint torques for the rigid and flexible links are also shown in
Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Note that even though there exists little differencein the two
trajectories of the rigid and flexible cases, there are significant differences in the open-loop

joint torques. These will play an important role in the design of controller for vibration

suppression in the manipulator arms.

VII. Discussions

In this chapter, we have presented a computational procedure for direct integration of the

multibody dynamical (MBD) equations with constraints.

Because of its step-advancing nature, the procedure is labeled as a two-stage staggered

explicit-implicit algorithm: explicit for solving the generalized coordinates (CINT) and

implicit for Lagrange multipliers to incorporate constraints (LINT). Our numerical exper-

iments indicate that it is essential to enforce the linear dependency constraint condition

on the Euler parameters at each integration step.

Numerical experiments reported herein and additional applications conducted so far in-

dicate that the present procedure yields robust solutions if the stepsize gives more than

twenty samples for the period of the apparent highest response frequency of a given multi-

body system. Hence, the present procedure appears to have accomplished the following:

• For closed loop multibody systems and/or problems with complex topology wherein it

is practically inadvisable to eliminate the constraints, the present procedure facilitates

a straightforward construction of the governing equations of motion with appropri-

ate constraints. The generalized coordinates and the system open and closed loop

Lagrange multipliers can then be solved by the present procedure in a partitioned

manner.

• For problems that involve lock-up mechanisms or similar discontinuities, the present

procedure appears to overcome numerical difficulties encountered in using the Baum-

garte stabilization. This may be an important impetus for applying the present pro-

cedure for the simulation of deployment dynamics of space structures.

• The angular velocity is obtained by an adaptation of the central difference algorithm

in a two-stage form and the update of angular orientations is based on the Euler pa-

rameters by adopting the mid-point implicit formula. Both of the integrators conserve

the system energy, which is important when the multibody simulation package is to be

interfaced with an active control synthesis module. This is because stability mar#ns

of active control systems are sensitive to the system damping characteristics either

physical or numerical.

• The present MBD solution procedure is implemented into two separate modules: the

generalized coordinates solver (CINT) and the constraint Lagrange multiplier solver

(LINT). Hence, the task for interfacing of the present hIBD solution modules with

additional capabilities such as active controller, observer and other analysis and design

software modules becomes relatively straightforward. Such software architecture is
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in contrast to most of the existing programming practice wherein several analysis

capabilities are embedded into a single monolithic program.

Applications of the present procedure to flexible multibody systems are currently being

carried out and preliminary results are quite encouraging. We hope to report on the results

of flexible-body dynamics as well as on large-scale multibody problems in the near future.
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Abstract

A computational procedure suitable for the solution of equations of motions for flexible

multibody systems has been developed. The flexible beams are modeled using a fully non-

linear theory which accounts for both finite rotations and large deformations. The present

formulation incorporates physical measures of conjugate Cauchy stress and covariant strain

increments. As a consequence, the beam model can easily be interfaced with real-time strain

measurements and feedback control systems. A distinct feature of the present work is the com-

putational preservation of total energy for undamped systems; this is obtained via an objective

strain increment/stress update procedure combined with an energy-conserving time integra-

tion algorithm which contains an accurate update of angular orientations. The pro.cedure is
demonstrated via several example problems.

i

1. Introduction

The simulation of flexible multibody systems is becoming an increasingly important

tool for the design and operation of many engineering applications. Typical examples of

such systems include deployable space structures, high precision machine dynamics and

robotics, and other problems containing controlled positioning of structural components.

The components of these articulated structures typically undergo large relative displace-

ments and rotations in order to carry out the intended operations. To perform the desired

kinematic motions, various types of mechanical joints are introduced to constrain the rel-

ative motion between the various components. New technology needs of both the space

and robotics industries have increased the demand for accurate numerical simulations of

the effect of component flexibility on the performance of multibody systems. A significant

coupfing between the gross structural motion and the elastic deformation can be expe-

rienced by typical applications in which lightweight structures with higher flexibility are

required to operate with greater positioning accuracy and at higher speeds. To capture

this phenomenon, a realistic mathematical model of the structural component that can

readily be incorporated into a general nmltibody dynamics methodology is necessary.

Two basic approaches, the floating frame approach and the nonlinear continuum ap-

proach, exist for the modeling of flexible components within a general multibody system.
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The floating frame approach introduces a moving reference frame to follow some overall

mean rigid body motion of the beam; the elastic deformation of the beam is then de-

scribed relative to this moving reference 1-6. With this approach, the classical multi-rigid

body analysis was extended to include structural flexibility by superposing existing linear

deformation descriptions onto the rigid motions of the floating reference frame 7's. The

definition of such a mean axis system and the corresponding deformation modes within

the general context of the finite element method has been presented 9-11. To minimize the

number of elastic coordinates, coordinate transformations from the physical elastic coor-

dinates to modal coordinates were performed within the multibody dynamics context a2

and static correction modes were used in conjunction with the normal modes of vibration

to account for reaction forces and torques transmitted to the components through joint

connections 13A4. An alternative choice of a floating reference frame for finite element appli-

cations, termed the convected coordinate system, was introduced as a simple separation of

the rigid body motion and the structural deformation for a given finite element 15-1s. All of

these studies, however, are limited by the assumption of linear deformation theory which is

inadequate to capture certain nonlinear phenomena. Nonlinear deformation theories must

be taken into account for such instances as the geometric stiffening of a spinning beam 10'2°

in which the structural component experiences a centrifugal force as well as applications

in which the components necessarily have low mass and very high flexibility. Extensions

of the original approach to model the nonlinear effects include the substructuring tech-

nique in which the component is further partitioned into substructures each with a local

reference frame where normal vibration and static correction modes can then be used to
• '_1model the deformataon" , and the finite element incorporation of a nonlinear Green strain

measure 22'23. The resulting equations of motion of the floating frame approach, written in

terms of a set of reference coordinates and a set of relative elastic coordinates, inherently

contain a complex coupling of the gross motion and the elastic deformation modes.

Recently, a fully nonlinear continuum approach to describe the dynamics of the flexible

beam'has been pursued 24-2s. Through the use of finite-deformation rod theories 29-32, the

approach is capable of directly accounting for both finite rotation kinematics and large

deformations of the beam component. Since the motion due to rigid rotations of the beam

is not distinguished from that due to deformations, the need for a floating reference frame

is completely obviated and the component inertia is identical in form to that of a rigid

body. The inherent nonlinear coupling between the gross body motion and the elastic

deformation is transferred to the stiffness part of the equations of motion. The key _o

the successful adoption of this approach is to develop a computational procedure for the

nonlinear internal force term that preserves rigid body motions.

The aim of this paper is to incorporate the nonlinear continuum formulation of the

spatial beam motion into a general multibody dynamics software methodology. The present

formulation employs a convected coordinate representation of physical Cauchy stresses

and corresponding set of physical strains. This representation naturally lends itself to the

"software in the real-time experiment" loop as sensors measure only physical quantities.

.2
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Another advantage of the formulation is that the degrees of freedom of the beam component

embody both the rigid and flexible deformation motions. The task for incorporating the

multibody system constraints becomes straightforward, and the equations of motion for an

arbitrary configuration of flexible beams and rigid bodies can automatically be generated

in terms of an identical set of physical coordinates. Numerical solution procedures for

the integration of spatial kinematic systems can then be directly applied to these physical

coordinates. Such a universal treatment is not applicable within the context of the floating

frame approach as the reference and elastic coordinate definitions are of highly different

character.

The rest of the paper will be organized as follows. Section 2 will detail the kinematic

description of the continuum beam in which the total motion is referred directly to the

inertial reference frame. The principle of virtual work of a continuum as specialized to

the spatial motion of the beam component is detailed in Section 3. The subsequent finite

element discretization of the beam component and overall multibody system equations are

then presented. Section 4 will summarize the staggered procedure for the integration of

multibody dynamic systems. The virtual work expression is used to derive the method

of computation of the internal force, and Section 5 will address this algorithmic treat-

ment of the nonlinear stiffness operator, Section 6 will present some example problems

demonstrating the software capabilities.

2. Beam Kinematics

The present formulation adopts an inertial reference frame for describing the trans-

lational motions and a body-fixed frame for the rotational motions. The consequence of

this description is that the translational and rotational variables embody information due

to both rigid rotations and deformations of the beam. The configuration of the beam. as

shown in Figure 1, is completely characterized using a position vector locating the neutral

axis of the beam from the inertial origin and a body-fL_:ed frame representing the orienta-

tion of the cross-section with respect to the inertial reference frame. The position vector

r locating an arbitrary particle point on the beam is thus described as

r = (X + u)re + frb (2.1)

where "boldface" symbols represent three subscripted vectors and the normal type symbols

represent three components of a given vector: e = { et,e2, e3 }r represents the three

orthogonal vectors defining the inertial reference frame: b = { bl, b2, bs }7" represents

the body-fLxed reference frame which is attached to and rotates with the beam cross section:

X = { X1,X2,X3 }T represents the inertial components of the original neutral axis

position; u = { ul, u2, ua }r represents the inertial components of the subsequent total

translational displacement of the neutral m_:is, and (r = { 0, f'2, Q } are the body-fixed

components of the distance from the beam neutral-axis to tile material point located on

the deformed beam cross-section. It is noted that the beam cross-section is allowed to



rotate such that it is not necessarilyperpendicular to the neutral axis in order to model
transverseshear deformations. Vv'arpingdeformationof the cross-sectionis not taken into
consideration.

In order to derivethenecessarytime derivativesfor thedescriptionof the largerotation
dynamics, weemploy the well known formula3a:

d d e d b

dt - dt dt + w × (2.2)

where w is the angular velocity vector and the superscripts e and b indicate that the

derivatives are to be those observed in the inertial (space) and body (rotating) system of

axes respectively. The above is expressed in the matrix form to act on the body frame

components of a given vector
d d b

dt dt ÷ & (2.3)

and the velocity and acceleration of the position vector (2.1) are

dr du T
-- _ e + _T[zT b

dt dt

d2r d2u T db& T

dt 2 - dt 2 e + Or( d--7-- .+. _T_T ) b

Given the following relation between the b-basis and the e-basis

b = R e (2.5)

where R is a (3 × 3) orthogonal transformation matrix, the body frame components of the

skew-symmetric angular velocity tensor ( &T ) are

t_T dRRT
= dt (2.6)

A conjugate virtual rotation tensor is defined analogous to the above as

5&T = _RRr (2.7_

and the variation of the position vector (2.1) is given as

_r = 8uTe + fTbsTb (2.8)

The equations of motion as derived from the stated beam kinematic description will be
discussed next.



3. Spatial Beam Equations of Motion

The principle of virtual work, which is simply a 'weak' or variational form of Cauchy's

differential equations of motion for the equilibrium of a given set of particles of a continuum.
is stated as 34

6ri pYi dV + cri_ _ dV = 8rifi dV J- 6riti dS (3.1)

The cartesian coordinates zi represent the particle position after some deformation has

taken place, 6ri a kinematically admissible virtual displacement, /:i the acceleration, f,

the external force per unit mass, and ti the stress vector acting on a surface with outward

normal components hi. Likewise, aiej represents the cartesian components of the Cauchy

stress tensor, and p is the mass density. The expression is tailored for the continuum

beam by using the kinematic relations (2.1), (2.4), and (2.8) for the components x_, 6ri,

and /:i respectively. As well as providing the basis for a finite element approximation

techniques, the variational formulation readily lends itself to the derivation of incremental

strain-displacement relations as deduced from the derivatives of the virtual displacement

components. The present formulation employs a physical stress measure deft.ned as a force

per unit deformed area and the conjugate physical strain increments based on the de-

formed coordinates. As such, the formulation can be recast into a convected coordinate

system moving with the beam, thus simplifying the stress and strain computational proce-

dures. The practical advantages of such a formalism are in real-time software simulation

experiments as the computed physical quantities correspond to the actual stress/strain

measurements of the sensors located and operating on the deformed structure.

For notational convenience and subsequent finite element discretization, the principle

of virtual work is expressed in the following operator form:

_SF t + 5F s = 5F s + 5F r (3.2)

where the inertia operator 6F z, internal force operator ¢]F s, external force operator 6F E.

and traction operator 6F T are identified from (3.1). Explicit expressions for the various

operators incorporating the large rotation beam kinematics are derived in Sections 3.1 to

3.3. The finite element discretizations are given in Section 3.4, and the incorporation of

the beam formulation into the multibody dynamics framework is discussed in Section 3.5.

3.1 Spatial Beam Inertia Operator

The inertia operator was defined from (3.1) as

6Ft = _ p 6r,ri d}: = _.

5

p _r. i_ d_" t3.3]



from which an expressioncan be deriveddirectly from the kinematic equations(2.4) and
(2.8). If the origin of the body-fixed basisis located at the centroid of the cross-section,
the following simpleexpressionresults for _FI:

where

d2 u }

pAf

_FI = ] { _ur _aT } ds (3.4/
J, db _

J -_T- + & J w

--- J

represents the inertia tensor of the beam cross-section and ds represents the remaining

integration to be performed over a beam length parameter. The translational inertia is

completely decoupled from the rotary inertia and is of the same form as that seen in rigid

body dynamics. This is due to the dual choice of the translational displacements measured

in the inertial basis and the angular velocity measured in the body-fixed basis located at

the center of mass of the cross-section.

3.2 Spatial Beam Internal Force Operator

The internal force operator was defined in (3.1) as

v O6ris = 0x---7 dV (3.5)

identifying as conjugate quantities the virtual displacement gradient and the Cauchy stress

tensor. This form of the internal force along with the beam kinematic description will be

used to deduce a set of virtual strain-displacement relations that are invariant to rigid body

motions. The corresponding conjugate stress tensor will be obtained from an objective

incremental procedure that relates incremental strains obtained from the virtual strain

tensor to Cauchy stress increments. Thus the internal force term will be derived completely

from the original definition of the beam kinematics without making an a priori definition

of the existing strains or stresses.

A physically appealing decomposition of the stress and virtual strain tensors into an

alternative beam reference frame which lies tangent to the deformed neutral axis is intro-

duced to provide conceptual simplifications in the derivation and subsequent computat ions.

Certain stress states referenced to this convected frame are kinematically required to van-

ish in a beam formulation. When applied to the convected frame stress components, this

choice also leads the task of stress update computations to a simple additive procedure.

To this end, we introduce a convected reference frame, denoted by a, which is related to

the inertial reference frame e by

a = T e , a = { a,,a2,a3 }r (3.6)

6



For implementation purposeswithin the context of the finite element method, the con-
vetted frame will be constant on the element level and thus is similar in concept to that
introduced by Belytschkoet al.15.16.It is noted that this referenceframe doesnot coincide
with the body frame b attachedto the cross-section.The relative differencebetweenthese
two referenceframes is representedby the rotation matrix S which models the effectsof
transverseshear and torsion deformationas

b = Sa, R = ST ,

and the latter interdependence between the rotation matrices is established.

(3.7)

The internal force operator, originally characterized by the inertial frame components

of the Cauchy stress tensor ( ai_ ) and conjugate virtual displacement gradient, will equiv-

alently be expressed in terms of the convected frame components of the stress tensor ( a_'j )
and a corresponding convected virtual displacement gradient as

Iv 05r i Iv --5F s =- _ a_j dV = Zmi OSri a0_k a'nk dl/ (3.8)

The symmetric portion of the transformed deformation gradient is used to define the virtual

strain tensor 5_-_k as

1 Otiri OSri

3e_k -- 2 (Tr,,i O_k + rki 0_,,, ) (3.9)

which is an objective tensor invariant to arbitrary rigid body motions. The internal force.

written in terms of the convected frame tensors, will be expressed in vector format as

5F s = 5e_k a_k dV = {a_ _ _ } t_'_, dV (3.10)

where the notation

denotes the coordinates of the convected reference frame and the engineering shear strain

definitions respectively. The rest of the convected frame str,"dn components

are identically equal to zero due to the original assumptions of the beam kinematics.

A set of virtual strain-displacement relations can be derived from the expressions (2.S)

and (3.9). The final result is expressed as



where

06U / 0 / 0 6_ 6_ -_- S T 60_ (3.12)
_-_ = T 0-T + -6Z3 , 6_ - 04 '

( 635 J

and is comparable to that of Reissner al. In the above expressions, 6")' represents the

membrane and two transverse shear strains, 6_ the torsion and two bending strains, and

6/3 the virtual rotations of the cross-section referred to the convected frame.

In an analogous manner the total stress state is expressed as

to be obtained from a separate stress update procedure. A substitution of (3.11) and (3.13)

into (3.10), and a spatial integration over a symmetric cross-sectional area results in the

following expression for the internal force

6F s = _ { 6_/T N, + 6_ T M_ } d_ (3.14)

where N- r represent the axial and transverse shear forces per unit length, and 2_1,, represent

the torsional and bending moments per unit length as given by

N.y = f4 a dA M,, = /A (T a dA (3.15)

To be consistent with the inertia operator derived in (3.4), the above is written as

6FS = _ {6ur daT} [ B IT { Nv } d_,ll,, (3.161!

which involves a transformation back to the body frame components of the virtual rotations

and also an identification of the desired incremental strain-displacement matrix B. To

effect the change of the body reference frame of the cross-section orientation in space with

respect to the constant convected reference frame, we invoke the following relations:

0_63 _ S r 0 _6a S r( Ob_a- _ + _s 6a ) (3.17'_
0_ 0_ 0_

0_S S r (3.1S)
_ 0¢



which are completely analogous to those relating changes in the time derivative given in

(2.3) and (2.6). The strain operator [ B ] of (3.16) is then recognized as

I° I [000][B ] = i, o_, il -= 0 0 - (3.19)
0 sT( kS + I b-g ) ' 0 1 0

It remains to provide a procedure for updating o'._ and _r_ in order to compute N v and

M_. For this purpose, we employ the following rate-type law that relates the instantaneous
rate of stress to the instantaneous rate of deformation:

" a ¢,_ ,,a

akt -- CkZmp emp (3.20)

where ckt,,_p represents the material response tensor, and &_ and i_,p represent the

convected frame stress and strain rates, respectively. This approximate constitutive law can

be derived by transforming the Truesdell rate equation 35, which is an objective equation

based on inertial components of Cauchy stresses and the velocity gradient tensor, to the

convected basis. This equation is then integrated in time as

tn+lP

a_ l "+_ a " ./,, _ dt-" O'kl -}- Cklmp _'mp

n

(3.21)

to define the stress update procedure. The evaluation of the strain increments _ke_p. to
be defined from the virtual strains (3.12), will be detailed in Section 5.

3.3 Spatial Beam External Force and Traction Operator

The external force operator defined in (3.1) as

8F E = [ _ri f, d_,"
J_

has the final resultant form

8F_ = { dur 6at } fb d_ (3.22)

where f_ represents the inertial components of a force per unit length acting on the beam

neutral axis and fb represents the body-fixed components of a moment per unit length

acting on the beam cross-section. The traction operator defined as

OF r = [ _,'i t, dS (3.23)
Js



acts on the exterior surfaces of the beam as natural boundary conditions.

3.4 Finite Element Discretization

The variational form of the partial differential equations representing the spatial dy-

namics of a continuous beam presented in the preceding sections provide a basis for the

finite element method to be used as a spatial discretization procedure 36. In the present

study, we restrict ourselves to the use of linear shape functions to approximate the dis-

placement field along the beam, viz.,

ripe

u -- Z NI u,r (3.24)
I=l

where Nt denotes the

at the element nodes,

inertia operator, from

spatial linear shape functions, ut represents the degrees of freedom

and npe denotes the number of nodes per element. The element

(3.4), is written as

np¢ ripe

= dt 2 + 6aT PJl dt }
I=1 K=I

-p, (3.25)

I=l

where

_'IEIK = _ NINKd_ , DE(w)I --- _(CoJw)ld(

represent the element mass matrix and nonlinear angular acceleration vector. The former

will be evaluated as a standard lumped mass matrix for the computational efficiency of

explicit integration techniques to be described in Section 4, and the latter will be evalu-

ated from an average of the element nodal angular velocities. The element internal force

operator, from (3.16), is written as

np. ,pe {}
I=1 I=1

where the evaluation of the element strain operator

10



and the resultant elementstressesNn and M_, as defined in (3.19) and (3.15) respectively,

will be presented in detail in Section 5. The element external force operator, from (3.22),

is written as

5FE = E { (_ttI _O_I } ft ,
I=1

and the traction operator is implemented as boundary conditions on the nodes. The

equations of motion in terms of nodal degrees of freedom ( 5u d, Sad ) for the entire beam are

obtained from an assembly of the above element operators. For the unconstrained beam,

these nodal virtual displacements and rotations are arbitrary independent variations, and

the discrete equations of motion are written as

} { } { }+ + = (3.29)

0 Jd Za Dd(_O) S_ f_

where Me, Jd represent the assembled mass and inertia matrices, and Dd(w), Sa, fa

represent the assembled nonlinear acceleration, internal force, and external force vectors

respectively.

3.5 Extension to Multibody Dynamics

The present formulation of spatial beam dynamics as given by (3.29) can readily be

incorporated into a general multibody dynamics methodology. The degrees of freedom of a

rigid body, namely the inertially-based translational position of the center of mass and the

rotational orientation of the body reference frame, coincide with the degrees of freedom

of the nodal coordinates of the present beam components. Thus the equations of motion

(3.29) can be specialized to represent a rigid body system by setting the internal force S,t

equal to zero.

It remains to augment both the holonomic and nonholonomic constraint conditions

modeling the contacts among the various bodies to the equations of motion. For this pur-

pose, the Lagrange multiplier technique is used to couple the algebraic constraint equations

with the differential equations of motion of the generalized coordinates by augmenting the

virtual work of the unconstrained system (3.2) with the virtual work required to enforce

the constraints. Given a set of equations representing holonomic constraint conditions

between the displacement coordinates as

O Ott 5u = BH 5u = 0 (3.30)

and a set representing nonholonomic constraint conditions between the virtual displace-

ments and rotations as

50x( u, Su, R, Sa) = BN 53 = 0 (3.31)

11



the virtual work expression(3.2) of the unconstrainedsystem is modified to' account for
the constraint via Lagrange'smultipliers A as3r

_F I + _F s + XH'(_ H -1- AN._r_ N -- _F E + _F T

The virtual displacements and rotations of the generalized coordinates can now be treated

as arbitrary independent variations in the modified virtual work expression. The equations

of motion for constrained flexible multibody systems with respect to a set of generalized

coordinates ( t_, w ) denoting both the nodal coordinates of the flexible members and the

physical coordinates of the rigid bodies can be expressed as

/i BT
O_ } (3.32)

where

= , B = BN '

in which D(_o) represents the nonlinear acceleration, S the internal force vector, f the

external force vector, and B r A the constraint force vector. As an additional number of

unknown Lagrange multipliers A for each constraint condition have been introduced along

with the generalized coordinates for each degree of freedom, the above system of equations

must be augmented with the constraint equations themselves to achieve a determined

system of equations.

4. Time Integration Techniques for Constrained Systems

The present methodology to formulate the equations of motion of an arbitrary, assem-

blage of interconnected flexible beams and rigid bodies is readily adaptable for use with

existing multibody dynamics solution techniques. The equations (3.32) model the beam

components with degrees of freedom u and _o that embody both the rigid and flexible

deformation motions. As such there is no need to solve separately generalized coordi-

nates denoting the flexible motion from a reference set of coordinates denoting the rigid

motion. In addition, as the nodal coordinates of the beam components are defined in

the same kinematic manner as the physical coordinates of the rigid body components, no

distinction need be made between the treatment of the flexible and rigid components of

the multibody system other than the calculation of the internal force of the flexible mem-

ber. Therefore, the salient feature of this type of formulation is that numerical solution

procedures for the integration of spatial kinematic systems can be directly applied to the

generalized coordinates of both the rigid and flexible components.

A multibody dynamics solution procedure, originally demonstrated on rigid body sys-

tems in previous studies a8-41, is adopted for the above flexible multibody system equations

12



of motion. The key to the procedureis a staggeredimplementation of the separategener-
alizedcoordinate integrator and constraint force solvermodules. An improvedvariation of
the explicit central differencealgorithm, describedin Section4.1, is usedto integrate the
translational displacementsand the angular velocity of the system.An algorithm basedon
the Euler parameter representationof finite rotations, describedin Section4.2, is usedto
update the configuration orientation from the angular velocity. The computations of the
Lagrange multipliers are then carried out in a separate routine, described in Section 4.3,

which implicitly integrates a stabilized companion differential equation for the constraint

forces in time.

4.1 Explicit Generalized Coordinate Integrator

The central difference explicit integration algorithm is written as

d n+l = d" + h d '_+_

jn+l = ,ti-I Q ( dn+l , dn+l )

(4.1)

where the superscript n = 1, 2,3,... designates the discrete time station t '_ = n h and

h is the stepsize. Unlike in conventional structural dynamics, a straightforward application

of (4.1) on the rotational equations

J_ + _J_ = f_

inherent in the multibody system equations of motion (3.32) leads to computational dif-

ficulties. In order to compute d.,"+1, it is necessary to have _n+l. However. due to the

inherent nature of the algorithm, only ,,;_+_ is available. It was shown 41 that the naive

approximation

_,,+l __ _,-+_ (4.2)

results in a computationally unstable integration of the angular velocitv _.,. To correct

this within the context of explicit computational sequences, an interlaced application of

the central difference algorithm such that the displacements and velocities are advanced

one-half time step at a time was proposed 4°'41. The algorithm advances the solution to

the time station tn+_x given the solutions of tlle two preceding time stations t"-_ and t _

as follows:

13



(a) u n+_ = u È-x2 + h fi n

(c) w"+_ = _o"-_ + h Co"

(d) qn+½ = q ( wn++ )

(e) S _+_ = S ( u "+½,q_+½ )

(f) D _+_ = O ( w _+½ ) , f"+½ =

(g) Q,_+_ = Q ( fn+_,S.+_,Dn+_ )

(i) _"+_ = M -_(Q:+½ - B.r,_"+_)

(j) d;n+_ = j-l( Q:+_ _ B5 An+2x )

f(tn+_)

The evaluation of the generalized rotational parameters q to be obtained from the angular

velocity, as represented by step (d), will be detailed in Section 4.2. The evaluation of the

internal force S from the current configuration coordinates u and q, as represented by

step (e), will be detailed in Section 5. The evaluation of the Lagrange multipliers A, as

represented by step (h), will be detailed in Section 4.3. The algorithm proceeds to the next

half time station t n+l, now given the solutions at time stations t n and tn+_, and thus the

force and acceleration terms are evaluated twice each time step. The algorithm is initiated

for time t_ given initial conditions for time t o in the following manner:

• _- _o(k) u_ = +

• t.dO(t) _, = +

(m) U 1 = U 0 +

1
(n) u_ = o-2(.°

from which steps (d) through (j) can be performed.

h "0

.;u

h &0
7

/21 )

One last remark will be made on the angular velocity integration. The equations of

motion were derived using body frame angular velocity components. The integration of

these quantities shown in step (c) is not formally correct as the components at different

time steps are defined with respect to different body-fixed frames. This concern can be

eliminated by applying the central difference update to the inertial components of the

angular velocity. Step (d) will then consist of an appropriate function of inertial angular

velocity components. The integrated inertial angular velocities must be transformed to the

moving reference frame before evaluating steps (f) and (j) since the equations of motion

are written with respect to the body frame angular velocity description. The angular

acceleration evaluated in step (j) must then be transformed back to inertial reference

frame before being integrated again in step (c).

14



4.2 Rotational Parameter Integration

The two-stageexplicit integrator wasapplied to the translational displacementand
velocity coordinates and the angular velocity coordinates. As the rotational orientation

parameters are not directly integrable from the angular velocity vector, a procedure must

be developed to update the configuration orientation given the angular velocity. Any finite

rotation can be uniquely expressed by a rotation angle 0 and an appropriate rotation axis

n 42. Two rotational parameterizations based on this description are the rotational vector

( O ) and the Euler parameters ( q0, q ) defined respectively as

, = 0 (4.3)
q n sin 7

The three parameters of the rotational vector are independent, while the four Euler pa-

rameters are subject to the constraints

%2 + qTq _-- 1 (4.4)

The rotation matrix is represented as a function of the Euler parameters as

[ 2(q2o+q_)--1 2(qlq2+qoq3) 2(qlqa--qoq2) ]
R = 2(qlq2-qoq3) 2(%2 +q_)- I 2(q2qa +qoql) (4.5)

2(qlq3 + qoq2) 2(q2q3 - qoql) 2(%2 + q32) - 1

The body frame components of the angular velocity tensor defined in (2.6) as

i0 1_r = RR T = --",'3 0 a,'l , _'b = ".'2

"_2 --wl 0 -:3

has the Euler parameter representation 42

{0} -q q0I-_l I { 0°_'b - q }

A similar expression for the inertial components of the angular velocity tensor

4.6)

,2'_r = RrL'TR = RrR 4.7)

can be derived as

-_ -q qoI + _t Cl

The above definitions can be inverted to yield the expressions

4.S)

: :q i4.9)
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for the body frame componentsand

{ 0t_q1_[02 { 0}q
for the inertial frame components. A general representation

_) = A(_)q , q = _ q0 _ (4.11)
I, Jq

will be used to denote (4.9) or (4.10) given the angular velocity description. These in-

verse expressions are derived from (4.6) and (4.8) by incorporating the derivative of the

constraint equation (4.4)

q0 q0 + /Irq = 0 (4.12)

The configuration orientation is obtained from a numerical time discretization of the

above Euler parameter - angular velocity representations. Among several possibilities, the

approximation that satisfies the constraint condition (4.12) in the discrete sense is the

following trapezoidal formula

1 q,+l qn 1 q,+l q,,( - ) = A(_"+_) 5 ( + ) (4.13)

Due to the structure of A, the solution matrix can be analytically inverted such that the

discrete orientation update

where

qn+l 1 h h- D [I + 7 A(_"+_)] [r + _ A(_"+_)] q" {4.14/

D = 1
h 2

+ T(=,_ + _ + _])

results. The final result is normalized to satisfy the constraint (4.4). The above equation

is valid for either the body or inertial frame decomposition of the angular velocity as long

as the corresponding form of A from (4.9) or (4.10) is used. The resulting update (4.14)

involves only explicit computations and is readily incorporated into the two-stage explicit

integration procedure.

4.3 Constraint Force Solution Procedure

A partitioned solution procedure has been employed to solve the generalized coor-

dinates separately from the Lagrange multipliers. To effect a partitioned solution of the

constraints, a stabilized companion differential equation for the constraint forces is formed

by adopting the penalty procedure as'a9. The penalty procedure uses the equations

1 • 1
,_H = - ¢5H , J\.v = - _x , e---*0 (4.15)

e
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as the basic constraint equationsinstead of (3.30) and (3.31) for the holonomic and the
nonholonomicconstraint conditions respectively.The penalty equationscan be written in
the generalform, from (3.30) and (3.31),as

/k = 1B-'"-e _ {/t}_ (4.16)

The numerical solution to the above companion differential equation is obtained as follows.

The constrained equations of motion (3.32) are integrated once from (3.20) using the

implicit integration rule

as

i n + 65_+_ , 5 h
2

z;"+½ = 5il/-l(Q '_+:x - B T An+2x ) + ,_n (4.17)

This expression is substituted into (4.16) to obtain the stabilized differential equation for

the Lagrange multipliers

eA n+½ + 5B _ll-lB T An+:a = 5B A1-1 Qn+½ + B ._'_ (4.18)

The same integration rule is applied to this equation to result in the discrete update

( e I + 5: B M-1B r) An+_ = eA n + r_ +:x (4.19)

r_ +_ = 52 B 3.I-1Q n+:x + 6 B iT, (4.20)

The same procedure can also be derived with different integration rules. The update of

the Lagrange multipliers, performed for each half time step, is easily adapted into the

two-stage explicit integration procedure.

5. Internal Force Computations

The algorithmic treatment of the nonlinear stiffness operator is addressed in this

section. The explicit generalized coordinate integrator of the previous section requires an

evaluation of the internal force at a current time step t n+l from tile coordinates of the

beam configuration at that time. The internal force is first evaluated on the element Ievel

for all the finite elements comprising the flexible component from (3.26) as

E
E

(5.1)

after which these individual element computations are assembled to form tile internal force

of the discrete beam. The necessary computations to be described are the evaluations of
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the discrete strain operator [ B_ ] defined in (3.23) and the resultant stresses N-_ and

M_ respectively.

The Timoshenko beam formulation in which the translational degrees of freedom are

independent from the rotational degrees of freedom requires an approximation within the
element such that these variables will be continuous across the element boundaries. Thus

a two node finite element representing a linear interpolation of the translational and rota-

tional variables is a sufficient discretization of the beam. To avoid the locking phenomenon,

the interpolation of the rotational degrees of freedom associated with the transverse shear

strain is underintegrated. After incorporating these concepts into (3.27), the resulting

expression for the discrete strain operator is given by

[ -}T -_T ½;1 S r ½_1 S T 1 (5.'2_)0 0 sT( s - }I) sT(  ss'- +  I)1 J

which acts on the virtual displacements and rotations

where the subscripts refer to the element node number. The convected frame T matrix.

body frame curvature tensor '_s, and element neutral-axis length e are constant quantities

over the element domain, while the relative cross-section deformation S matrices are nodal

quantities. The computation of these terms from the nodal displacement and rotation

coordinates of the current configuration are detailed in Section 5.1.

A stress update procedure of the form

N.r n+l - } t5.3)

is used to derive the resultant stresses of the current configuration at time t n+l from the

resultant stresses of the past configuration at time t n. The simple additive form of the

procedure, which was derived from the numerical integration of a rate-type constitutive

law, is due to the use of a convected frame stress and conjugate strain decomposition. The

resultant stress increments AN- r and A.'¢I_ are obtained via

0] ic,0 01A N_ = 0 GA 0 A7 , A,lI_ = 0 EI2 0 As (5.4)
0 0 GA 0 0 EI3

A set of strain increments A7 and As, which denote the change from time t" to t "+1, are

defined as a finite analogy to the infinitesimal virtual strains _ and _s derived in Section

2. A specific computational procedure designed for use with this incremental interpretation
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of the continuum-basedformulation such that the computed finite strain increments are
invariant to arbitrary rigid body motions is discussedin Section 5.2.

5.1 Computation of the Strain Operator

The reference frames introduced in the formulation, namely the body frame b attached

to the cross-section and the convected frame a tangent to the deformed neutral axis, are

computed as follows. The Euler parameters representing the orientation of the beam cross-

section at the finite element nodes are output from the generalized coordinate integrator

at each time step. The rotation matrices Ri , representing the b reference frame at each

element node, are thus computed directly from the Euler parameter representation of a

rotation matrix (4.5). This matrix contains rotational information of both that due to

the rigid motion of the convected reference frame and the transverse shear and torsional

deformations of the cross-section relative to the convected frame.

The neutral axis of the finite element is defined as the straight line connecting the

two element nodes, the tangent of which is trivial, and is directly calculated from the

translational displacements output from the generalized coordinate integrator. Given this

tangent al, the a2 vector is defined as the cross product of al with the b3 axis of R1.

and the remaining axis a3 defined to complete the right-hand coordinate system. The

computed axis { al , a2 , a3 }, as shown in Figure 2, define the rows of the T matrix.

The rotation matrices Si , defined at each element node as the relative difference between

the element convected frame and the nodal body frames, are thus

Si = Ri T r i = 1.2 (5.5)

The procedure is an approximation applicable for moderate strains such that the S, matri-

ces contain information solely due to transverse shear and torsional deformations 43. The

rotation matrices of the discrete strain operator (5.2) have thus been defined.

The body frame components of the curvature tensor ksr defined in (3.18) as

i00 _ S sT = -h3 0 _,1 t,- = t,-.2

are equivalent to

0 e R RT (5.6)= 0--7-
as the convected frame T matrix is defined to be constant along the element domain where

the differentiation is performed. This definition is completely analogous to the angular

velocity tensor defined in (2.6) and motivates the use of an Euler parameter representation

of the curvature completely analogous to the Euler parameter representation of angular
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velocity (4.6) as a basis for the computation of the element curvature from the nodal
rotational variables. The Euler parameter - curvature representationis

I0}--:I li } 0qx -q q0I-cl = E( q, ) 0"_ (5.7)

subject to the constraints

Oqo Oq T

q02 + qTq = 1 , "_'q0 + _ q = 0 (5.8)

An approximation to be used in (5.7) that satisfies the constraint conditions in the discrete

sense
1

Oq 1 _ _ ( ql + q2 ) (5.9)
0_ -- e ( q2- q, ) , q_' -- [1½ ( ql + q2 ) [[

is evaluated using the Euler parameters of the element nodes output from the generalized

coordinate integrator. It will be shown that this discrete computation is invariant to rigid

rotations contained in the total nodal Euler parameters.

The simple normalized average of the nodal Euler parameters has a physical inter-

pretation. The Euler parameters qa correspond to an average orientation, in a geometric

sense, of the two nodal cross-section orientations. This is demonstrated from the following

example characterizing a state of constant curvature of a finite element shown in Figure 3.

The orientation of the convected element frame is characterized by a rotation of an angle

¢ about an axis na from the inertial reference frame, and the relative nodal cross-section

orientations are characterized by a rotation from the convected frame of angles -r and r

about axis nb for nodes 1 and 2 respectively. The Euler parameters designating the total

cross section orientation of the tv¢o nodes due to these combined effects can be expressed
as

{ cos{cos_ + n_.nb sin{sin_ }ql = _ r r • _, r _,- cos sin7 nb+ cos-_sm2 n_ -- sinTsin7 n_ x nb

t _ r $ r t

COS _" COS "_ -- lla " llb sin :V sin z
q2 = 0 r r • _ " r - 6

cos_sin_ nb+ cos_sm_ n_ + sin_sin__ n_ x nb

(5.10

which is obtained by applying the quaternion product rule 44 to the EtLler parameter defi-
nitions

{ } { { o}cos cos z cos
qrt = r , qr2 = r" qa = O

- sin 2 lib sin 5 nb sin _- n_

of the relative nodal orientations and the convected orientation respectively. The average

of the two nodal Euler parameters (5.10) is

1 cos o cos 7

- COS _ Sln ,-7 lla
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the norm of which is cos_. When normalized,the aboveaverageis identical to the average
orientation of the two nodesgiven by qa. It can be shown that for this example the dis-

cretization (5.9) when substituted into (5.7) gives the finite element curvature computation

4 T

_: = _- sin_ nb

which approximates the true cur-_'ature strain _7"nb. The computation retains only the

rotation parameters r originally defined relative to the rigid body orientation, and is thus

invariant to the rigid body motions. For instances when the validity of the approximation

is challenged, an incremental curvature computation can be made as discussed in the next

section, from which the total curvature is obtained from an appropriate update procedure.

5.2 Computation of the Strain Increments

The strain increments are defined from the virtual strains (3.12) by replacing the

variational operator 6 with an incremental operator _ as

such that /_u and £k3 are finite analogs of the infinitesimal displacements and rotations

6u and 63. For computation purposes, it becomes necessary to decompose the convected

frame components of the virtual rotations of the of the cross-section 63 into a rotation due

to rigid body motion 6_ and that due to deformations 6r as

This relation is derived by substituting the following definitions

673r = S T6c_ TS , _r = 6RR r

6_5r = 6TT r , 6_ "r = _SS r _7:? = STIS_ "T S

into the identity

R = S T , 6R = bST + S6T

It is noted that 6a, 3_, and _r represent moving frame or spatial components referred to

the defining reference frame, whereas 63 and 6r_ represent material components referred

back to the convected frame. From these definitions, the incremental strain _k> is given

by

{0} {0}= T 0--T + -2X¢ + i5.i21
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representingthe membranestrain and transverseshear strain increments. Likewise, the

incremental curvature representing the torsion and bending strains is given by

,_ _ 0 /kr_ (5.13)

as the incremental rotations A_ defined from the T matrix are constant over the element

length.

Essential for the use of these incremental strains is a proper definition and subsequent

computation of the finite displacement and finite rotation increments. The incremental

translations are defined by

/ku -- u "+1 - u '_ (5.14)

as the displacements are true vector quantities. The incremental rotations are defined as

follows. Rotations are updated by the product of orthogonal matrices via either 24

R "+I = R(t) R" = e#r R _

= R" R(_) = R" e_r

(5.15)

using the rotational vectors O or ® based on the spatial or material reference frames

respectively. It can be seen from the linearizations of the left and right rotational updates 2_

R "+' __ R" + dR

_R = _rR. = R . _)r

that the virtual rotations

6_ T = 6TT T 65T = S r6s

correspond to spatial and material rotation updates

T n+l - ___T T n S TM = SnAS (5.16)

respectively. Thus £_v_ and _r_ are defined as the rotational vectors parameterizing the

matrices AT and AS respectively. Two different approximate methods which then extract

this pseudovector from the given rotation matrix are used to obtain the incremental rota-

tions. The particular approximation methods are chosen such that objective computations

of the incremental strains (5.12) and (5.13) are achieved.

To this end, the first two terms of (5.12)

{0}'_:-_1'I = T o-T + -i,;3 (5.1T)
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must be computed such that the 5_ rotation increment compensates for the rind rotation

contained in the displacement increment Au defined in (5.14). To accomplish this. 5; is

computed by

5# r = zXT"+ - (5.1S)

where AT"+} is defined from

T"+} - exp ( 1/-_ T ) T n = AT"+{ T" (5.19)

The computation was derived from the linear approximation

T n+l ,2_ ( I + /x,_ T ) T"

rewritten as

5_5 T = ( T n+l - T" ) T "+{ 5.2o)

and introducing (5.19) to achieve a skew symmetric matrix. In order to preserve rigid

motions, the matrix T in the first term of (5.17) must be evaluated as T"+{. This is

shown as follows from an example of the rigid rotation of an element in which '-k71 --- 0.

From (5.20), it is seen that the rotational term of (5.17) becomes

{0}-5_a = - T "+} ( t( n+l t_ = T12 (5.21)

T13

The finite element evaluation of the displacement term of (5.17) is given bv

05u 1

T O_ - T -_ ( hu_.- _tz I ) (5.22)

for the two-noded beam element of length _'e. For the rigid rotation of the second node

about the first node, the incremental translational displacements are simply

05.
5U 1 0 _U 2 ee ( 1_ n+l _ _--4-1= , = ) ,

gl

-- t_

as the direction cosines of the rotation are contained in the first row of the T matrix.

Thus for (5.17) to be identically equal to zero, it is necessary to evaluate (5.22) using

Tn+½. To obtain the true stretch with respect to the neutral-axis reference frame at

the current configuration, we simply rotate the mid-configuration computation up to the

current configuration as

/)_ + -A;3 (5.23)
A;2
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As in the precedinganalysis, the incremental displacementsfor an arbitrary rotation and
stretch aregiven by

7,Ul = 0 , Lxu: = ( (e. + d)t0+l - e_t_n )

where d represents a stretch relative to the original element length e_. The rotational

expression (5.21) remains valid, and the bracketed term in (5.23) becomes

d

( fe -1- d) Tn+X2 t(n+l

Premultiplication of the above by ATn+_ results in the final computation

d

( fe -1- d) Tn+l t(n+l = {1}d 0
(_, + d) 0

containing solely a measure of stretch regardless of the magnitude of the rigid rotation.

The incremental rotations z_ra used to compute the remaining terms,

representing transverse shear and curvature strains respectively, are computed indepen-

dently from A_ as follows. The rotation increments ,_ra are obtained from the matrix AS

defined in (5.16) denoting the relative orientation between the current deformation matrix

S "+1 and the past deformation matrix S" rigidly rotated to the current convected frame.

Another method to extract a rotation pseudovector from a given orthogonal rotation ma-

trix given by 43

2(,XSi - AS r _ i= 1.2 (5.25)
2x÷_r' = 1 + tr ,_kS, '

is used to define Ar_ at each element node. The above method yields a simpler and

more accurate computation of a rotation vector than (5.18). Whereas (5.18) was necessary

to compute _ such that the rigid rotations within (5.17) are preserved. (5.25) is used

within (5.24) as this computation is made from matrices which by construction contain

information solely due to deformation. Given the nodal rotation increments, the locking-

free form of the elemental shear strain is obtained from the nodal average as
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and the elemental curvature is computedfrom the finite elementapproximation

e

This completesthe computational proceduresfor the incremental strains. The detailed
straifi computations of (5.12) and (5.13) are used in (5.4) to determine the stress incre-

ments, from which the current stress state is obtained from the update procedure (5.3).

6. Numerical Examples

The computational techniques, namely the staggered multibody dynamics solution

procedure combining the generalized coordinate integrator and the constraint force solver

discussed in Section 4 and the finite element computations of the beam internal force

discussed in Section 5, have been implemented into a Fortran 77 software package. The

result is a robust method which solves the present formulation of the equations of motion

of an arbitrary assemblage of flexible beams and rigid bodies. In order to demonstrate the

current software capabilities, the following examples highlighting the flexible motion of the

beam component are presented.

The first example is included to verify the geometric stiffening phenomena exhibited

by a rotating beam 6'ls,21'2s. The beam is pinned at the left end; the other end remains

free. The following material and geometric properties were used:

EA=2.8× 107 lb, GA = I.0 × 10 T lb, EI = 1.4x 104 lb in s

pA = 1.2 Ibm�in, pI=6.0 x 10 -4 Ibm in. l= 10 in.

A prescribed angular rotation about the e3 axis of

6 [t 2 15 2 27rt
O(t) = _t'_- +-2rr (cos 15 1)] tad 0_< t_< 15 sec

(6t-45) tad t > 15 _ec

is applied at the pinned end. The time history of the tip deflection relative to a refer-

ence frame coinciding with the prescribed angular position and the time history of several

configurations of the beam are given in Figure 4. As alluded to in the introduction, an

overall steady rotation of the beam gives rise to a centrifugal force which is responsible

for a change in the bending stiffness that cannot be predicted using linear deformation

theories. After initial increasing tip deflections, the beam begins to stiffen as the angular

velocity increases due to the centrifugal inertia force. As the angular velocity reaches a

constant state, the beam then reaches a steady state phase of small vibrations. This ex-

ample shows the capability of the nonlinear strain formulation to automatically account

for the geometric stiffening effect. The results are comparable to those presented by Simo
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and Vu-Quoczs. To reproduce these results with alternative methods as the substructur-

ing technique 21, a convergence analysis based on the selection of mode shapes must be

performed.

The next examples exhibit the combined large deformation and large rotation capa-

bilities of the present formulation. In the first instance, the beam is pinned as above and

is subjected to given initial velocity impulses exciting various deformation mode shapes

under planar motion. The following material and geometric properties were used in order

to witness finite deformations:

EA = 4.0 x lO T lb, GA = 2.0 x107 lb, EI = l.3 x 10 Tlbin 2

pA = .981bm/in, pI = 3.3 x10 .2 lbm in, l=200in.

The initial velocity profiles with the resulting time histories of several deformed config-

urations are given in Figures 5, 6, and 7. It is noted the versatility of the formulation

in its ability to capture the response to a variety of situations in which different funda-

mental modes of the beam are excited. The approach avoids the difficulty of tailoring

the selection of modes shapes of the flexible components to the given problem at hand.

The repeatability of the deformation shapes through time is due to the invariance of the

internal force computations to the overall rigid motion. This property of computational

objectivity is further illustrated in Figure 8 which shows the time history of the strain,

kinetic, and total energy over four revolutions for the first bending mode example. The

nature of the time integration and internal force algorithms are such that the conservation

of energy is retained computationally, as seen by the fact that the total energy remains

constant over all the revolutions. Similar results, not presented within, are obtained for

the other deformation examples.

To present the applicability of the flexible beam component within the muhibody

dynamics framework, the final example of a spatial double pendulum is given. The double

pendulum is modeled with two beams: a spherical joint connects the last node of the first

beam to the first node of the second beam and also pins the first node of the first beam.

It is noted that the joint connection can easily be accounted for from a finite element

assemblage which leaves the rotational degrees of freedom free at the hinge location. Tile

method was used to verify the results obtained using the Lagrange multiplier solver on the

augmented equations described in Section 3.5. In the first case, the pendulum is subjected

to a gravity field in the vertical z-direction and an initial velocity impulse in tile horizontal

x-y plane such that soley rigid motion is excited. The problem is mm for four cases of

increasing beam flexibility as follows:
1. EA = 1.0 x 104 tb

2. EA = 1.0 x 10 a Ib

3. EA = 2.0 x 102 Ib

4. EA = 1.0 x 10 e Ib

with the remaining parameters

GA =O.5 x 104 lb

GA =O.5 x 10 a Ib

GA=I.0x 102 Ib

GA=0.Sx 102 Ib
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pA = 1 Ibra/in pI = .833 x 10 .3 Ibm in l = 1 in

held constant. The initial velocity impulse, and the spatial trajectories of the mass

center of the second beam as projected on the x-y and x-z planes is given in Figure 9. The

trajectory of the first case coincides exactly with a rigid body solution to the problem,

and the slight deviation of the trajectories due to the increasing flexibility can be seen.

The energy time histories for the problem, given in Figure 10, verify the computational

objectivity of the algorithm as again energy is identically conserved. Again, the invariance

of the internal force calculations in the three dimensional environment is witnessed by the

negligible strain energy contribution for all of the flexible cases. The time integration of

the spatial kinematics preserves the balance between the kinetic and potential energies of

the problem. Next, the flexible double pendulum is given an initial velocity impulse to

excite deformation motion as well as the rigid motion. For this case the parameters used
were

EA = I.8 x 10 s lb, GA = O.9 x 10 s lb, EI = l.4 x 10 s lb in 2

pA = .98Ibm/in, pI = 0.67 Ibm in, l = 120 in.

The initial velocity profile, the resulting time histories of several deformed configurations

and energy time history are given in Figure 11, exhibiting the large spatial rotation and

deformation capabilities of the formulation. The energy conse_'ation is retained for the

computations of spatial deformations.

Further examples of large scale multibody systems are in process, and these results

are to be presented in the near future.

7. Concluding Remarks

A flexible beam finite element that is readily incorporated into multibody dynamics

applications has been presented. The beam formulation is based on fully nonlinear strain

measures which remain invariant to rigid body motions. The model retains a Cauchy

stress and physical strain description, and as such it can be easily interfaced with real-

time slewing control applications as the measured strains can directly be used as a feedback

signal without requiring sophisticated transformations. In addition, the formulation uses

an inertial reference for the beam dynamics such that the degrees of freedom of the flexible

component are defined in the same sense as the rigid components by including without dis-

tinction both the rigid and flexible deformation motions. The consequence is adaptability

into multibody dynamics methodologies as numerical solution procedures for the integra-

tion of spatial kinematic systems can directly be applied to the generalized coordinates of

both the rigid and flexible components. The success of the approach relies on an accurate

computation of the nonlinear internal force term. For this reason, the calculation of finite

strain increments has been presented which are invariant to arbitrary rigid motions of the

beam. The proposed methodology is suitable to treat the dynamics of flexible beams which
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undergoa variety of structural deformationsin addition to the large overall motions. The
sameapproachcan be usedin formulating other types of structural components.
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Abstract

A parallel partitioning scheme based on physical-coordinate variables is presented to sys-

tematically eliminate system constraint forces and yield the equations of motion of multi-

body dynamics systems in terms of their independent coordinates. Key features of the

present scheme include an explicit determination of the independent coordinates, a par-

allel construction of the null space matrix of the constraint Jacobian matrix, an easy

incorporation of the previously developed two-stage staggered solution procedure, and a

Schur complement based parallel preconditioned conjugate gradient numerical algorithm.



1. Introduction

In the past decade, several stand alone general-purpose multibody simulation codes [1-

11] have achieved progressive development for their capability to apply to multidisciplinary

engineering problems to improve either control system design and verification or system

design and dynamics analysis. As a result, these computer codes have been successfully ap-

plied to a number of multibody dynamics (MBD) problems such a_ robot arm maneuvers,

spacecrafts and ground vehicle dynamics. However, when systems become very complex,

computational efficiency becomes a dominant concern during the preliminary design stage

that require many analysis iterations. This has motivated us to make an effective use of

parallel computational technology in order to speed up the dynamics analysis of MBD

systems, thus ultimately achieving real-time simulation for large-scale problems. The is-

sues of exploiting the parallelism that are inherent in MBD systems include a versatile

data structure for describing system topology, an automatic procedure to generate system

equations of motion, a streamlined incorporation or elimination of system constraints, a

robust time integration algorithm, and an easy interpretation of the simulation results.

In general, the equations of motion for MBD systems can be generated by employing

a set of generalized coordinates to define the state of the system [6-8]. Note that, the

motions of each body in the system can initially be assumed to be independent of one

another. Kinematic relationships between bodies in the system are then imposed, which

result in the corresponding constraint conditions. If one augments the constraint equations

to the governing equations of motion by introducing the Lagrange multipliers, the resulting

equations of motion are characterized as differential-algebraic equations (DAE).

Since a closed-form solution of DAE is in general not attainable except for highly sim-

plified problems, two different approaches have been developed for the solution of DAE.

The first approach adopts so-called constraint stabilization methods [12,13,17-19,23] which

integrate and solve DAE while attempting to satisfy the constraint equations. From compu-

tational point of view, this approach utilizes a large number of equations yet preserves the

sparsity of the solution matrix and simple expression for the kinematic relationships. The

second approach eliminates system dependent coordinates which is equivalent to eliminat-

ing the Lagrange multipliers from DAE so that a set of second order differential equations

can be obtained. Schemes [7,10,20-221 leading to such approach include the generalized

coordinate partitioning (GCP) scheme, the singular vales decomposition (SVD) scheme

and the null space (NS) scheme. In contrast to the first approach, the second approach

enjoys a minimal set of equations of motion but suffers from dense solution matrices and

highly nonlinear kinematic descriptions.

Numerical experience indicates that constraint stabilization methods are generally

preferred for closed kinematic loops whereas constraint elimination methods are better

suited for open kinematic links. The objective of the paper is to present a parallel constraint

elimination algorithm by constructing the null space of the constraint Jacobian matrix, and

employ a parallel preconditioned conjugate gradient numerical algorithm to solve for the

equations of motion that are given in Schur complement form.

To address the present natural partitioning scheme, the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 presents the equations of motion that have been derived in DAE form. Section 3

describes the natural partitioning scheme in detail with several example problems. Section

4 applies a parallel computational algorithm to the second order differential equations.



Section 5 describesa parallel preconditioned conjugate gradient scheme that is used to

find the solution for the independent accelerations. Section 6 reports on some preliminary

results that were obtained using the natural partitioning scheme and the staggered solution

procedure that has been previously developed [15,16].

2. Equations of Motion for Multibody Systems

The equations of motion for a MBD system can be derived and expressed in various

forms depending upon the type of coordinates one has chosen to describe the configuration

of the bodies in the system. In the present derivation, a spatial position vector with respect

to an inertial reference frame is described by using Cartesian coordinate. A body-fixed

coordinate is then attached to the center of mass of each body. The position of a body is

then defined from the origin of the inertial reference frame to the origin of the body-fixed

frame, and the position of a particle at the body is defined from the origin of the body-fixed

frame to the particle. A velocity vector fi contains the translational velocity i- which is

defined by the inertial frame and angular velocity w which is defined by the body-fixed

frame. When d'Alembert's principle of virtual work is applied to the entire system plus

the constraint equations via Lagrange multipliers, the equations of motion for a multibody

dynamics system with n physical coordinates and m constraints can be expressed in the

following DAE form :

M_I + BT)_ = F (2.1)

with holonomic constraints

®(u) =0

The first and second time differentiation of (2.2) yield

(2.2)

4,(u) = Bu = 0 (2.3)

and

_(u) = Bfi + Bu = 0 (2.4)

where M is the n x n constant mass matrix, B = q_u is the m × n constraint Jacobian

matrix, ,_ is the m corresponding constraint forces, F is the n generalized forces that

include external forces and inertia forces due to centrifugal acceleration, and fi consists of

the translational and rotational accelerations.

Note that, for each body ti consists of three translational velocity components ex-

pressed in the inertial frame and three angular velocity components expressed in the

body-fixed frame. In other words, they are physical coordinates which are a particular

set of generalized coordinates. In addition, due to the present representation of trans-

lational motion (referred to an inertial frame) and rotational motion (expressed in the

convected frame), the task for identifying the dependent and independent coordinates for

the system constraint equations becomes straightforward, thus leading to the development

of the present natural partitioning scheme.



3. A Natural Partitioning Scheme

In this section, the Lagrange multipliers are eliminated from (2.1) and a set of sec-

ond order differential equations are derived in terms of system independent coordinates.

To determine the system independent coordinates, a natural partitioning scheme is pro-

posed to efficiently construct the null space of the constraint Jacobian matrix. A parallel

methodology is demonstrated if system topologies consist of a number of tree structures.

For a system that contains closed-loops, a cut-joint technique is used so that the present

scheme can be equally applied.

3.1 Constraint Elimination Method For DAE

In constraint elimination, the main task is to find a projection matrix A such that,

when its transposed is post-multiplied by BrA, we have

ATBTA - 0 (3.1.1)

This projection matrix can be obtained by expressing the physical velocity fl in terms of

the independent velocities d i as

--Au i (3.1.2)

Time differentiation of (3.1.2) gives

5 = Ale + Ai, _

Substituting (3.1.2)into (2.3) yields

(3.1.3)

B6 = BAu _ = 0

Since fl i is a set of independent velocities and in general ui ¢_ 0, (3.1.4) implies

(3.1.4)

BA=0 ; ArB r =0

where A is called the null space of the constraint Jacobian matrix B.

structed, pre-multiplication of (2.1) by A r yields

ArMfi + ArBrA = ArF

(3.1.5)

Once A is con-

(3.1.6)

By (3.1.1), the second term on the left hand side of (3.1.6) is equal to zero, hence the

above equation reduces to

ATMfi = ATF (3.1.7)

Substituting (3.1.3) into (3.1.7) yields the desired equations of motion in terms of their

independent velocities fi' as

AVMA5 i = ArF _ ATM._fi i (3.1.8)

Once the right hand side of (3.1.8) is obtained, the system equations can be written in the

following form :

M'fi i = b (3.1.9)



where

M" = ArMA (3.1.10)

b = ATF - ArMAu _ (3.1.11)

3.2 A Natural Partitioning Scheme For Open-Loop MBD Systems

To demonstrate the present natural partitioning scheme for open loop systems, a

three-dimensional triple-pendulum problem (Fig. 1) is chosen. The constraint equations
for this problem can be written as

0 [B32} [B331 _3

[R,21] [-I1 [R,22] 0 0 d2

0 [I1 [Ro321 [-I] [Roas] _i3

=0 (3.2.1)

where the bodies in this pendulum problem are connected by three spherical joints and R8

are function of rotational operators and position vectors from the center of mass of each

body to the position of their connecting joints. To obtain the necessary projection matrix

A, we start with the first row of (3.2.1) :

B::G,: = [ -I , R, ll] da = 0 (3.2.2)

that can be partitioned into

or

{ dd } = 0 (3.2.3)[Bd'IB:'] d_

d .d i .i _--0 (3.2.4)Bllul + Bl:u:

where Bd: = -I, B_: = Ra:1, and d represents the dependent coordinates and { represents

the independent coordinates. Since IB_I[ ¢ 0, the dependent velocity components of first
body can be calculated as

_,= -B_,,-'n'_,,_,': P,_: (3.2.s)

where P: = -Bd:-:B_: = R,11. The velocity vector of first body d: can be written in

terms of independent velocities fii1 as

ill= u'l = I ul = Q:ul (3.2.6)

whereQ:=(Px) I . Likewise, B22 of the second row of (3.2.1) can be partitioned into

i .i
B21izl + Bd2i_ + B22u 2 = 0 (3.2.7)



or
i .i_ = -e_ -_(B_,_, + B_._)

for IB_al _ 0. Substituting (3.2.6) into (3.2.8) yields

(3.2.8)

- ." i .i =RI_ .i_ = -Bd2 I(B2,Q,u _ + B22u2) + R2u2 (3.2.9)

where R1 = -B_2-1B - B22 = B_2. The velocity vector21Q1 = B21Q1, and R2 = -B_2 1 i

of second body, u2, can be expressed in terms of the independent velocities, fit and t_, as

_:= _ = 0 ,,_ _
(3.2.10)

whereS1-- (R_) andS2 = (R2).

(3.2.1), _3d can be expressed as

Applying the same procedure to the third row of

i .i ,_i i .ifi3d = -B_z(B32_a + B33u3) = -Bd33[B32(S,i_il + $2 a)+ B33u31

= vl_', + v_,_ + v_,_ (3.2.11)
-- -I i

where V, = -B_a-XBsaS, = B3,S,, V2 =-B_s 'B32S2 = B32S2, V, = -Bd3 B33 =

B i and t_3can be written in terms of u/l,t_, and _ as
33,

(3.2.12)

whereWl= ( V_)O ' Wa= ( Va)O , andW3= (V2). Combining(3.2.6),(3.2.10),and

(3.2.12), we construct the physical velocities fi in terms of fii as

_s

Q1 0

$1 $2

Wx W_

o u_
ws _,_

(3.2.13)

or

= All i (3.2.14)

where A is the null space of the constraint Jacobian matrix that has been exploited in the

previous section. Note that in the process of forming A, the inversion of the dependent

matrices can be obtained analytically as opposed to the generalized coordinate partitioning

scheme that the inversion of the dependent matrices have to be carried out numerically.

The scheme for constructing A provides a guideline to deal with MBD systems containing

different topologies such as multiple open kinematic links and closed kinematic loops, which

will be discussed in the following sections.

,,.r _
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3.3 Natural Partitioning Scheme For Multiple Open Chain Systems

If the MBD systems have more than one branch as shown in Fig. 2, the present

scheme lends itself to multiprocessor computers. This property can be demonstrated by

the following MBD system where the constraint equations are given by

[B1,] o o o o
[B_] lB.] o o o
o [B321[B331 0 0

[[B_I] 0 o [B,,] 0o 0 [Bs,I [B55]

Ti2

tis

_4

=0 (3.3.1)

Applying the proposed scheme, the A matrix is selected as

{1}[Q10000]{/fi2 $1 $2 0 0 0 u_

_a = W1 W_ Wa 0 0 u_

_4 Y1 0 0 II4 0 u_

i_s Z1 0 0 Z4 Zs u's

(3.3.2)

Note that, in the natural partitioning scheme, once the first row of (3.3.2) is constructed,

the second and fourth row of (3.3.2) can be constructed simultaneously according to given

Q1. Again, if the first, second, and fourth rows of (3.3.2) are found, the third and fifth

rows of (3.3.2) can be obtained according to their dependent branches respectly. Since

MBD systems are the systems that include many kinematic loops, it is natural to utilize

this development in a multiprocessor computer to compute the null space (at each branch)

of the constraint Jacobian matrix.

3.4 Natural Partitioning Scheme For Closed-Loop MBD Systems

When the systems have one or more closed loops, difficulty arises in constructing the

null space of the constraint Jacobian matrix as one will see from examining the following

three body crank-slider problem (Fig. 3). The constraint equations for this problem are

given by

[Bll] 0 0

[B_,] [B_2] o
0 [B32] [B3a]

0 O [B43 ]

_2

t_ 3

=0 (3.4.1)

It is obvious that joint 1 and 4 conflict in determining the null space of (3.4.1) according

to preceding scheme. Fortunely, there is a technique to overcome this difficulty. The

technique is called "cut joints" which means cut the joints that are necessary to force the

system topologies to become open loops so that the existing solution procedure could be

adopted. This technique is accomplished by partitioning (3.4.1) into the following form



or

[B11]

[B21]
0

0

0 0

[B221 0
[Bs2] [Bss] ti2 Bo

tia = B_ 1:1=0
(3.4.2)

Boil = O, Bctl= 0 (3.4.3)

where Bo represents the open loop constraint Jacobian matrix, and Bc represents the

remaining constraint Jacobian matrix after the joints have been cut. Performing the

natural partitioning scheme to construct the null space of Bo as

T T
BoAo=0 ; A oBo =0 (3.4.4)

Performing algebraical calculations as in section 3.1 yields the equations of motion for a

closed-loop MBD system as

Mfi +BoTAo +B_A_ = F

Premultiplying A T to above equation yields

(3.4.5)

r r AoTFAoTMfi + Ao B_ Ac =

which can be solved either by employing the penalty constraint stabilization technique

(P.C.S.T.) or by constructing the null space for the new equations of motion.

4. A Solution Procedure for MBD Systems

A common procedure for solving DAE is to augment (2.1) and (2.4) into the following

system of differential equations

[M B0 { -BH } (4.1)

so that numerical ordinary differential equation solvers can be applied. The drawbacks

of this approach are : first, (2.4) does not represent the original constraint equations

(2.2) ; second, the violation of the constraints occurred during the process of numerical

integration. A constraint stabilization technique proposed by Baumgarte can be used to

stabilize (4.1). The disadvantages of this technique have been studied and a new stabilized

technique has been developed in [12,13] so that constraint violation can be stabilized

efficiently. An alternative approach to avoid constraint violation is to obtain the null

space of the constraint Jacobian matrix as suggested in the present scheme. De Jalon et

al. have developed a formulation using the so called natural coordinates so that similar

equations of motion to (3.1.8) are obtained. The drawbacks of their approach has been

discussed in [10,11]. A solution that avoids these drawbacks can be achieved by augmenting

(3.1.7) and (2.3)into



ArM I0{-F_Bu } (4.2)

which not only destroys the symmetry ofthe matrix in (4.2)but alsoviolatesthe constraint

conditions when time integrationalgorithms are used. The following section discussesan

approach that overcomes these difficultieswith parallelcomputation in mind.

4.1 Application of Parallel Computations

Since MBD systems may involve hundreds of bodies, solution for such systems require

large amounts of computations. For the purpose of real-time simulation, existing parallel

computers need to be utilized and new numerical algorithms need to be developed in

order to speedup the solution process. So, instead of solving the second order differential

equations (3.1.8), we augment (3.1.3) and (3.1.7) into the following form :

ArM 0 fii = ATF I

Following [24,25], we carl partition M, fi, and MA into the the following form

M(z,1) 0 0 0 ... D(1,,.,+ l)

0 M(2,2 ) 0 0 ... D(a,,.,+ l)

0 0 M(3,3) 0 ... D(3,,_+I)
0 0 0 .........

............ M(,_,,_) ...

D(,_+1,1) D(n+1,2) D(,_+z,3) ...... 0

where n is the total number of bodies in the system.

head matrix (4.4) can be written as

Ul
N

U2

U3

.o.

Un

fi,

C1

C2

c3 (4.4)

gn

d

The above system with an arrow

- Mjfi j + DU,.+I)fi' = cj,
F#,

D(n+l,j)fij = d

j=l

j : 1, ...,n

(4.5)

where
n n

Z : ZA;M,
j=l j':l

D(j,,+I)=MjA 1, j= 1,...,n

cj =-(Mku')j, j : 1,...,n

d = Z ATFj

j=l



Each diagonal submatrix My represents the local mass matrix which is decoupled and can

be factorized concurrently. An off-diagonal submatrix D 1 denotes the coupling between

two connecting bodies in the system. Since M is a constant matrix, (4.5a) becomes

fly = Mr1 (D(/,,_+l)fi _ - cy) (4.6)

Substituting (4.6) into (4.6b) gives the well-known Schur complement

n rl n

D(n+l,i)M;ID(j,n+l))fi ' = _ D(n+t,i)M;'Fy - _ D(n+l,y)_i.fi'

i=1 i=1 i=1

(4.7)

where (3.1.8) is recovered. Several aspects of the present procedure have been observed :

(1) The parallelism in the multibody system is exploited by mapping each processor onto

a group of bodies so that independent computations such as the left hand side of (4.7)

can be performed concurrently.

(2) Since M_ is a constant mass matrix, it needs to be factored only once.

(3) To solve for fi_, a parallel sparse solver such as described in [25] may be utilized.

(4) Once fi_ is obtained, the evaluation of fi from (4.6) is trivially parallelized.

4.2 Parallel Solution Procedure for MBD Systems

The solution procedure using the natural partitioning scheme can be summarized with

the following steps :

[1] Construct A at step n.

[2] Solve (4.3) at step n for fi, and fi_.

[3] Integrate translational and angular velocities from n to n + 1 by using fi, and ilL.

[4] Integrate translational displacements and angular orientations from r_ to n + 1 by

using/i, and fi _.

It is known that current MBD programs, which are developed in the last twenty years,

were tailored for sequential computers with core memory limitations. Limited core memory

is an issue motivating researchers to develop sparse matrix method that will dramatically

decrease computer storage. In selecting a solution scheme from a multiprocessing system,

iterative solution methods are often preferred over direct methods because they require

fewer synchronization and / or interprocessor communication. Most studies of MBD algo-

rithms often assume that the system equations have already been formed. As indicated in

(4.5), the system equations can be generated independently and in parallel. It would be

natural if the solution scheme can be processed at body-by-body level without forming the

system equations. Among the iterative solution methods, the conjugate gradient method

appears to be the most promising candidate because of its inherent parallelism [24-26].

The following parallel PPCG scheme, which is specified to MBD systems, is summarized

into two steps with (4.1.9) as the system equations :

(1) Solve in parallel using all the processors M'fi i = b

10



• Form the right hand sideof the Schurcomplement:

For j = 1 to Np do concurrently

Form T,(j) = M(j)-lc(j)

Form b(j) = d(j) - D(j)T,(j)

• Initialize :

X 0 =0

ro=b

For k = 1, ..... ,n

If rk-1 = 0 then quit

Else

• Compute new conjugate search direction :

Solve Pzk-1 = rk-I for zk-_

pk = zk-1 +/_kPk-1 (p_ = z0)

• Form the left hand side of the Schur complement :

For j = 1 to Np do concurrently

Form Ti(j) = D r (j)pk(j)

Form Tl(j) = M(j)-_Tz(j)

Form M(j)'pk(j) = -D(j)Tl(j)

• Line search to update solution and residual :

r r 1/prM°pkOlk -_ Zk_ 1 k-

:r.k = Xk-1 q- OtkPk

rk -_ rk--1 -- otkM*pk

Endif

(2) Broadcast the part of x corresponding to the handled rows of D to neighboring pro-

cessors and solve for fi as in the following steps :

For j = 1 to Np do concurrently

• Receive x

• Back substitute for fi

• Send fi to host for output

As noted in (4.7), the conjugate gradient method is used to obtain system independent

variables without forming the null space matrix of the constraint Jacobian matrix. The

reason is that the major operation of the conjugate gradient involves the multiplication of

11



a matrix by a trial vector. Thus, we can rewrite (4.7) as

v = BM-1BTp

n

= _ B(,_+1,i)M71B(i,,_+l)P

j----I

= B¢.+,,j)M;-'p" (4s)

Ft

= Z B('_+ld) v"

j=l

where v" = [u (1), v(2),..., v(P)]. This multiplication is performed in three steps, and they

add different contributions from prospective bodies to the entry of the resulting vector.

The matrix-vector multiplications are performed directly on the body level and resulted

in the global vector v.

Preconditioning can be used to accelerate the convergence of the conjugate gradient

method. This is achieved by solving the modified system

PM*x = Pb (4.0)

where P is the preconditioning matrix. Selection of an optimal preconditioner for present

MBD problems will be addressed in future work.

A prototype code for dynamics analysis of MBD systems on a shared-memory mul-

tiprocessor is currently under development at Center for Space Structures and Controls

(CSSC). The software architecture and the numerical algorithm presented in this paper

are part of the code. A test version called PMBS (Parallel Multi-Body System) has been

implemented on the Alliant FX/8 by using Force macros [29]. Several example problems

have been experimented and the results will be shown in the following section.

5. Numerical Examples

Computer simulation of two MBD systems has been examined in this section by

using the scheme and the algorithm developed in previous sections. The resulting robust

algorithm solves the present equations of motion of any arbitrary system topologies.

5.1 Three Dimensional Three-Link Manipulator

In order to validate the feasibility, effectiveness, and accuracy of the present scheme, a

three-link manipulator, which has been studied by Gawronski and Ih [27,28], was performed

under the given specifications. The manipulator is under a specified nonholonomic tip

velocity constraints throughout the whole simulation as shown in Fig. 4. The joints that

connected the link are modeled as spherical and revolute joints. Initially, the Lagrange

multipliers are introduced to enforce the joint constraints as well as the nonholonomic

constraints at the tip of the manipulator. The Lagrange multipliers are then eliminated by

adopting the present scheme so that the numerical algorithms can be performed. When

12



time stepping, the manipulator is maneuveringunder the desired trajectories which are
givenin two different vertical planesasillustrated in Fig. 5 and 6. The correspondingjoint
velocitiesand accelerations,which arematched quite closely to the results that are given
by Gawronski and Ih, are shown in Fig. 7 and 8. Numerical experiments, although not
reported herein, show the presentschemeand algorithm provide considerably lessCPU
time than the one with the penalty constraint stabilization technique due to the number
of the operation counts. Thesewill play an important role in the real-time simulation.

5.2 Double-Wishbone Auto-Suspension Systems

To explore the parallelism of the present scheme, we select a vehicle model with

multiple suspension systems, in which the input data describing this system are provided

by Nikravesh of the University of Arizona, as shown in Fig. 9. According to the scheme

used in section 3, the vehicle can be easily partitioned into four subsystems where four

independent processors can be assigned to each of the subsystem so that the null space of

the constraint Jacobian matrix can be constructed in parallel. Note that the suspension

systems possess four sets of springs and dampers with given locations, spring and damping

coefficients. The tires of the vehicle are modeled by using unilateral spring elements.

Initially, the vehicle is positioned in a height of one meter from the ground with initial

velocities equal to zero. When the vehicle is been released, gravity acts as the external

loads that force the vehicle to fall. Fig. 10 illustrates one of the spring that reacts to

the given external load during one second simulation run time. The displacements of each

body, which simulate the behavior of the bodies in this system, are given in Fig. 11-15.

The interesting features of this simulation are the CPU time consumption (Fig. 16) and

the speed-up (Fig. 17) of using different processors in Alliant FX/8. Note that present

scheme (N.P.S.) has been used to compare the results that have produced by previous

developed penalty constraint stabilization technique.

6. Conclusion

An efficient numerical method for the dynamic analysis of MBD systems has been pre-

sented. A scheme that requires less CPU time to generate the null space for the constraint

Jacobian matrix has been developed. The present scheme, which is robust for kinematic

chains with variable degrees of freedom, provides the system independent coordinates that

can be integrated without violating the kinematic constraint conditions. A parallel pre-

conditioned conjugate gradient is also developed to solve the system governing equations

of motion which are written in the Schur complement form so that parallel computations

can be applied. Finally, the application of two example problems, dealing with holonomic
and nonholonomic constraints, show the generality of the scheme and its capability for a

general purpose computer program for the dynamic analysis of MBD systems.
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Fig. 3 The Crank-Slider Problem
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3-DSPACECRANE, angular velocities
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A new stabilization method of treating constraints in multibody dynamical s.c..tern., is presented. Bs tailoring a

penalty form of the constraint equations, the method achieves stabilization without artificial damping and yields a

companion matrix differential equation for the constraint forces; hence, the constraint forces are obtained b)

integrating the companion differential equation for the constraint forces in time. A principal |eamre o| the method
is thai the errors committed in each constraint condition decay with its corresponding characteristic time scale

associated with its constraint force. Numerical experiments indicate that the method yield,, a marked improvement

over existing technique...

l. Introduction

HE dynamics of flexible muhibody systems, such as the
design of robotic manipulators, mechanical chains, and

satellites, is becoming increasingly important in engineering.

Computer simulation of such multibody dynanfical (MBD)

systems requires a concerted integration of several computa-

tional aspects. These include selection of a data structure for

describing the system topology, computerized generation of

the governing equations of motion, incorporation of con-

straint conditions, implementation of suitable solution al-

gorithms, and easy interpretation of the simulation results.

Traditionally. the task of formulating the equations of
motion has been of dominant concern to many dvnamists. As

a result, several MBD formulations have been proposed: these

differ primarily in the manner in which they incorporate
constraints and in their resulting system topologies)- _ Hence.

reliability and cost of existing MBD simulation packages have

been strongly affected by how well the equations of motion
have been strcamlim:d and how well the constraints are pre-

served during the numerical solution stage.
As dynamists face more complex problems, particularly in

the field of large space structures, a new consensus is emerg-

ing: MBD simulation requires a data structure that can

accommodate various _s..tcm topologies. A primary motiva-

tion for espousing a maxmmm flexibility in the data structure

is to allow, for each suhs3.,,tcm of a complex MBD system, the

adoption of diflcrent modeling assumptions, difl'crcnt formu-

lations of the eqtlalion_, of motion, and different solution

techniques Once thi, need is recognized, compatibility of
suhsvstems as well ,a_. of '_LlrltlUs constraints hecomes a focal

computational is..uc Ih,_c_c¢. enforcing such subsystem and
kinematical colnp,tlll,lllt_,., leads tO a formulation that in-
volves a set of aux i_,,x ,,,,n,tu,tints Ihat must he satislied at

each integration sw I

Because it i._ iml,,,ft,m¢ irl ch_' simulation of MIlD svstcwn_

to treat the rc_.ultim: ,,,n,cr,tmt, a,curatclv and reliably, ,..e_eral

computational pt+,, _,JtlJ t, h,Jx_, been proposed These include

the technique for _._qldt.ll,lrl_ dependent variables via singular-

value deconlpt_,,tll,,i_ b\ \Valtt_vl and Stccve_) a equilibrium

Received July. (_, IqS': r¢_i_,io, rc_cl_cd Sept. lb. 1987. Copyright
(_% mmcricall [ll*,llllllf _ll "ket,,_n;ttlll_., ,lvld A',lrol|;.|ulics, Inc., 198'7

All rights re,.cr*,cd
*|)rOfC_..O[, I)t'[_._tIlllt'tll _,[ .,_t'r_,,_,IL_ _(rlgJnCCrltlg ._tlent'c_ ,llld

('cnlcr for Sp.._c NI' ,. ILlt_.'..llld { "l'lltI.'!- ".icmhcr AIAA

H,;raduatc Rc,_, \,-.';,ttql l)_ I ._:IIIItlal of mcro*,p,tcc l'.Y_lHCCr-

correction strategies by Baumgarte) xt_ penalty formulation

by Orlandea et al) 7 and Li_tstedt, _s the coordinate partition-

ing technique by Wehage and Haug) '_ and the differ-

ential/algebraic approach by G'ear '° and Petzold. 2_ In ad-

dition, recent reports by Huston and Kamman, =3 Fuehrer and

Wallrapp, -'*_ Schwertassek and Roberson? -5 and Nikravesh 2_
address various related techniques.

Among the procedures cited, it is generally agreed that

Baumgarte's technique is the most reliable one for handling
constraints. Thus, we believe that new methods for constraint

,_tabilization should be compared with Baumgarte's technique.

However. an examination of Baumgarte's technique has re-

vealed that it has three important algorithmic and software

difficulties.

First, according to Baumgarte's formulation that ]cads to
his constraint stabilization, the error committed in all the

constraint conditions during time integration steps can decay

only with a uniform characteristic time constant. In other
words, each of the constraint equations converges at the same

rate regardless of its physical nature. This uniform com.er-

gcncc rate masks an important physical phenomenon: the
characteristic time constants of each constraint equation are

different, since Lagrangian multipliers associated v, ith the

constraint equations exhibit different physical response char-

acteristics. Hence, Baumgarte's technique does not exploit the

well-known observation that the principal errors in multi-

degree-of-freedom systems behave the same way as do those

associated with the individual physical components.

Second. Baumgarte's technique requires that the soluticm
matrix. B_A! _B. canbcinvcrtible, whcrc B is thc gradient of

the constraint equations and M is the mass matrix. It i_ noted

that the solution matrix becomes singular (or ill-conditioned)

if two or more constraints become numerically dependent <or
almost dependent) upon one another. When that happens, the

polcntial gain in accuracy realized by Baumgarte'_ _tabi}iza-
tion is Io:,t.

Third. Baumgarle's technique requires the sOltltiotl of an

augmented matrix equation that in,,oh'cs the constraint gradi-
ent matrix B+ This means that whcnexer additional con-

stralnls arc introduced or v.hcn some of tile con_tr:unts arc

rela,xcd, the matrix profiles of the total-system equations _tll

have to be _aricd The task of dynamically va_..in6 matax

proliles of the total-system equations can _,ignificantly com-

plicate software implementation.

The objective of the present paper is to report a new

.,,tabilization technique that is aimed at mitigating the three

algorithmic and software difficulties of Baumgarte's technique.

First, the new technique induces the errors in the constra=nt

equations to decay according to their principal characteristic

ORIGINAL PAGE 15
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response time constants; the principal errors in the constraint
equations diminish according to their corresponding physical
response characteristics. Second, the new technique overcomes
the nonconvergence difficulty when two or more constraints

become numerically dependent. Third, the new technique yields
a matrix differential equation for the constraint forces. Hence,
the solution of the constraint forces can bc carried out in a

separate module from that for the primary, solution variables
(the position vector for the dynamical equations). To this end,
the paper is organized as follows.

Section II presents a review of the Lagrangian ),-method 26
for formulating the equations of motion with constraints,

including both configuration (holonomic) constraints and
motion (nonholonomic) constraints. An examination of
Baumgarte's stabilization for constraints is offered in Sec. III,

delineating in detail the three noted algorithmic and software
implementation difficulties of the Baumgarte stabilization
technique.

Section IV presents a new stabilization technique based on
a control synthesis approach. First, we introduce the well-
known penalty technique so that the constraint forces are

made proportional to violations of the constraint conditions.
Second, by tailoring the governing equations of motion and by
augmenting the constraint equations with the tailored form of
the equations of motion, a stabilized differential form of
constraint equation is derived. The resulting stabilized con-
straint equations are shown to be matrix differential equations
with the constraint forces as the primary solution vector, yet
possessing no artilicial damping as is the case with Baumgartc's
technique. Hence, one is left with a set of coupled differential
equations of motion in which the generalized displacements

and the constraint forces form a conjugate pair of unknowns.
It should be mentioned that a similar approach has been
successfully utilized for the solution of fluid-structure interac-
tion equations 27 and of fluid-porous soil interaction equa-

tions 2s when the interaction equations are partitioned '_'-_° and

solved in a staggered manner. For this reason, the present
method will be called a staggered stabilization techmque.

Section V reports numerical experiments that illustrate the

improved performance of the present staggered stabilization
technique, n The paper ends with concluding remarks regard-
ing computer implementation issues in production-level MBD
simulation modules.

!!. Equations of Motion with Constraints

The Lagrangian equations of motion for mechanical sys-
tems with constraints can be written as

d 3 L 8 L "

dt 3q, 8q, Q,+ Y'.A_B_,. l=l . ,, (I)
h-I

O,(q, 4. _) =0 (2)

where L is the system Lagrangian, ¢_ are the constraint
conditions imposed either on the subsystem boundaries or on

the kinematical relations among the generalized coordinates,
q, are the generalized coordinate components, t is time, ()
denotes time differentiation, X is the Lagrangian muhiplicr.

Q, is the generalized applied force, and B_, is the tth gradient
component of the k th constraint equation, Eq. (2).

In order to focus our subsequent discussions, we specialize

Eq. (2) to the holonomic (configuration) case:

¢,(q)=O, B_,- 8q, " k-1...m (3)

and to nonholonomic (motion) case:

It should be noted that the constraint forces Q_ are obtained
by

Q; = £ _B_,, i-I..n (5)
k--t

and not by X_ alone.
Because the two constraints give rise to two different sets of

equations of motion, we will treat their time discretization

separately. It should be mentioned that a typical MBD system
involves both cases; hence, the solution procedure should

account for the two constraints concurrently.

Systems wilh Not_olonomic Constrainls Only

When the system involves only nonholonomic constraints,
the equations of motion become

[M BrJ{g} _ { _)) (6)

where M is the mass matrix, _) consists of the applied force
Q, the centrifugal and Coriolis force, and the internal spring
force, and c is given by

8¢
c= - 79T (7)

S)slems with itolonomic Constraints Only

When the system involves only holonomic constraints, the
equations of motion become

!!!. Baumgarte's Stabilization Technique

In Baumgarte's technique, one replaces the second row of

Eq. (6) for the case of northolonomic constraints by

+ yo -0 (9)

Hence. the right-hand side of the second rob of Eq (0) is
moditied as

3¢
,= - _- - v¢ (to)

Baumgarte sketched a solution scheme that uses the given
parabolic stabilization technique as follows First. the para-
bolically stabilized equation may be expanded as

3¢
B#+ _- +y_=0 (ll)

By substituting # from the first row of Eq (b), one obtaans for
X in the form

30
( B,'# IBr)X:BM tO+ 3t +7_ (t2)

Hence, X in the preceding expression can bc substituted into
the governing equations of motion to yield

_t#=0-R_(B_t tB") '_ 'F2 '_¢ }_BM +_ +_,O (13)

O_ ( q, _') = 0. B_'_ = fl_)---, /, = 1 m (4) which can be imcgrated by an explicit integration formula.
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w

For bolonomic cases, he has recommended the following

integro-differential form: t6

d} + 271} + 7zf.'1} dt = 0 (14)
Io

so that one obtains
81}

- 271} - 72/'I }tit (15)

In the paper where Baumgarte presented this procedure, no
solution scheme was suggested, except that he advocated the
adoption of generalized momenta as the primary variables. In
the present context of the generalized coordinates q, a plausi-
ble implementation of the stabilized integro-differential con-
straint equations may be realized as follows. First, one in-
tegrates the governing equation of motion, Eq. (ga), by an

implicit integration formula

q"+' "_4"+' +J'; (16)

where 8 is a formula-dependent stepsize and h_ is a historical
vector. For example, for the trapezoidal rule, we have

8-(t,. l -t,,)/2, h"q=q"+8il" (17)

Integrating the equations of motion with holonomic con-

straints once, by the preceding implicit formula, one obtains

0"" = 8M'(7_- BTX"") + <_ (18)

We now substitute the preceding equation into the stabilized

integro-differential constraint equation, Eq. (14), to yield

8BM-'Brk ".t I_SM =_+,w + 2r1}+r:f%dt_ (19)
to

After substituting the given expression for h, one can in-
tegrate the resulting equation to obtain q"' _ by either an
implicit or explicit integration formula. We now offer the
following remarks.

Rema.,k i

Each of the constraints for both the holonomic and nonho-

lonomic cases, (1}_, k- 1... m }, possesses the same para-
bolic time constant 3', since its solution can be expressed as

1}, - C,e-*', k = 1... m (20)

Note that the errors committed in each of the constraints also
decay with the same single time constant. However, regardless
of their physical time constants, the errors in the constraint

conditions by the stabilized constraint equations, Eqs. (9) and
(14), are forced to decrease at the same rate, Hence. the

technique does not take advantage of physicadly different time
constants in order to minimize the errors being accumulated
in the constraint equations.

Remark 2

Note that the generalized constraint forces )_ in Eq. (12)
exist only when the matrix BM tBr is not ill-conditioned

Even though the constraints are theoretically independent,
such ill-conditioning can occur when two or more constraints

become numerwalh' nearly dependent, as B is in general
state-dependent. If such situations develop, the accuracy of

generalized constraint force ,_ can be considerably degraded,
thus leading to a dramatic loss of solution accuracy for q.

Remark 3

From computer implementation considerations, the solution

of MBD systems by Baumgarte's technique must be carried
out in a tightly coupled program module. Therefore, an)
change in the number of constraints impacts the matrix _truc-

ture of the solution procedures, requiring dynamically varying
matrix profiles. This can considerably complicate the task of
software implementation.

We will now present a new stabilization technique that
mitigates the three algorithmic and software implementation
difficulties in Baumgarte's stabilization technique pointed out

in the preceding remarks.

IV. New Technique: Staggered
Stabilization Procedure

In Baumgarte's stabilization technique, as discussed in the
preceding section, the objective was to minimize the errors
initiated in the constraint condition

1}-0 (21)

First, the difficulty associated with numerically dependent
constraints alluded to in Remark 2 can be overcome by

adopting the penalty procedure

}, ,.. I1}, , ---.0 (22)
c

as the basic constraint equations instead of Eqs. (3) and (4). It

is noted that the penalty procedure as given by Eq. (22) tacitly
assumes violations of the constraint condition in actual com-

putations. If one substitutes Eq. (22) into the governing equa-
tions of motion, the result becomes

MO* I Br1}= Q. (23)
IE

It can be shown that this penally procedure mitigates noncon-
vergence difficulties in the constraint conditions. However. its
major drawback is that once an error is committed in comput-
ing ),, there is no compensation scheme by which the drifting
of the numerical solution can be corrected. It is this observa-

tion that has led to the development of a staggered stabiliza-
tion procedure as described in the following paragraphs.

To illustrate the new procedure we will consider the case of

nonholonomic constraints. Instead of substituting the penalty
expression directly into the governing equations of motion.
first we differentiate Eq. (22) once to obtain

°°t
where we assume the penalty parameter _ to be constant

Second, we obtain 0 from Eq (6a_ in the form

0 = M '(9- S"h) 12._}

and substitute it into Eq. 124) to yield

81}
_,+ BM IBrX= BM t__ + 3--7 {26)

Notice that the homogeneous part of this stabilized equation
in terms of the generalized constraint forces ,\ has the follo_-
ing companion eigenvMue problem:

( "r+ B,tr _BZ/_)y = 0 1,27)

where {-r,, k = 1 ... ,, } are the eigenvalues of the homoge-

neous operator for the new stabilized constraint equations.
Eqs. (26L Since y, also dictates how the errors in the con-
straint equations _ill dimimsh with time. the errors committed

in the conMraint condition> will decay with their correspond-
ing dill}rent re.,,pon.,,e time constants. This physically oriented
stabilization property of the present technique is in contrasl to

that of Batnngarte'_, technique _'herein all the error compo-
nents diminish ,lccordHlg to a _ingle tinl¢ constant.
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Third, the new technique enables us to solve for X from the

stabilized differential equation, Eq. (26) Specifically, wc now

have a set of coupled equations, one for the generalized

coordinates q and the other for the generalized constraint

forces X, which are recalled here from Fxts. (6a) and (26) for
the case of nonholonomic constraints:

[. +(: ,. 0o i x j AM'R' ': = <90

(2_)

Note that these coupled equations directly provide the desired

differential equations for a conjugate pair of [q X 1.

Remark 4

For holonomic constraints, one has several stabilization

possibilities. The one we have chosen is to integrate the

governing equations of motion once to obtain

O"=SM '(0"- R'X")+h:' (29)

which is substituted inlo

,( ,,°)_,=T AO+ ,_ (3o)

to yield

00
,X"+sB,,_ 'B'X"=B(SM '0" _/,:;) +-77 (3Z)

Remark 5

It is observed that even if BM _B r is ahnost singular, the

new stabilization technique as derived in Eqs. (261 and (311

would not cause numerical difficulty in computing X since the

solution iteration matrix becomes (( + 8BM IBt) for nonho-

lonomic cases and (c + 82BM IB71 for holonomic cases.

Remark 6

The present staggered stabilization technique and Baum-

garte's technique can be presented in control-synthesis block

diagrams, as shown in Figs. la and lb. For nonholonomic

constraints, the present technique can be viewed as a combi-

nation of gain plus rate feedback stabilization, whereas

Baumgarte's technique is seen as a simple gain feedback
stabilization. For holonomic constraints, a similar distinction

can be observed. The resulting feature of a rate feedback

manifested in the present staggered stabilization technique

constitutes an important attribute as it copes with the dynami-

cal nature of the problem.

V. Numerical Evaluation

The iirst problem is a one-bar rigid pendulum problem

studied in Rcf. 15. The equations of motion consist of both

horizontal and vertical trajectories of the pcndulunfs tip plus

one constraint equation for the circular motion of the tip:

thus, there are two position variables and one holonomic

constraint condition. First, we lix the integration stcpsize and

carry out the numerical solution by the trapezoidal rule without
iteration for both stabilization techniques. Figure 2 shows the

errors in the constraint condition for the two techniques. The

results show that the present technique yields accuracy abc, ut

two orders of magnitude higher than that yielded by lhum-

garte's technique. In order to gain further insight, the accuracy
level in the constraant condition is lixcd to be the same (t0 c)

at each time step and the solution matrix is iterated to satisfy

the accuracy requirement. Figure 3 illustrates the number c_f

iterations needed at each step vs time. Nots that the average

iteration number for the prescnl technique is about four.

v, hereas with Baumgarte's Icchniquc it is about six

a)

b)
FiR, I Control s)nlhesis representation oi" two slahilizalion lech-

niques: a) Baumgarle's technique, and hi slahililed technique.

1 O° f ]

_= i,i I

_d New StabLlizedTechnique

Baumgarte'a Technique

10-,3 I i I , g i

0.0 O.T$

Time( Step Slzl = 0.001 )

Fig. 2 Error,, in constraint _ilh no iteration, performance of Iv.)
,.,lahilized technique',, ('.,ingle pendulum problem).

10

New Stabllited Technique

Baumgarte's Technique

i[ .... i

''q< i _ ir '_ ,i' _i'l, ,_t

.o tlt "_

t ! tl

/ (Accuracy = 10 '1 ''i l,, 'i

L
0 --_-- - _-- - _- -- - • ......... I _ _.

0.0 O.T$ 1.5

Time( Step Site =- 0.02 )

F'ig. 3 Numlter <if ilt, ralion_ required for gi_t'li error Iolt'ranc¢. perftit.

nialK'#.' Ol" DI, O _labili#rd ll_rhniqtie_ binllle penduhlnl prf)hh.,nl).
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The second example is a classical crank mechanism whose

governing equations of motion are characterized by the fol-

lowing matrices and constraints [see Eqs, (3-8) for their

definitions]:

J" ]M- J-'
rn

rtl

(32)

/rCos0 - (x - l L cosO)

O= I rsin$- (v-ll sinO) _ =0 (33)

_, ( I -/k) sinO + y !

BFI

"1

- • sin0 • cos0 0 |

-11sin0 I tcos_ (/-I u)cos_

-I 0 0

0 -1 1

(34)

and

q=[O _, x .,,jr x=L x, x_, x,l'

Q={0 o o _.,,_}r (35)

Figure 4 shows the problem definition along with the numeri-

cal performance of the two procedures, Baumgarte's technique

and the staggered stabilization technique. The performance of

the Baumgarte technique and that of the staggered stabiliza-

tion technique for this problem are also presented in Fig. 4. In

carrying out the computations, the trapezoidal rule has been
used to time-discretize the equations of motion [Eqs. (2)], the

constraints [Eqs. (3)], and their stabilized forms [Eqs. (19) and

(28)J. A sufficiently small step increment was used, corre-

sponding to 82 increments for one cycle of the mechanism,

with the time increment h- 0DI for the period T-0.82. In

order to measure the performance of the two techniques

directly, in terms of violation of the constraint conditions vs

time during one complete cycle, no iteration was performed at

each integration step. In each technique, the three constraint
c, mditions exhibited the same order of accuracy level. Hence.

_,,c illustrate only one constraint violation history, i.e.. the pin

.l_,int constraint between the crank and the connecting rod.

Note that the error in the constraint condition for Baumgarte's

technique remains about two digits above that with the

staggered stabilization technique. In addition, we have experi-
mented with several values of a and ,8 that are required in

Baumgarte's technique, and the best parameter choice was

found to be a - B " 70. For the staggered stabilization tech-

tuque, the petmhy parameter chosen was _- 10 e', which

,,iclded an accuracy level about I0 s for the technique.

The third problem tested is a simplified version of the

,cx_.n-link manipulator deployment problem) s The three links

,,c initially folded and, for m_xleling simplicity, between the

tx_o joints is a coil spring that resists a constant deploying

force at the tip of the third link. Also, the left-hand end of the

lir,, link is lixed through the same coil spring to the wall

These three coil springs arc Io be locked up once the links are

deployed straight. The deployment sequence of the manipula-

tor is illustrated in Fig. 5. The time-discretizcd difference

vqt, ations both for Baumgarte's technique and the staggered

,tabtlization technique have been solved at each time incre-

ment by a Newton-type iterative procedure to meet a specified

accuracy level. Hence, the performance of the two techniques

can be assessed bv the average number of iterations taken per
time increment. "l=his is presented in Fig. 6 for the accuracy of

It) _ Notice that the staggered stabilization technique re-

quires on the average about 4.5 iterations per step, whereas

Baumgarte's technique requires about 22 iterations per step

=_

e_
O

10 -,_

ioo

( New StabillzeJTeehnique

10-t0
O. O.4 0.8

Fig. 4 Errors in pin-joint constraint with no iteration, pedormance of
two techniques.

2.0

o_ t.0

J

-l,O

i
J

Tirt_(t=O.3)
/

T me(t=0.6} -- . . /

A/AA / 7
' / _ / i

0.0 1.5 3,0

Horizontal Dimension

Fig. 5 Deployment of three-link remote manipulator.

Note that Baumgarte's technique fails to converge for time,

t = 1.1, as manifested in Fig. 6 because the rows in B become

numerically dependent upon one another ',,,hen the links are _n

a straight configuration. This corroborates the theoretical pre-

diction of nonconvergence whenever the solution mat_x

BM IBI for 13aunlgarte's technique {scc Eq. (L21] becomes

singular. On the other hand, the staggered stabilization tech-

nique still cc, nverges v,ithin 30 iterations because it overcomes

this singularity ditticulty, since ,_ still exists, as cam be seen

from Eqs. (26) and (31). Although not reported here. the same

relative performance has been observed for dilt'ercnt acct, racv
levels, i.e., for the accuracy of 10 -_ and 10 "

From the sample test problems, we conclude that the

staggered stabilization technique yields both improved accu-

racy over and greater computational robustness than the

Baumgarte technique. In addition, the staggered stabilization

technique offers solid, are modularity in that the solution of

the constraint force )_ can be carried out separately from that

of the generalized displacement q. The onb, data each solution

module needs to exchange with the other is a set of vectors,

plus a common module to generate the gradient matrix of the
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Fig. 6 Performance of two stabilization techniques for three-link
manipulator (solution accuracy = 10-6).

constraints, B. However, one should be cautioned not to

extrapolate blindly to complex problems the results of the

present simple examples. Further judicious experiments are

needed in applying the present staggered stabilization tech-

nique to complex production-level problems before it can be

adopted for general applications in multibody dynamic simu-
lations.
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Explicit-Implicit Staggered Procedure for

Multibody Dynamics Analysis

K. C. Park," J. C. Chiou,_" and J. D. Downert

University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309

An explicit-implicit staggered time-integration procedure is presented for the solution of mullibody dynamical
equations involving large rotations and constraints. The algorithm adopts a Iwo-stage modification of the
central difference algorithm for integraling the Iranslalional coordinates and the angular velocity vector, and the
midpoint implicit algorithm to solve the kinemalical relation in terms of the Euler paramelers for updating Ihe
angular orientations. The Lagrange mullipllers to enforce the system constraints are obtained by implicilly
integrating a paraholically regularized differential equation for the multipliers. The performance of the present
procedure has been evah_aled by applying the procedure to solve several sample problems. The results indicate
that the procedure is robnsl in dealing with a variety of constraints and spatial kinematic motions, hence it is
recommended for applications It) general multlbody dynamics analyses.

I. Introduction

OMPUTER simulation of multibody dynamical (MBD)
systems has enjoyed substantial progress during the past

several years. As a result, it is now almost routine to perform

realistic modeling and assessment of some practical problems
such as mechanical linkages and manipulations of robotic

arms. 7 Recently, a new need for the large-scale, real-time
simulation of flexible MBD systems is emerging primarily in

support of deployment and construction of large space struc-
tures in orbit. The development of an MBD simulation soft-

ware system for space applications must meet several needs,

which include a versatile data structure for implementation of
candidate MBD topologies, an automatic derivation of the

equations of motion, a streamlined incorporation of the sys-

tem constraints, a robust and efficient direct-time integration
package, a modular interface with active-control systems, and
timely visualization of the simulation results. Of these, the

present paper focuses on a robust and efficient time-integra-

tion package with parallel/concurrent computers as its pri-
mary computational environment.

In general, there have been two types of direct-time integra-

tion algorithms for the transient response analysis of dynami-
cal systems: explicit and implicit algorithms. Currently, im-

plicit algorithms appear to be favored by many MBD

specialists when both the generalized coordinates and the La-

grange multipliers are treated as the unknowns. In this. case,
the corresponding formulations incorporate the system con-

straints by the penally augmentation through the Lagrange
multipliers. It is well known that the resulting Newton-like
solution matrix is stiff. This has led to implicit time discretiza-

lion of the ,:onstraint-augmented equations and simultaneous

solution of both the generalized coordinates and the Lagrange
multipliers.". TM _5`::.z_

On the other hand. if the constraints are eliminated so as to

reduce the number of unknowns, it is possible for one to
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employ either implicit or explicit algorithms. For this situa-
tion, if the system topology is an open tree, one may invoke

either a geometric or an algebraic procedure to streamline the
resulting equations of motion. Geometric procedures rely on
the use of the incidence matrix 'n and the body-array matrix.l_

Some of the proposed algebraic procedures include singular
decomposition, '-'_ the use of generalized speed, _" the coordi-

nate partitioning technique, :s and the so-called order-N proce-
dure. za

In developing the present MBD solution procedure, we have
been guided by the following considerations, which have led to

the selection of an explicit algorithm. First, the algorithm
must be robust; experience suggests that explicit algorithms
remain robust provided computations are stable. Second, the

algorithm should be easily interfaced with a constraint proces-
sor as well as an active control synthesizer; the task of inter-

facing a software module with other software modules be-
comes easier if its data structure is simple, thus favoring an

explicit algorithm. To this end, as the central difference inte-

gration algorithm has been most widely used for the explicit
transient analysis of structural dynamics problems, we have

decided to adopt the central difference algorithm as our basic

integration algorithm. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows.

In Sec. II, we introduce basic equations of motion for MBD

systems. For computational efficiency, the translational coor-

dinates are expressed in the fixed-inertial frame, whereas the
rotational coordinates are expressed in the moving body.fixed
frame in terms of the Euler parameters. Section I11 introduces

the partitioning of the governing equations of motion into tv, o

groups: translational and rotational. Such partitioning paves
the way for the efficient treatment of the rotational motmns

via the singularity-free Euler parameters, _hich treatment is a

major feature of the present paper.
Section IV introduces the standard form of the central

difference method for updating both the translational and the

angular velocities. Once the angular velocities are obtained,
the angular orientations are updated via the midpoint implicit

formula employing the Euler parameters; update of the trans-
lational coordinates is achieved by the central difference
method. It is shown that the standard form of the central-dif-

ference method is not applicable to the MBD equations, due to

the unavailability of the generalized velocity vector at _he time

step at which the acceleration vector is evaluated. To over-
come this difficulty, a staggered form of the central-difference

method is developed.
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To complete the description of the solution procedure for
constrained MBD systems in Sec. V, the staggered-stabilized

technique for the solution of the constraint forces as indepen-
dent variables is summarized from Park and Chiou. *_'.7 When

the two algorithms--namely, the two-stage explicit algorithm

for the generalized coordinates and the implicit, staggered

procedure for the constraint Lagrange multipliers--are
brought together in a staggered manner, they form an explicit-

implicit staggered procedure.
Numerical evaluations of the present algorithm are reported

in Sec. VI. Finally, Sec. VII! discusses several computational

aspects of the present procedure and summarizes the main

contributions of the present paper.

II. Equations of Motion for Multibody Systems

The discrete equations of motion for flexible multibody

systems can be expressed as 4

MEt + DCU) + S(u) + Bf),,,_ + Br_,tt =f(t) (1)

4,,_(u,u ,t) = 0, 4'H(U ,t) = 0 (2)

where M is the mass matrix, D( • ) the generalized velocity-de-

pendent force operator, S( - ) the internal force operator due
to member flexibility, B,_¢and BH the gradients of the nonholo-

nomic and holonomic constraints [Eq. (2)1, _,,,_and _,n are the

corresponding constraint forces, f(t) is the applied force, u is

the generalized displacement vector, ( ) denotes time differen-
tiation, and ( )r designates the matrix transposition.

The numerical solution of the constrained dynamical system

governed by Eqs. (1) and (2) consists of two tasks: the satisfac-
tion of the constraint conditions [Eq. (2)] to obtain h and the

computation of the generalized coordinates u from Eq. (I). A

staggered, stabilized computational procedure to obtain ?,.,

and _,, by satisfying Eq. (2) was presented in Park and
Chiou _6'_7and is summarized in Sec. IV. The major thrust of

the present paper is therefore devoted to the computation of

the generalized coordinates u.

i11. Partitioning of the Multibody l)ynamical

Equations

A basic difficulty in direct integration of Eq. (I) is that _ is
not directly integrable, except for some special kinematic con-

figurations, to yield angular orientations. This motivates us to
partition U into the translational velocity vector d, which is
directly integrable, and the angular velocity vector _, which is
not, and to treat them by a partitioned solution proce-

dure, 5.Is'° viz

The equations of motion [Eq. ( I )] can be rearranged according

to the preceding partitioning:

[':;'0]I:t+I :l:
where

= (.Q_(w,d,q,M = (o¢c_)+ S_(d,q)- Bfx)

(4)

(5)

To effect the integration of the rotational degrees of freedom,

we partition _ further into

= L_l,_z ..... _ej r (7)

where ,.b@ is a (3 x !) angular acceleration vector for thejth

body,

iV. Staggered Explicit Method for Multibody
Dynamical Equations

One of the most popular explicit time integration formulas
for the solution of the second-order dynamical equations is the

central difference method, which can be implemented as

_n* I/2 = ij/n-I/2 +hEtn (9a)

U" ÷ i = u" + hu"" i,,: (9b)

where the superscript n designates the discrete time station

t = nh and h is the step increment.
[t should be noted that the conventional form of the central

difference method

u" + t = 2u" - u"- i + hZEt. (10a)

U.+ I = U" + (h/2)(iP* _ + it') (10b)

is not applicable to the MBD equations since ¢ cannot in

general be directly integrated to yield suitable angular orienta-
tions, let alone unfavorable accuracy problems associated with

Eq. (10a) as succinctly discussed by Henrici. _

A. Integration of the Translational Coordinates

Assuming that ld'-t'2,d",d',q',h"i are given at the time

steps, t = (n - l/2)h and nh, one can proceed to obtain from
the partitioned equations of motion [Eq. (4)], the translational
velocity and coordinates as

d,,,I-'=d,, I Z+hM, z I[f,'] -Q_Ad"d".q".h'*) ] (lla)

d'" i = d ° + hd" 1 : (lib)

Note that, due to the intrinsic time-stepping nature of Eqs. 19),

d" that is needed in computing Q,7 is not a',:ulabie. This

difficulty can be overcome if Qj has the form

Qa = Dad + &l(d,q) - Bd(d,q) (12)

where D,j is a constant diagonal matrix. For this special case,

one can employ the averaging operator

D,d" = D,/(I '2)(d" " i : .,_ d,_ _ :) (137

so that Eq. (lla)is modified to

(AI, + l.2hD,_)d '_" i : = (.'t,/,, - (h 2)D._)d" i :

_- h(f'/, - Sa(d",q") - BfX') (I4)

If, on the other hand, l)a is not diagonal or B: contains d,
the modification offered in Eq. (14) loses the adsantage of the
central-difference method in that one must either factor the

matrix [M,t + l/2hDa] or iterate on B:. This difficulty is more
pronounced for updating the angular _elocity sector as dis-

cussed next.

in which q is the angular orientation parameter vector, and B,t
and &, are the partitions of the combined gradient matrices of

the constraint conditions (2) that are symbolically expressed :is

II : B_ + B., h = h_ + kH (6}

B. Integration of the Angular Orientations

One can update the angular ",efocity sector by Eq. (9a) using
,,0 from Eq. (4b)

_"" _ : - _," _ : + hM t [f, _ Q.(_'".q".d".?',")l (15)
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A key feature of the present algorithm is the use of the

following kinematic relation (e.g., Wittenburg >) to update the
angular orientations:

'I: --:*] '
q = lqo ql q,.

that is subject to

qY.q=l
where

q:_] r (16)

(17)

_ 0 --_11 'o
= !wl w_ w,] r (18)

Of several procedures tested, we have found the following
midpoint implicit rule is the most robust and accurate:

q,* t_'. = q,, + (h/2q)" " J 2

: q" + (h/2)A(w"" E2).q,,_, ." (19a)

q,.l :2q"'l :-q ", (q"'_)t'q"'l= I (19b)

where q"" t : is obtained by

q,,+ 1.2 = l/&[l + (ht4)A(to" _ I 2)]q,,

& = 1 + (h-'/4)(_{ + to_ + toi) (20)

Finally, once q"* _ is computed from Eq. (19), one can
update the angular orientation matrix R:

b =Re,

R =

2(qg + q?) - 1

2(q_qz - qnq_)

2(qlq3 + qoqa)

2(qlq., + q_h) 2(qlq] - q_g/z)"]

2(qo + q2')- I 2(q,q_+ qoq_)

2(q2q3 - qoq_) 2(ql_ + q_) - 1

(21)

which relates the body-fixed basis vector, b = l b, b, b_] r,

to the integral-basis vector, e = l el e., e,] r.
It should be remarked that the update of the angular orien-

tation parameters through the kinematical relation [Eq. (16)]
is in contrast to the conventional algorithm in which one

substitutes 60 in Eq. (4b) in terms of q and q by

W = T(q)#l+ T(q)q

I- ql qn ql 1

- q2

T = -"_ q2 -- q3 q(I ql (22)

q_ q" -- ql q(,

and integrates the resulting equations of motiott to update q.
However, computations of to"" _ -' by Eq. (15) assume that

to" is available for every integration step. Note the D, Iw) in Eq.

(5) takes for each body the form of

D_,(a,) = &Jto (23)

where J is the moment of inertia matrix. This term often

dominates the momentum exchange in multibody systems and
presents numerical difficulties if _" in D_ is approximated by
_,, - _ z leading to inaccurate solutions or numerical instabili-
ties.

A linearized computational stability analysis for the al-

gorithm based on Eqs. (15) and (19), although we do not

report it here, has been performed when D,Aw") is approxi-
mated by D_(oo"- wz). The analysis result, as corroborated in
Sec. VI, shows that such a naive approximation leads to

unacceptable accuracy loss on outright instability. This has
motivated us to implement both Eqs. (! 1) and (15) in a two-
stage time-stepping procedure as detailed next.

C. Staggered Integration of the Translational and Rolalional Coor-
dinates

To alleviate the computational and stability issues encoun-

tered in the single-stage implementation of the central-differ-

ence method for /VlBD simulations, the basic algorithm pre-
sented in the preceding section needs to be modified as

follows. Specifically, at an arbitrary integration step from
I = nil to t = (n + I)h, it is necessary for accuracy and stabil-

ity that a" and _" are available for Eqs. (1 1) and (15), respec-
tively. Within the algorithmic context of the central difference

method, this can be accomplished if we stagger the integration
as follows.

First, instead of marching from the (n + 1) to the (n + 2)

step at the completion of the (n + 1) step, we go back one-half

step and march a full step from the (n + 1/2) to (n + 3/2)
step:

d" ' I = d" + h'd(d"' " _',d" + I :,q. + I "-,X"" I z) (24a)

d"" _ : = d"* 1,2 +hd" ' i (24b)

for the update of the translational coordinates and

to'_+_=to'_ + h&(to'*_ ",q"+':',d"+t z,X"*l ") (25a)

q,,÷ i = ill.&)[/ + (h/4)A(to"" i)]. q,,. i-" (25b)

q,,+3.'_=2q,,+l_q,,*l:z (qn+3,'.)r.q,+3.z= 1 (25c)

for the rotational coordinates.

For the next integration step, we march from the in + 1)
step to the (n + 2) step, and so on, hence the name "two-stage

staggered explicit procedure." The net result is that, even

though we take a full step (h instead of h/2), we only advance
half the step at a time. In other words, we evaluate the acceler-

ation and lhe angular acceleration VeClOrS twice for each full

step.

V. Implicit Solution of Constraint Forces

The solution of the governing equations of motion is carried
out by the two-stage explicit integration procedure presented

in the preceding section. For systems with constraints, one

must either eliminate the constraints or solve them as part of
the system unknown. Many MBD systems involve constraints

that are either difficult or computationally cumbersome to

eliminate. For this reason, we will adopt the staggered stabi-

lized procedure, v'': v,'hich is reviewed here for convenience.
First, instead of augmenting Eq. (2) to Eq. (9), and simuita-
neously solving the generalized coordinates and the kagrange

multipliers, we employ a partitioned solution procedure _ '_ :_
to solve the generalized coordinates separately from tile ka-

grange multipliers. To effect a partitioned solution of the
constraints, we introdt,ce the following penalty expression

X, =(ltO@_(U,U,t), XH =(l/_)@,(u,t), 0<_,_1 L26)

It is noted that the penalty procedure as given by Eq. (26)

tacitly assumes violations of the constraint condition [Eq. (2)]

in actual computations. Now, to solve h separately, it is neces-
sary to cast X in a differential form instead of in the algebraic
form. This is accomplished as follows.

Instead of substituting the penalty expression directly into

the governing equations of motion [Eq. (1)], first we differen-
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--t

tiate Eq. (35) once to obtain

h.n =1+ B,ii_ +T/ (27a)

X" = 1 (BHa"+'_tH)-e (27b)

where we assume the penalty parameter e to be constant.

in practice, both the holonomic and the nonholonomic

constraints may be associated with a common set of general-

ized coordinates. For such cases, we time-differentiate the

holonomic constraints and combine those sets of 4,, into ,I,,._ in

Eq. (26). In this way Xu and h.t4 become uncoupled in Eq. (27)

Let use rewrite Eq. (1) in the form

/_, = MH _' _p. B/_k, ) (28)

where p is a generalized momenta

p = D(u) + S(u) (29)

so that, upon substituting Eq. (28a) into Eq. (27a) for the

nonholonomic case, one obtains

+X, + B,,M,( 'BrXn = rx, = B._M_ '_.,, -p,) + -&t (30)

For the holonomic case, we integrate utt once by the midpoint

implicit formula [see e.g.. (Eq. (19a)] to obtain

'rl+ 112 'n "n
U _ r = + (ht2)fi_" l,':/A'x; = /g%

+(h/2)MtilOe,]¢+l ". p71+l.', r ,,+l:)- ' - B.X. (31)

Substituting Eq. (31) into the Eq. (27b), we obtain

11

¢_X,IiI+ 1'2 + 2 B;¢M#; iur,_,, + I 2_11 _'#t = rX, lf

[,, }+,,=BH u_ +hMt_'l(f_t+l'Z)-fl_]#+12) +-- (32)
2 Ot

Equations (30) and (32) can be written as

¢X + BM- iBrk = rx (33)

Integration of the preceding equation by the nlidpoint implicit

rule yields the following difference equation:

(el + (h/4) BM " iB/')X" " I,.t = (h/4)(r;,'" t , + rD + <_."

(34a)

X,,. i, = 2X" " t 4 _ X,, (34b)

It has been shown that the preceding staggered, stabilized

procedure for the solution of the constraints offers not only a

modular soft_,,are package to treat the constraints but :.il',O

yields more robust solutions compared to the techniques pro-

posed by Baumgarte. -'._ In particular, even whet] B,'i,l _B I

becomes nearly singular, the staggered stabilized procedure

[Eq. (34) I gives stable and acceptable solutions, _hcrcas the

constraint forces computed by the Baurrigarle's technique di-

verge.

The present explicit-implicit, staggered procedure given by

Eqs. (11), (15), and (19) together with the constraim solver

[Eq. (9)] constitutes a complete solution procedure for a multi-

body dynamics analysis for systems _,_,ilt'l constraints that un-

dergo large motions.

VI. Compuler Implementuli,n anti

Performance l':valuaiions

Yhe preceding procedure for the nuinerical illlcgratioll t)f

the equations hi motion for constrained MIlD n.vstcins has

been implemented in two separate integration modules: gener-

alized coordinate integrator (CINT) and Lagrange multiplier

solver (LINT). The CINT employs a tv,'o-stage modified form

of the central-difference m_thod for updating the angular

velocity vector and the midpoint-implicit rule for updating the

angular orientations via the Euler parameters. The Lagrange

multiplier solver adopts a staggered form of the midpoint

implicit method, it should be noted that CINT needs the

constraint force vector, viz, .ix = Brx, as an applied force

from LINT. Similarly. LINT needs the generalized coordi-

nates and their time derivatives from CINT. Hence, the step

advancing of the present procedure is accomplished in a stag-

gered manner.
The module LINT receives f._ = BrX ', from LINT and ad-

vances the solution of the MBD equation [(1 ) or (4)1 from time

t" to t" + _. Once (d, d, w, q) are available at time t "+ t from

CINT, LINT computes the Lagrange multipliers from Eq.

(34).

To complete the solution of both the generalized coordi-

nates and the Lagrange multipliers, we invoke the following

sequence calls:

I =I"

Call CINT (p", g", h, p" + i)

Call LINT (i "+ t,'2, It, X" + i,2, f_, + i 2)

t = t" + ht2 (n--n + 112)

CalICINT(p"+l': g,,+r:, h,p"+_z)

Call LINT(?'+I, h, X"*l f_,+l)

l =tn+h

where

p_ = (d_ - I "., d", _"- I :, qq

g" = [w", f_' = B zX.)]

i.... I : = (d,,+ I :, d"" I 2, _,,. I 2, q,:- I :, X")

In summary, the present procedure requires tx_o function

evaluations and two h-solutions per each full step. hence the

name "explicit-implicit staggered procedure." We nov, pre-

sent three sample problems whose efficient and accurate solu-

tions will confirm in their combined totality not only' the

viability of the present integration procedure for the solution

of the multibody equations of motion v, ith or _ithout con-

straints, but also the constraint stabilization procedure.

A. Dynamic,. of a Ihlwlinll Ball

This prtibh:lil "+',;.isinvcsligatcd by |lu,,ton cl al., > hov. c,.cr,

their equations do riot iilvol'+e the com+traint Ioicc k. In the

present analysis, we employ a formulation that incorporates

the constraint force a_ part of the _?qem _ariablcs. Figure I

illustrates the ball. with its radiu_, a and an t',tt_,c[ center r<,that

is tO ft)llox_ ;.1 stile cur_c,

'b

Fi_. I

+ =y --si:_x = 0

C 3

t35_

]
i

• i _)

"4illitl ',,pht'rit'al b'HI rllllinll lln a Ilal ,,ui'tal:t'.

CI
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Table I Physical dimensions and initial conditions for
a rolling sphere

m =71.32 N, a = 10.9 cm, r0=0 or 0.15 cm

JI=J2=Jl=2/5 ma 2, e=10 -6

x°=y°=0, [_= -_°l = l , _°=0 l

xo__yo=a ,o,

Fig. 2

/

Ball Irack projeeled on Ihree-dimensional sphere surface.

The various matrices and vector quantities for Eqs. (26)

and (35) can be derived as

-m 0 -- ,,nroet • bz

0 m - rnroe2, b:

M= Ji

sym.

mroe_ • b_ 0

mroe, • b_ 0

0 0 (36a)

J: 0

J3

I I 0 -abt.e, -abz.e, -ab3.e;]
B = 1 abl • et ah2 • et ab_. et

cosx - 1 0 0 0

(36b)

Fa = - ntrc, t_'J'_'3 e'- ht + w,w_e: bz - (w_ + _i)e,. . b (37)

There is a total of eight variables to describe the equations

of motion for the constrainted ball. However, in adopting the

present solution procedure--viz, Eqs. (I-3)--we solve for nine

variables as we employ the four Euler parameters for angular
orientations.

Numerical solutions of the rolling of a sphere on a flat
sinusoidal curve have been obtained with the data summarized
in Table I.

The ball track that follows the constraint sinusoidal curve

[Eq. (26)] is projected on the ball itself as shown in Fig. 2, with
tile corresponding angular velocities in Fig. 3. The time histo-

ries of the three constraint forces are shown in Fig. 4, where hj
and )'2 correspond to the x and y components of the constraint
forces in order to maintain the rolling-contact condition, and

_j corresponds to the constraint force to maintain the sinu-

soidal trajectory as imposed by Eq. (26). Hence, the first two
constraints are indicative of the skidding phenomenon,
whereas the third corresponds to the steering force required to

maneuver the ball. Notice that, although periodic, they exhibit

highly nonlinear behavior.

We have performed convergence studies with increasing
step sizes; these indicate that the present two-stage staggered

explicit procedure--viz, Eqs. (I-3)--maintains both the solu-
tion accuracy and stability for the step size up to h < 0.15.

Figure 5 shows the angular velocities for a ball with an
offset center (So = 0/15a). Note that the angular velocities no

longer exhibit periodic response, whereas for the no-offset
case they are periodic (see Fig. 3). Likewise, the steering force

causing the ball to follow the sinusoidal curve (y = sinx) be-
comes highly nonlinear (see Fig. 6) although it is nonlinearly

periodic. The x- and y-direction contact forces, which main-
tain the rolling-contact condition between the ball and the

c
.<

w;_(Jz - JO]

Lw,w,(J, - Jz)j

£

fa = O, f_, = mgro - e_ (38) _
- _

0 u

(39)

..o r I

where the inertial-basis vector e anti the corotational-basis

vector b are related according to

h = Re (40)

00

-2,0

I

[
l :

i

, ; /'_, iI

/ w* i ',, _ i' !

/. ..... t
/ F ',

200

Time(step size = 0011

Angular velocities of the sphere with no offset.

.lf' 0

0 3

0.0

-{)3

I y-dtre<txon

_- Steerlng _orce(,X_)
[ Cotx.st r _mt

a
i ' "" ' ,' 't _'°rcek'\:)

i ' 7 \ t '\
" . \

, t x-direction 't,

L _/ Cor_traitat

Fig. 4

0 0 20.0 40.0

Timetsteo size : 001)

Time histories of three conslraint forces on the rolling sphere.

1
-I

]
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I
-4

t
<

o_

0.0

-l,O

z-direction t

contact force(A_) v-direction i

f 1 contact force(A,) ' ]

i /',)) "_Steering force (A_) I

I L i

0.0 20.0 40 D

Time(step size _ 0 01)

Fig. 6 Time histories of Ihree conslrainl forces with offset center.

3.0 ........................

Z

&

0.0

--- The converged solution

..... Sohltion of Dresent procedure wil.h h (I '2

Solution of conventional procedure with h () 2

-30 _ _ _ . _ _ _ _

O0 200 .It]C)

Time

Fig. 7 Convergence studies on present and conventional procedure.

surface, although bounded, manifest extremely nonlittear be-
havior.

To corroborate the instability of a naive approximation of

_" × _" _"_ for the computation of O_ in computing ,_"--as

alluded to in Sec. IV.B, the equations of motion for the rolling
ball have been integrated by the following formula:

o;"' _ '=,#" ' ' - hM 'If, t!+ g(_" ' :, d")k'* - F(o.," ' :)1

Figure 7 shows o_, vs time for the converged solution, the

present two-stage, explicit-implicit, staggered procedure with

step size (h = 0.2), and the conventional procedure with step

size (h = 0.2). The diverging solution by the conventional

procedure is clearly manifested, thus confirming the instability

of the conventional procedure, On the other hand, th_ pre_ent

staggered procedure faithfully traces the converged solution.

Finally, the solution accuracy vs the step size has been

assessed for the offset center ball with different step sizes.

Figure 8 represents the performance of the present procedure

for different step sizes. Note that if one chooses the step size

that corresponds to more than 15 samples per period, viz.,

h _< 0.2, a reasonable engineering accuracy can be maintained.

Although not reported herein, the problem was also solved by

the trapezoidal rule. For h _> 0.1, the computational overhead

with the trapezoidal rule was an order of magnitude higher

than by the present two-stage staggered explicit-implicit proce-

dure without an accuracy improvement. Our experience with

the example problem indicates that the present computational

procedure for handling large rotational and translational mo-

tions with constraints is robust and efficient. It is important to

note that the present procedure accurately traces not only the

angular motions but, more important, the constraint forces

and the four Euler parameters (although these are not pre-

sented here).

2,

2 o

00 - '

.... step si_e = 0.01

sh: I) slze : 09

..... Stc[l size = 0'I

i')

-20 ...................

0.0 200 40 0

Time

Fig. 8 Aeeurae.v eomplrison on angular velociLv _) for three dig

ferenl step sites.

•. 3) ;'/--,), , /

_<,_ :)lt_., t ,, I

T.:

?It ,]

(41) I"i)_._) I)().blc i)endulum _ilh sl)alial joint_.
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1.5

Z O0

-I.5

Fig. 10a

 U Sd'f
-1.5 0.0 1.5

X

Trajectories of double pendulum on X-Z plane.

1.5

",' o.o <-----.-------_'_<-"_-_--_.a--------

' \ / "x / \ ¢" '\ 1

L

-1.5 a____l__L__.____a-_ __L__._ .... 1___ _

-1.5 0 0 1.5

X

Fig. 10b Trajectories of double pendulum on X-Y plane.

B. Three-Dimensional Double Pendulum

The second problem with which we have tested the present

procedure is a spatially moving double pendulum as shown in

Fig. 9. Tile governing equations of motion become those of

tv,,o separale rigid bars, except that they are connected by two

spherical joints. From Fig. 9 we have the following quantities:

•4,' = d' - _'._ ,.0' x Z' = O, i --- 1,2 (42)

?,4= diag [m', d', m:, d:] (43)

[I ",=_x 0 0 1
'"_ (44)

B = / - LzilX --/ -- !d_. zx

/" = --

0

0

0

[ uol,.ozlJi ,12)

i = I, 2 (45)

[ ] d' [2, )O, _l T, ,.b' [&,, CO,, &_,] r (46)i_'= d, co ', = = .

X = IX,, X,, M, ,M, M, X-_lr (,17)

In the preceding equations, !/'.z is the vectorial distance

from the center of the bar to the spherical joint constraints, m

and J are the three translational and rotatory-inertia matrices,

f: is the skew symmetric matrix formed by the three compo-

nents of Z, x implies a vector cross multiplication, and the

superscript designates the ith bar.

The pendulum is originally positioned in a gravity field with

initial horizontal angular velocities (w_ I) = w_z) = 1). Figure 10

shows the spatial trajectories of the two mass centers as pro-

jected on the horizontal surface and on the vertical plane. It is

noted that the two trajectories form a similar pattern. The

constraint forces and angular velocities, although not reported

here, exhibit patterns that are analogous in their characteris-

tics for the two joints and two mass centers, respectively.

We have performed convergence studies by using different

step sizes h. Numerical evaluations indicate, as with the

rolling-ball problem, that when the step-size samples are more

than 20/period, the present procedure yields both good accu-

racy and stability.

C. Closed Your-Bar Linkage

The final problem is a simple closed four-bar Linkage, com-

posed of four individual bars connected with five spherical

joints (see Fig. IlL The governing equations of motion for

this problem are identical with those of the previous section,

except that the gradient of the constraint equations H is given

by

" I
Bb

B_
B=

B,'."

B_7

B,_ B/'

B 4
a

(48)

where

(49)

,tO" _*_'_ "" %q 5th joint

' I £" :lrd ioi t

"odL --_ ,
J,'_ = t 4r ",

21_t{ joint

/'t=l

Fig. Ila

ttl I _ _zl, : ttl2 = _tl, = I

t
X y

Initial ¢onfiguralion of the dosed four-bar linkage.
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Time

Conslraint forces of Ihe chlsed four-bar linkage.

The body-fixed coordinates and constraint condilions for

this problem have adopted the same procedure as in the pre-

ceding pendulum problem. To trigger large rotational mo-

tions, two vertical forces (F_" = F2.:_ = I) are applied at the
center of mass of the first and fourth bar (see Fig. I la). Figure

lib indicates tile motion of each bar for 8 s run time. Note

that the trajectories of each joint can also be seen fron'l the

plot. Because of the syrnrnetry of the geonletry and the applied

forces, one should expect correspondingsymmetries between

the angular velocities of the first bar compared with those of

the fourth bar. and so on (see Fig. 12at. This is also the case

with the constraint forces as manifested in Fig. 12b.

We investigated numerical solutions for different step sizes

h. The results show that when step size tt is less than 0.075, the

procedure proposed here maintains stal-,ility with acceptable

accuracy.

VII. Discussion

In this paper, we have presented a compvtational procedure

for direct integration of the MBD equations with constraints.

Because of its step-ad,.ancing nature, the procedure is labeled

an explicit-implicit staggered algorithm explicit for solving the

CINT and implicit for Lagrange multipliers to incorporate

constraints (LINT). The present generalized coordinate solver

(CINT) carries out its task in a partitioned manner in which

the translational motions are integrated separately from those

of the rotational parameters.

Numerical experimertts reported herein and additional ap-

plications investigated so far indicate that the prese,tt proce-

dure yields roOt,st solutions if tile step size gives more than 20

samples for the period of tile apparent highest response fre-

quency of a given muhibody system. -'_ Hence, the present

procedure appears to have accomplished the following.

Because of the modular implementation of the present

MBD solution procedure, the task of interfacing the present

MBD solution modules with additional capabilities such as

active controller, observer, and other analysis and design soft-

ware modules becomes relatively straightforward. Such soft-

ware architecture is in contrast to most existing programming

practice in which several analysis capabilities are embedded

into a single monolithic program.

For closed-loop multibody systems and/or problems with

complex topology, in which it is impractical and inadvisable to

eliminate the constraints, the present procedure facilitates a

straightforward construction of the governing equations of

motion with appropriate constraints. The generalized coordi-

nates and the Lagrange multipliers can then be solved in a

partitioned manner.
The update of angular orientations is based on the Euler

parameters by adopting the midpoint implicit formula. This

avoids potential computational complications, as the angular

orientation matrices remain singularity free.

Application of the present procedure to flexible multibody

systems is currently being carried out, and preliminary results

are quite encouraging. We hope to report in the near future on

results with flexible-body dynamics as well as on results with

large-scale multibody problems.

Finally, a preliminary stability analysis of the present proce-

dure, although not reported here, has been conducted. The

analysis results indicate that the procedure is stable provided

the step size satisfies

h -< 2f(_ + _'_ + ,._)l ." (50)

A separate article on the stability issue is presently under

preparation: we plan to publish it in the near future.
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Abstract. This paper reports on our experience in solving large-scale finite ele-

ment transient problems on the Connection Machine. We begin with an overview

of this massively parallel processor and emphasize the features which are most

relevant to finite element computations. These include virtual processors, par-

allel disk I/O and parallel scientific visualization capabilities. We introduce a
distributed data structure and discuss a strategy for mapping thousands of pro-

cessors onto a discretized structure. The combination of the parallel data struc-

ture with the virtual processor mapping algorithm is shown to play a pivotal role

in efficiently achieving massively parallel explicit computations on irregular and

hybrid two- and three-dimensional finite element meshes. The finite element ker-

nels written in C* have run with success to solve several examples of linear and

nonlinear dynamic simulations of large problem sizes. From these example runs,

we have been able to assess in detail their performance on the Connection Ma-

chine. We show that mesh irregularities induce an MIMD (Multiple instruction

Multiple Data) style of programming which impacts negatively the performance

of this SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) machine. Finally, we address

some important theoretical and implementational issues that will materially ad-

vance the application ranges of finite element computations on this highly parallel

processor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Parallel computers are having a profound impact on computational mechanics.

This is reflected by the continuously increasing number of publications on finit_

elements and parallel processing. Not only have some computational strategies

been re-designed for implementation on commercially available multiprocessors,

but also some innovative algorithms have been spurred by the advent of these new



machines.However,manyof the reported parallel finite element simulations have

been on systems with a few processors. Examples of these systems are Intel's iPSC

with 32 processors (reported by Farhat and Wilson [1]), JPL/Caltech's hypercube

with 32 processors (Lyzenga, Raefsky and IIager [2], and Nour-Omid and Park

[33]), Alliant's FX8 model with 8 processors (Belytschko and Gilbersten [3], and

Farhat and Crivelli [4]), and CRAY's systems with up to 4 processors (Benten,

Farhat and Jordan [5]). (For more complete lists of references on this topic see

White and Abel [61 and Noor [7].) While great speed-ups were measured on these

coarse to medium grain machines, Farhat [8] has shown that traditional vector

supercomputers could not be outperformed in finite element simulations (except

of course on systems which connect more than one vector superprocessor, such

as the CRAY X-MP and CRAY-2 systems, each of which has 4).

Recently, massively parallel machines have demonstrated their potential to

be the fastest supercomputers, a trend that may accelerate in the future. While

solving the shallow water equations, McBryan has reported that the Connection

Machine (CM_2 in the sequel) (65536 processors) was three times faster than the

four-processor CP,.AY X-MP [9]. Gustafson, Montry and Benner have developed

highly parallel solutions for baffled surface wave equations, unstable fluid flow

and beam strain analysis, and have reported performances on NCUBE's 1024-

processor hypercube which are close to those of vector supercomputers [10].

The objective of the present study has been: first, to evaluate the multipro-

ceasing features of the CM_2 that are relevant to finite element computations,

second, to develop a suitable finite element data structure which exploits the

system architecture, third, to implement a decomposition/mapping procedure

that matches as far as possible the layout of the processors to the finite element

meshes, and fourth, to assess those implications of finite element analysis on the

CM_2 that should be considered in the design of future massively parallel pro-

cessors. Hence, we focus primarily on implementational issues that are critical

for the full exploration of the multiprocessing capabilities of the CM_2, and only

secondarily on solution algorithms, as far as they impact the present study on

implementational issues.

The finite element equations of motion for structural systems can be ex-

pressed as:

M_'l -_- F_"(cl, d) ---- F _ (1)

where M denotes the positive definite lumped mass matrix, F;" and F __ denote

the internal and external force vectors, and ¢], _l and d denote respectively the

2



acceleration,velocity and displacementvectors. In the linear case, the internal

force vector becomes:

F in = Dcl +Kd (2)

where D and K are the damping and stiffness matrices respectively, which are

positive semi definite. In this work, an eventual damping is assumed to be pro-

portional to the mass and stiffness.

The algorithmic nature of a candidate solution method for the structural

dynamics equation (1) can significantly influence the software requirements, data

communications and arithmetic efficiency. As our main focus is on implementa-

tional issues rather than algorithmic ones, we have decided on a simple explicit

time integration procedure. IIence, we choose to integrate equation (1) with tlle

fixed step explicit central difference algorithm because (a) it is inherently parallel,

and (b) it has the largest undamped stability limit among second-order accurate

explicit linear multistep algorithms, as has been demonstrated by Kricg [11] and

Park [12]. In our context, it is expressed as:

;1,,-t12= + hM-'(FC_(t ") _ Fi"(_l", d"))

d '_+t = d" + hcl ''+1/2

(3)

where It is the fbxed time step and the superscript n indicates the value at the

discrete time t".

The remainder of this paper deals with the massively parallel solution of (1)

using (3), and is organized as follows. In Section II, we give an overview of the

CM_2 hardware configuration and empasize those features which are pertinent

to finite element computations. In particular, we address issues that are related

to the processor memory size, to the SIMD architecture, and to the fast inter-

processor communication package, the NEWS grid. In Section III, we discuss

the floating point arithmetic performance of the CM_2 and highlight its current,

dependence on the selected language compiler. Algebraic manipulations coded

in *Lisp are shown to be three times as fast as when written in C*. A general

purpose finite element distributed data structure is presented in Section IV. De-

signed originally to handle massively parallel finite element explicit computations

on irregular and hybrid meshes, this parallel data structure is also w.'ry efficient

for parallel I/O manipulations and parallel graphic animation. Since the often-

encountered mesh irregularities inhibit the use of the NEWS grid communication

package, we discuss in Section V an alternative decomposition/mapping strategy.



The decomposition technique is designedto minimize both the amount of com-
munication betweendifferent chips and the amount of wire contention within a
chip. The mapping algorithm attempts to reducethe distance that information
must travel. Section VI summarizesthe overall organization of the massively
parallel transient simulation. In SectionVII, our parallel data structure and pro-
cessormapping areapplied to (3) for the solution of various large-scaletransient
problems. Measured performancesare analyzed in detail. Mesh irregularities
are shown to be the source of severalfactors which considerablyslow down the
machine. Finally, in SectionVIII, weaddresssomeimportant theoretical and im-
plementational issuesthat will materially advancethe application rangesof finite
elementcomputations on the CM.2,. In particular, we note that time integration
numerical algorithms suchasexplicit finite differencesand equation solverssuch
as the preconditioned conjugategradient are implementedusing the sameparal-
lel data structure and mapping algorithm which are presentedin this paper. Wc
compare the substructuring technique and the virtual processorapproach, and
comment on the implications of implicit algorithms for the effective use of the

CM_2.

II. THE CONNECTION MACHINE HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

Here we present an overview of the CM_2 system organization and discuss issues

that are pertinent to massively parallel finite element computations. See tIillis

[13] for an indepth discussion on the rationale behind the CM_I (a previous model

of the Connection Machine), the Technical Summary of Thinking Machines Cor-

poration [14] for further architectural information, and McBryan [9] for initial

studies of scientific computations on the CM_I. For the sake of clarity, we sum-

marize the architectural features before discussing their impact on finite element

simulations.

II.1. System Organization

1[.1.1 CM_2: The Parallel Processing Unit

The CM_2 is a cube 1.5 meters on a side, made of up to eight subcubes (fig.

1). Each subcube contains 512 chips and every chip includes 16 bit serial pro-

cessors which are connected by a switch. Each individual processor h,xs 64 Kbits

(S Kbytes) of bit-addressable local memory and an arithmetic-logic unit (ALU)

that can operate on variable-length operands. Every two chips may share an op-

tional Weitek floating point accelerator chip. A fully configured CM_2 thus has

4096 (212) chips, 2048 floating point accelerator chips, 65536 processors, and 512



Mbytes of memory. The chips are arranged in a 12 dimensional hypercube. A

chip i is directly connected to 12 other chips 3", with the binary representation of

i and j differing only by 1 bit.

FIG. 1. Tile CM_2
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The CM_2 system provides two forms of communication between the processors:

• a general mechanism known as the router which allows any processor to

communicate with any other processor. Each CM_2 chip contains one router

node i which serves the 16 processors on the chip, numbered 16i through

16i + 15. The router nodes on all the chips are wired togethe.r in a 12-

dimensional boolean cube and together form the complete router network

(fig. 2). For example, suppose that processor 117 (processor 5 on router

node 7), has a message to send to processor 361 (processor O on router node

22). Since 22 - 7 + 24 -2 o , router 7 forwards the message to router 6

(6 = 7 - 2 °) which forwards it to router 22 (6 + 24), which delivers the

message to processor 361.

• a more structured and somewhat faster communication mechanism called

the NEWS grid. Each processor is wired to its four nearest neighbors in a

two-dimensional rectangular grid (fig. 3). Communication on the NEWS

grid is extremely fast and recommended whenever it is possible.

An important practical feature of the CM_2 is the support for virtual pro-

ccssors. When the CM_2 is initialized for a run, the number of virtual processors

(vp in the sequel) may be specified. If it exceeds the number of available physical

processors, then the local memory of each processor is split up into a number of

regions equal to the ratio between the number of vps and the number of physical

processors. Automatically, for every Paris (PARallel Instruction Set) instruction,

the processors are time-sliced among the regions. If a physical processor is sim-

ulating N vps, each Paris instruction is decoded by the sequencer (as explaincd

below) only once for N executions. This results in an enhanced user performance.

Also, the use of a vp > 1 allows the pipelining of floating point operations in the

Weitek chips, which provides an additional enhancement to machine performance.

The CM_2 is an SIMD machine. All processors must execute identical in-

structions or some processors may choose to ignore any instruction. Consequently,

an instruction which involves a nested binary branch can see its exection time in-

creased by a factor of two. The SIMD nature of the CM_2 has some disadvantages

in finite element computations, as will be shown.



FIG. 2. The Router Network
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FIG. 3. The NEWS Grid
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II.I.2 The Front End Computer

The parallel processing unit described above is designed to operate under the

programmed control of a front-end computer (FE in the sequel) which may be

either a Symbolics 3600 Lisp Machine or a DEC VAX 8000 series computer. The

FE provides the program development and execution environment. It transmits
instructions and associated data to the CM.2. Instructions from Paris are not

handled directly by the CM_2. After they are issued from the FE, they are

processed by a sequencer which broadcasts them to the CM_2 in the form of low

level operations.

II.1.8 The Data Vault System

I/O has traditionally been the Achilles heel of computers and supercomputers.
Moreover, it is very well known that I/O manipulations can easily dominate the

execution time of a finite element code. The CM_2 I/O system appears to offer

hope for the solution of this problem.

The Data Vault is the CM_2 mass storage system. Each Data Vault unit is

associated with one eighth of a fully configured CM..2. It stores its data in an

array of 39 individual disk drives. With this disk farming system, the concept of

performing parallel I/O is carried through: instead of regarding a file as a serial

stream of bits, the CM_2 file system regards it as many streams of bits, which are

read or written in parallel, one stream per processor. When eight Data Vaults

operate in parallel, they offer a combined data transfer rate of 320 mbytes per

second and hold up to 80 gigabytes of data.

II.I.,t The Graphic Display System

The CM_2 graphic display system known as the Frame Buffer also incorporates

the concept of parallelism. It allows the user to visualize on a color monitor

screen the data in the processors. The display can be updated as computations are

performed. We have found this tool very useful, not only for real-time animations,

but also for debugging purposes.

The system organization of a CM_2 is summarized in figure ,1.

8
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II.2. Impact on Finite Element Computations

It is well-known that the solution algorithm (3) can be implemented using only

element-level computations. Hence, if each vp of the CM.2 is mapped onto one

finite element, equation (1) can be e/l]cJently integrated in parallel. The rationale

behind this processor-to-element assignment will be analyzed Jn Sections IV and

VIII. Here, we discuss the direct impact of the CM_2 hardware on such a decision.

The Local Memory and Element Level Computations

Consider the 9-node curved shell element shown in figure 5.

0

FIG, 5. A 9-Node Shell Element

Three displacements and two rotations are attributed to each node, which

amounts to a total of 45 degrees of freedom per element. Consequently, the

symmetric part of the elemental stiffness matrix, K {_'), contains 45*(45 q- 1)/2 =

1035 words. If double precision is used, the storage of K (e) amounts to 1035'6.1

= 66240 bits, which exceeds the 65536 bits that are available on a single CM_2

processor. On the other hand, if single precision is used, the storage of K (c}

requires 33120 bits, so that 32416 bits are left for the storagc of the vectors d (':),

cl {_), the elemental lumped mass vector M (';), and the forces F _'_(_') and F _''(''_).

IIowever, even in the lattcr case, only a vp ratio of 1 can be used. This limits the

size of the finite clement mesh to the maximum number of processors awti[ab[e on

10



the CM_2at hand. Also, it inhibits further performanceenhancementasoutlined

in Section II.1.

Fortunately, in our case the above storage requirements can be considerably

decreased. The nature of explicit computations is such that Fin(,l '_) can be

directly computed from the displacements at t'* and the stress-strain constitutive

equation. As a result, the solution process defined in (3) involves only vector

quantitie_ which do not require a large amount of storage, so that vp ratios

between 1 and 4 are possible. Ilowevcr, the reader should keep in mind that tile

current local memory size of a CM_2 processor may penalize sophisticated high

order elements and implicit finite element algorithms in general. This restriction

is not encountered on other commercially available hypercubes such as iPSC,

NCUBE and AMETEK among others.

The NEWS Grid and Finite Element Patches

Consider the regular finite element mesh shown in figure 6. Except on the bound-

aries, each element is connected in the same pattern to exactly eight other ele-

ments. Consequently, during the explicit time integration algorithm, each pro-

cessor communicates with its neighbors in the same manner. Interproce.,;sor com-

munication can be performed with a two step NEWS mechaaism (fig. 6).

N
zcX

FIG. 6. A Two Step NEWS Mechanism on a 12egular ]_iesh

IIowever, the beauty of the finite element mcthod resides in the fact tl_at it solves

models with irregular meshes. Typically, a finite element mesh consists of several

11



patcheswhich are connected together using irregular transition regions (fig. 7).

For these often encountered cases, the NEWS grid becomes impractical. Rather,

the router has to be utilized. In Section IV, we describe how _t distributed data

structure can guide the router during this process.

FIG. 7. Transition Zones

SIMD Hardware vs. MIMD Finite Element Computations

Typical finite element meshes comprise more than one type of element. Con-

sider the case where a discretized region is modeled with shell elements that are

stiffened with beam elements. Clearly, the instructions associated with the shell

elements differ from those associated with the beam elements. Consequently, the

vps which are assigned to shell elements and the vps which are assigned to beam

elements cannot execute their segments of code in parallel; for example, the beam

processors have to execute first, then the shell processors. If 7"1, and _/', denote
the execution times associated with the instructions for a beam and a shell el-

ement respectively, the total elapsed parallel time for a single instruction over

the set (beams + shells) on an SIMD multiprocessor is Tb -t- T,. Oil an MIMD

multiprocessor, this elapsed parallel time is maz(:_,+7",). Similar situations arise

when during the loading some elements turn to be materially nonlinear and some

remain linear. In this case, one should always compute the linear component

of the response (the elastic stiffness for example) before attempting to test the

yielding criterion. However, in spite of these disadvantages SIMD programs can

12



still be attractive, becausethey tend to beeasier to debugand rarely suffer from

the synchronization errors which are typical of MIMD codes.

Parallel I//O in Finite Element Computations

At each time step, the computed displacements, velocities, accelerations as well

as strains and stresses need to be stored on disks. This represents a significant

amount of I/O traffic. It has been our experience that the CM_2 Data Vault

system is efficient at reducing the corresponding elapsed time (sce Section VII).

Real-time Graphic Animations

The massively parallel real-time animation of the mesh deformations is a direct

consequence of tile availability of the Frame Buffer and the decision of ,assigning

a vp to a finite element. At each time step, after the node displacements are

found all of the vps concurrently draw the outline of their assigned elements on

the graphic screen. The result is a real-time finite element animation.

III. BI_NCHMARKING TItE CM_2

At the time of writing this paper, the CM_2 supports three high lcvel lan-

guages: C* (pronounced see-star), *Lisp (pronounced star-lisp), and CM-Lisp

(pronounced see-m-lisp). The first two are extensions of C and Lisp respectively.

Paris is somewhat tile assembly language of this parallel processor.

In this section we comment on the results of a set of timing experiments

that were carried out on the CM_2 of ttle Center for Applied Parallel Processing

(CAPP), at the University of Colorado, Boulder. Since only one eighth of a cube

was available on this system, all results were obtained using 8192 processors.

McBryan [9] has shown that all results demonstrated on subcubes of the CM_2

scale essentially linearly to the 65536 processor system. Consequently, th roughout

this paper, megaflop ratcs are reported after they arc linearly scaled to the full

configuration. These experiments provided us with:

* a rcfcrencc pcrformance for the evaluation of our approach to massively

parallel finite elcment cxplicit computations.

o the influence of the vp ratio anti that of the high level language compiler

on attainable performances. At this point, we remind the reader that, if

an application requires an amount of local memory (per processor) rn,,, the

highest vp ratio possible is equal to the closest power of two to the ratio

13



between the maximum amount of local memory available on the machine
(currently 8 Kbytes), and m,,.

Table 1 reports the megaflop rates for some scientific computations on tile

CM_2 at different vp ratios. All statements were written in C*. Each statement is

performed by each processor on its variables. All variables were declared parallel

(local) and float (simple precision), except variable dp which was declared mono

(serial) float, and variable i which was declared mono integer. Timings were

measured using the emtimer routines. Each '+' operation or '*' operation was

counted as one flop.

TABLE 1. Megaflop Rates Using C*

Parallel Processor = CM_2 Language = C* - Variable = float

S tatement

y [i ] += ct*x [i I

y = y +a*x

7. = X*y

dp += x*y

1 2

740 808

569 654

409 485

202 359

4 8

848 850

699 728

535 569

583 839

Vp Ratio

16

880

743

579

1075

32

761

585

1240

64

778

600

1348

128

791

610

1400

256

8O0

623

1500

Based on these results, we have observed the following:

1. Floating point performance is enhanced at higher vp ratios. This is due to

the fact that for vp ratios greater than one, computations in tile Wcitek chip

are pipelined.

2. vector saxpys are not slower than scalar ones. This is because memory

addresses are computed on the front end. The additional speed noticed for

14



3.

vector saxpys is thought to 1)e due to the overlapping of addressing and

floating point computations.

C* appears to handle poly (parallel) assignments poorly. This can be seen by

comparing the performances of the dot product and the vector multiply. Each

of these two vector operations requires one floating point per processor. In

addition, the dot product requires a reduction (accumulation phase) which

necessitates communication. However, at high vp ratios, the dot product

is twice as fast as the vector multiply! (At low vp ratios, the amount of

floating point computations is not large enough to amortize the price of

communication.) Since the dot product does not store any vahm in the

processor memory and the vector multiply stores the result of x * y back into

z, this leads us to believe that the C* compiler generates a code which is

very inefficient at handling assignments. This also explains why the saxpy

exhibits a higher megaflop rate than the vector multiply: it h_ twice as

many floating point computations for one assignment.

The same computations were repeated using *Lisp. The comparison of both

sets of timings for the maximum vp demonstrates a formidable superiority of the

*Lisp compiler (see fig. 8). This is partly due to the fact that it has been used

longer on the CM.2 than C*. In spite of the proven superior efficiency of *Lisp

over C*, we have chosen to implement our finite element code using C* because

of our familiarity with C.
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IV. FINITE ELEMENT PARALLEL DATA STRUCTURES

Consider again the explicit central difference algorithm:

a '*+1/_ = _l"-l/'_ + hM- t (F__Ct ") - F'"(d '_, d"))

d "+t = d'* + ha "*+112
(4)

The global mass matrix M is assembled once. At each time step t'*, the compu-

tations are dominated by the evaluation of the internal forces:

e-._- n.l ff_
r'" = [zs}Tod.

a-_l (e}

where a is the stress vector, S are the shape fimctions, L is a partial derivative

operator and fl {*) is the area of the e - th finite element. Clearly, the parallel

computation of ]Fin is best done element-by-element. Thus, equation (1) can bc

efficiently integrated in parallel if the CM_2 virtual processors are mapped onto

tile elements of the mesh. This is a departure from the grid point massively par-

allel computations advocated by Thinking Machines Corporation for tile CM_2

[14]. First, all processors compute concurrently the local forces F_x(_)(t") and

Fi'_(¢)(['l'*,d"). Next, these contributions are accumulated through communica-

tions among processors that are mapped onto neighboring elements.

In this section, we describe the finite element data structures which we have

selected to drive the massively parallel computations on tile CM_2. These arc

element oriented, while similar data structures proposed for other hypercubes

are subdomain oriented (see Farhat, Wilson and Powell [15] and Fox et al. [16]).

In Section VIII, we give further comments on this difference. We group these
data structures into two sets.

The first set of data structures deals with clement-level parallel computa-

tions. To be able to perh_rm locally its ,assigned clement-level computations

--that is, to perform these computations without interacting with the front-end

machine--each processor must store in its own memory its clement type (truss,

beam, shell, ..., number of Gauss points, ...), its element material properties

(density, parameters and coefficients for constitutive equations, damping charac-

teristics, thickness, ...), its nodal geometry (nodal coordinates, number of nodes

per element), and its boundary conditions (fixed/free degrees of freedom at each
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node, prescribed forces at each node). This information is compacted in one-
dimensional arrays. In addition, each processormust also store in its memory
a set of scalars corresponding to computational parameters such as the fixed

time step h, and a scalar or one-dimensional buffer for the temporary storage of

messages to be passed to neighboring processors.

The second set of data structures provides the router with tile mechanism

for parallel interprocessor communication. The inability of the NEWS grid to

handle irregular communication patterns has been addressed in Section II.2. Let p

denote a virtual processor and ep its assigned finite element. In order to exchange

F _n(_) (,1'*) and F _'x(_) (tn), virtual processor p must be able to identify at run time:

• the set of processors mapped onto elements ajacent to ep

• the nodes that ev shares with these elements

• at each shared node, the degrees of freedom which need to be assembled.

This particular information is vital for meshes with different types of ele-

ments. It guarantees that, for example, a moment is not accumulated with

a force, or that a force in the x direction is not accumulated with a force in

the y direction.

If the above information is gathered in a global form on tlle front-end ma-

chine, most of the execution time which elapses during the accumulation phase

would be due to message-passing between the CM_2 processors and the front-end

computer. On the other hand, if this information is decentralized--that is, if the

memory of processor p is loaded only with the subset of that information which

is relewmt to the connectivity of ep--the accumulation phase can be performed

without any message-passing between the CM_2 and the front-end computer.

Consequently, prior to any computation, the memory of processor p is loaded

with the following one-dimensional arrays:

Proc_att_to_node

Pointer

Location

For each node connected to e_,, it contains the identitication of

the processors that are mapped onto elements which are also

connected to this node. These are stored in a stacked fashion.

This is a pointer array. It stores in position i, the location in

Proe_att_to_node of the list of vps that are attached to the node

in the i - th local position.

For each entry in Proc_att_to_node, this array specifies the local

position of the shared node in the processor that is mapped

onto an element adjacent to e_,

The above arrays are set up by the dedicated finite elcment mesh analyzer

which was presented by Farhat, Wilson and Powell [15]. They require about
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80 integer words per processor. Clearly, this is a very small overheard. The

mechanism of these arrays is depicted in figure 9 for element 1. The mcsh patch

is composed of shell and beam elements.

_6

Element i

Proc_att_to_node

Pointer

Location

[2,3,3,21

[1,2,2,3,sl
[1,2,1,2]

FIG. 9. A Distributed Data Structure

for Interprocessor Communication
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There is howeverone penalty associatedwith assigningone element to each
vp. The nodeswhich are common to several elements are duplicated in their

corresponding processors. As a result, about 11% of tile total memory available

on the CM_2 is wasted. This is a small price for the highly parallel computations

that are achieved. Given the low cost of memory nowadays, this seems a worth-

while trade. Moreover, this assignment allows I/O manipulations and graphic

post-processlng to be trivially parallelized. At each time step, after the nodal

displacements are found, all of the processors draw concurrently the outline of

their assigned elements on tile frame buffer and send back the results to the front

end in parallel.

V. THE DECOMPOSITION�MAPPING STRATEGY

Since the mesh irregularities inhibit the exploitation of the NEWS grid, we rely on

the data structures of Section IV to guide the router during interprocessor com-

munication. However, there is still one additional problem to resolve. Efficiency

in massively parallel computations requires the minimization of both the dis-

tance that information must travel and, more importantly, the "hammering" on

the router. In the case of finite element computations, this implies that adjacent

elements must be assigned, as much as possible, to directly connected processors,

and contention for the wire connecting neighboring chips must be reduced. This

defines the mapping problem- that is, it defines which hardware processor is to

be mapped onto which finite element of a given mesh.

Farhat [19] developed a heuristic algorithm for mapping massively parallel

processors onto finite element graphs and presented some analytical results for

corresponding efficiency improvement. Basically, the algorithm searches itera-

tively for a better mapping candidate through a two-step procedure for the mini-

mization of the communication costs associated with a specific parallel processor

topology. Because it seeks a very fast solution for a machine with thousands of

processors, this algorithm does not guarantee "the" optimal mapping. IIowever,

it has produced very encouraging results on a variety of non-uniform two and
three-dimensional meshes.

In this work, we adapt the mapping algorithm of [19] to our target parallel

processor, the CM_2. The 65536 processors of this machine are packaged into

4096 16-processor chips, each having its own router node. The _1096 router nodes

are arranged in a hypercube of dimension 12. To cope with this topology, we

proceed in two steps. First, we decompose the given mesh into ,1096 submeshes,
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eachcontaining 16 connectedfinitc elements. Next, we apply the mapper given
in [19] to identify which hardware chip is to be mapped onto which submesh.
Finally, within eachsubmcsh, the elements are numbered randomly bctween the

chip numbcr and the chip number + 15.

Given a finite element mesh, there are several ways to decompose it into

16-element submeshes (see for example Farhat 1171 and Malone [18]). Here, each

submesh is to be assigned to one chip of the CM_2. In figures 10, 11 and 12, we

show two different decompositions for a discretized square domain, Dt and D2.

FIG. 10. Domain to be Decomposed
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Both decompositionsyield 16 submeshes,eachwith 16 adjacent elements.
Decomposition Dt was designed to minimize the communication bandwidth -

that is, the maximum number of different chips with which any chip need to

communicate. It can be seen (fig. 13) that for DL the bandwidth equals 2, while

for D2 it equals 8.
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It shouldbe remarkedthat, if the substructuring approach [15, 16] had been

chosen -- that is assigning a subdomain to a physical processor, Dl would have

been more efficient than D2. For this decomposition, each chip would buffer the

contributions of its interface nodes and send only two messages, one to the chip

at its left and another to the chip at its right. The decomposition D2 requires the

same chip to send up to 8 buffered messages. These messages would eventually

be shorter, but would still render D2 more expensive because of message start-

up costs. However, we have opted for a virtual processor approach M that is

assigning one element to a virtual processor, for reasons that are given in Section

VIII. For this case, processors exchange information one node at a time, so that

the number of interface nodes associated with a dccomposition is more important

than its bandwidth. The reader can confirm that decomposition Dl delivers 255

interface nodes, while D2 delivers only 93. Indeed, there is another equally, if not

more important, reason why D2 is better for the CM_2 than Dl. In the case of

Dr, all of the 16 processors of any chip communicate simultaneously with a set

of processors which are on the same neighboring chip (fig. 14). This generates a

significant amount of contention for the single wire that connects these two chips.

In the case of D2 however, one can observe (fig. 15) that:

. for each chip, only 12 out of the 16 processors communicate with processors

onto another chip

• only 3 processors out of these 12 communicate simultaneously with the

same neighboring chip, so that much less contention occurs for the wire

connecting the two chips. We recall that each chip is connected with up to

12 other ones using 12 different wires which can operate in parallel.
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w._ '*k

w1_14 Jl p.

_',._.._',,_.__.
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_lfu r_O
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FIG. 14. Wire Contention Induced by Decomposition D1
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FIG. 15. Wire Traffic for Decomposition D2

The decomposition DL was obtained using a general purpose finite element

decomposer presented by the first author in refcrence [17]. Wc advocate its use in

conjunction with the mapper given in reference [19] for massively parallel compu-

tations on the CM_2. The efficiency improvement potential of this prcprocessing

phase is demonstrated with the following finite element wavc propagation prob-

lem. Figure 16 shows the discretization of a tapered cantilever beam. The beam

is modcled with 4-node isoparametric elements and linearly elastic plane stress

constitutive equations. It is fixed at one end and subjected at the tip of the other

to an impact point loading. The wave propagation nature of the prob]cm dictates

the meshing technique to create elements which are, as far _ possible, of equal

size. Since the beam is tapered, transition zones with irregular elcments had to

be introduced. Other mesh irregularities are due to the presence of a region wiLh

a hole. The complete mesh contains 8192 elements, which corresponds to an 8K

CM_2. The use of a naive mapping (element i into processor i - 1) would have

resulted in a maximum routing distance between adjacent elements equal to 9.

Our decomposer/mapper reduces this distance to 5. If EFF denotes the efficiency

(speed-up pcr processor) of the parallel computations using a naive mapping, and
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f is the factor by which the decomposer/mapper reduces the maximtzm routing

distance between adjacent elements, the theoretical improved efficiency (Farhat,

[19]) is given by:

1
= , (5)

For this problem, we have measured an efficiency EFF = 40% on an 8K CM_2..

Since f = 9/5, the predicted improved efficiency is EFF* -- 54%. A second run

of the problem using the decomposer/mapper has revealed a measured improved

efficiency EFF* = 60%. The discrepancy between the predicted and measured

improved efficiencies is due to the fact that (5) does not account for the wire

contention problem.

FIG. 16. Discretization and Decomposition of a Tapered Beam
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VI. FLOWCHART OF THE MASSIVELY PARALLEL TRANSIENT
SIMULATION

The overall organization of the solution on the CM.2 of a transient dynamic
problem using the explicit central differencealgorithm is depicted in tigure 17.
It consistsof four phases,namely: mesh preproccssing,data loading, number
crunching, and data unloading.

Read Input File (Front End)

Decompose Mesh and Form Parallel Data Structure (Front End)

Load Parallel Data Structure (Front End - CM_2)

Compute Lumped Mass Matrix (CM_2)

Compute Critical Time Step (CM_2)

Loop on Time Steps (Front End)

(
Compute Internal and External Local Forces (CM_2)

Assemble Global Forces (Interprocessor Communication)

Compute Velocities, Displacements, Strains and Stresses (CM_2)

Visualize Results (CM_2 - Frame Buffer)

Archive Results (CM_2 - Data Vault)

FIG. 17. Solution of a Transient Problem on the CM_2
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A conservativestable time step for the central differencealgorithm is given
by

2

where.oCmc),is the maximum element frequencyof the undamped dynamic prob-
lem. Belytschkohaspointed out that it is in fact usually not practical to compute
the maximum eigenvaluesof the elementdirectly, for this would increasethe cost
of computation considerably [20]. Instead, formulas for upper bounds on w(d!,x

have been recommended. Itowever, on massively parallel processors such as the

CM_2, the parallelism inherent in the computation of w(_!., is such that this

frequency is obtained at the cost of the frequency of one single clement.

The interprocessor communication mechanism for a mesh with more than

one type of element is illustrated in figure 18. For the example shown, the 4-node

elements are activated first. They communicate in four steps, one node at a time.

Next, the 4-node elements are de-activated and the truss elements are selected.

These communicate in two steps. As explained in Section II.2, the serialization

between different types of elements is due to the SIMD nature of the CM_2.
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VII. EXAMPLES

In this section, we apply our approach to massively parallel finite element explicit

computations to the solution of various transient problems on art 8K CM_2 with

Weitek accelerators. We analyze performance results in detail. We assess the effi-

ciency of our decomposition/mapping strategy at reducing communication time.

We highlight the impact on machine performance of variations in mesh topoi-

ogy, finite elcment modeling, and problem nonlinearities. We also report on the

performance of the Data Vault system for problems that are I/O bound.

For each example, two simulations were carried out. The first one assumcd

a linear elastic material. In the second simulation, the material was assumed to

have an elastoplastic behavior governed by a Von Miscs yield condition.

VIL1 El: Transient Response of a Cracked Aluminium Plate

The quarter of a mesh in figure 19 was generated to study the dynamic response

of a cracked aluminum plate under a uniform time varying loading. The full

mesh contained a total of 4008 plane stress elements and 4073 nodes. Mesh

irregularities were induced by transition zones. The NEWS grid could not bc
used.

FIG. 19. A Quarter of a Mesh for a Cracked Plate
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VII.P. EZ: Wave Propagation in a Three-Dimensional Bar

The second example considered was the impact of a metallic ball on an unsup-

ported glassy bar. The bar was discretized using 8160 brick elements (fig. 20).

The finite element mesh contained 13500 nodes and 40500 degrees of freedom.

Given the regularity of the discretization, the NEWS grid was used for inter-

processor communication. This example was also re-run using the router for

performance comparison.

FIG. 20. Finite Element Discretization of a Glassy Bar

VII.3 E3: Shuttle Docking Induced Vibrations in a Space Station

This dynamic analysis was carried out to investigate the vibrations of a space
station model assembled from 5-meter erectable struts. These vibrations werc

assumed to be induced by a shuttle docking. The finite element model (fig.

21) comprised 7584 three-dimensional truss elements and 2304 nodes. It was

generated by aligning idcntical cells along various axes. However, each cell by

itself was irregular (fig. 22) and did not allow the use of the NEWS grid.
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FIG. 21. A Space Station Model

FIG. 22. Irregular Cell
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VII.4 E4: Three.Dimensional Glassy Bar on an Elastic Foundation

The wave propagation example problem E2 was repeated with different boundary

conditions. The glassy bar was assumed to be supported by a layer of foam. The

mesh wa.s comprised of a total of 8164 elements (which is very close to the number

of elements in the former mesh), of which 1636 truss elements were used to model

an elastic foundation.

VII.5 Performance Results and Analysis

All segments of code were written exclusively in C*. Floating-point arithmetic

was performed in single precision (32 bit words). Measured performance results

are gathered in tables 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Only example E2 could make use of the

NEWS grid. However, all timings except those given in table 6 correspond to

runs where communication was carried through the router. Execution times are

given in seconds and correspond to a sample of 2000 time integration steps and

a vp ratio equal to 1.

TABLE 2. Overall Measured Performance

for Various Transient Finite :Element Computations

Example

E l - elatic

E 1 - e]astoplastic
E2 - elatie

E2 - elasloplastic
E3 - elatie

E3 - elas[oplastic
E4 - elatie

E4 : elasloplastic

Mesh Data Loading Equation of Motion Sustained

Preprocessing in the CM 2 Solvb_g MFLOPS
1.04 sees 5.47 sees 861 sees 400

1.04 secs. 5.47 s..ec.s 1033 secs 480
1.98 secs 31.78 sees 4139 sees 392

1.98 sees 31.78 Lec.s 4718 sees 440
1.28 secs 13.56 sees 887 sees 254

1..28 sees 13.56 see.s . 896. se.es 256
2.11 sees 33.00 sees 4770 sees 34(}
2.11 sees 33.00 sees 5440 sees 386

The mesh preprocessing phase corresponds to the decomposition of tile finite

element mesh as explained in Section V. It also includes the setup of the finite

element parallel data structure, which is then distributed across the processors.

Both of these phases are shown to require relatively very little computer time. It
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can alsobe observedthat in the worst case, the nonlinear computations consume

only about 15% additional time. This is due to the explicit nature of the radial

return mapping algorithm that was used. Because of "what you see is what you

get _, the reported mflop rates should be compared to those measured in Section

III and not to the theoretical peak performance of the machine. It should also be

noted that our C* code still leaves room for further optimizations.

TABLE 3. Data Vault System Performance

Example Solving Equation

of Motion

Unloading Results

on Front End

Unloading Results

on Data Vault

E 1 861 secs 5340 secs 3.81 secs

E 2 4139 secs 16400 secs 12.61 secs

E3 887 secs 950(} secs 7.04 secs

For examples El, E2, and E3, the computed displacements, strains and

stresses were archived on secondary storage after each time integration step. Two

solutions were compared. In the first case, these results were brought back to thc

front end and stored in appropriate disk files. For that case, the measurements

given in table 3 demonstrate that the amount of involved I/O dominated the

simulation total time. In the second case, the results were transferred in parallel

directly to a Data Vault System. The speed-up provided by the Data Vault is

shown to be of the order of 1400! This parallel I/O capability is what was most

lacking on earlier hypercubes [181.
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TABLE 4. Computation vs. Communication

Example

El

E2

E3

E4

Solving Equation Computation Communication

of Motion Time Time

861 secs 460 secs 401 secs

4139 secs 1959 secs 2180 secs

887 sees 260 secs 627 secs

4770 sees 2340 secs 2430 secs

If Top and Tc,n are respectively the computation parallel time and the com-

munication parallel time, and Np is the number of available processors on a

given parallel machine, the achieved efficiency (speed-up per processor) can be

expressed as:

EFF =
1 Ns,Te p 1

Np Tcv-_- Te,, 1+ T-am

The results given in table 4 indicate that efficiencies of 53%, 47%, 29% and ,19%

are achieved respectively for examples El, E2, E3 and E4. If one refers to the

performance results of Section III, it can be seen that the sustained mflop rates

reported in table 2 are consistent with these efficiencies. At the first glance, these

efficiency results appear to be very pessimistic. However, they are well above

the 10_ often obtained on current vector supercomputers [21]. The reader can

observc that the timing results for example E4 are very close to the cumulative

timings of examples E2 and E3, which illustrates the impact of the SIMD nature

of the CM_2 on the MIMD nature of finite elcment computations. It should

also be noted that while the communication time is fixed for a givcn mesh, the

computation time increases with tile complexity of the analysis. Thus, highly

nonlinear formulations which include large deformations are expected to yield

higher efficiencies than those deduced from table 4.
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At this point, we give further details regarding interprocessor communication

in the context of finite element explicit computations. As outlined in Section

V, the finite elements of a mesh exchange their local contributions one node

at a time. For a given finite element, this information exchange procedure is

organized around two nested loops. The outer loop is carried over the nodes that

are connected to this element. The inner loop is carried over the neighboring

elements that are attached to each local node. Using a C notation, this is written

as:

for (node = I; node < my_nodes; node-t-q-)

(
(z)

start = pointer[node/; stop = pointer[node ÷ 1]-I;

for (position = start; position < stop; position-t-q-)

(
neighbor = proe_att_to_node[position];

exchange(variable,myself, neighbor);

)

(s)

where my_nodes'is the total number of nodes that are connected to a given fi-

nite element and proc_att_to_node is the array containing the identification of the

neighboring elements. Clearly, these variables are element dependent. The total

number of communications to be performed by one processor is determined by

the product P{_! = d* (pointer[my_nodes + 1]- 1) which is both element and

mesh dependent. The CM_2 being an SIMD machine, the communication time is

determined by For a regular mesh composed of three-dimensional

truss elements (d = 3) or 4-node plane elements (d = 2), every node is attached

to 4 elements, so that 24 communication instructions per time integration step

are required for the truss element and 32 for the 4-node plane element, tlowever,

table 4 indicates that the space station example exhibits a longer communication

time than the aluminum plate problem. The reason is that in the mesh of exam-

pie E3, some truss elements are connected to 12 other elements. Because of the

SIMD nature of the CM_2, the element with the highest degree of connectivity

determines the communication time. For a regular mesh with 8-node solid ele-

ments (d = 3) each time integration step is followed by 192 communication steps,

since each node can be attached up to eight different elements. This is reflected in

table 4 where example E2 is shown to possess by far the longest communication

time (2180 secs). In summary, the amount of communication involved in finite el-

ement explicit computations on the CM_2 is determined by the element topology

and order, and the mesh irregularities. Because only d nodal information are ex-

changed at a time among the CM_2 processors, three-dimensional and high order
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elementssubstantially increase the communication time. Mesh irregularities also

adversely affect the amount of communication because of the SIMD nature of the

CM_2. It is interesting to note that elements which transmit physical information

across edges and faces such as those proposed by De Veubeke, [22] would require
much less communication than traditional elements. These elements should be

revisited for computations on massively parallel processors such as the CM_2.

An in-depth investigation of the communication phase was carried out. It

was found that most of the communication time was elapsed in the header of loop

(8). This loop header involves the quantities start and stop which differ from one

processor to another in tile presence of mesh irregularities and different element

types. Consequently, the front end computer has to process and manage several

different loops rather than a unique one, which is not very efficient on an SIMD

machine. The time associated with the headers of loops (7) and (8) is referred

to as software overhead in table 5. The true time that is elapsed in effective

communication among the processors is shown to be only a fraction of the overall

communication time {see table 5).

TABLE 5. True Communication Time

Example

E1

E2

E3

Computation Effective Software

Time Coonmnication Time Overhead

460 secs 81 secs 320 secs

1959 secs 1380 secs 1280 secs

260 secs 146 secs 481 secs

Because it was designed to handle arbitrary meshes, our C* code did not

make use of the NEWS grid package. However, a special module that incorporated

calls to the NEWS grid was written specifically for the regular mesh of example

E2. Execution times for this example using both the NEWS grid and the router

are shown in table 6. Clearly, a high price is paid for the handling of eventual

mesh irregularities.
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However, the irregular pattern of communication is fixed in time. Thus, a

considerable improvement can be achieved if this pattern is evaluated at the first

time step, then somehow stored in the CM_2 for use during subsequent time steps.

We believe that this is an issue that massively parallel computer architccts should

investigate.

TABLE 6. It.outer vs. NEWS Grid

Example

E2

Compmation

Time

Communication Time

Using the NEWS grid

Communication Time

Using the Router

4139 sees 560 sees 2660 sees

In order to assess the performance of the decomposer/mapper module, exam-

ples El, E2 and E3 were re-run with the naive shifted identity mapping (element

i in processor i- 1). Figure 23 demonstrates that the true communication time

can be reduced by as much as 60 %. Unfortunately, the total execution time

is reduced only between 10% and 17% because of the communication software

overhead associated with mesh irregularities.
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El. Cm. w.

FIG. 23. The Decomposer/Mapper Performance

VIII. CONCLUDING REMA1ZKS

We have reported herein on our experience in performing transient finite element

computations on the CM_2. We have presented the architectural features of this

parallel processor and discussed their impact on finite element computational

strategies. In particular, those features which distinguish tile CM.2 from earlier

hypercubes have been emphasized. These include the virtual processor concept

and the fast parallel [/O capabilities. The processor memory size of 64 Kbits

has been shown to penalize high order elements. We have also described and

discussed a domain decomposition strategy and a mapping algorithm which arc

suitable for massively parallel processors such as the Connection Machine. The

main idea behind the decomposition technique is the minimization of both the

amount of wire contention within a chip, and the amount of communications be-

tween different chips. A given finite element mesh is partitioned into 16-element
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subdomains which correspond to the 16-processor chips of the Connection Ma-

chine. This partitioning is carried out in a way that minimizes the number of

nodes at the interface between the subdomains. As a result, only those processors

which are mapped onto finite elements at the periphery of a subdomain commu-

nicate with processors packaged on different chips. Moreover, this partitioning is

such that the connectivity bandwidth of the resulting subdomains is large enough

to allow an eft]cleat use of the interchip wires. The mapping algorithm attempts

at reducing the distance information has to travel throug the communication

network. In essence, it searches iteratively for an optimal mapping through a

two-step minimization of the communication costs associated with a candidate

mapping. Various issues rclated to the single instruction multiple data stream na-

ture of the CM..2 and pertinent to computational mechanics have been addressed.

Measured performance results for realistic two and three dimensional transient

problems have been reported. Three-dimensional and high order elements have

been shown to induce longer communication times. Mesh irregularities have been

shown to slow down the computation speed in many ways. The Data Vault has

been demonstrated to be very effective at reducing the I/O time.

Now, we briefly highlight some additional implementational and theoretical

issues that we hope will materially advance the application ranges of finite element

computations on this highly parallel processor.

Virtual Processor Ratio vs. Substructuring

In this work, we have assigned when possible more than one finite element to a

single processor using the virtual processor feature of the CM_2. IIowcvcr, an-

other way to obtain the same result is to assign a substructure to an individual

processor (Farhat, Wilson and Powcll, [15] and Fox et al., [16]). From a numer-

ical point of view, both approachcs are equivalent, tIowever, these two distinct

approaches differ in their implementations and may perform differently. The

substructure approach requires each processor to work with both external and

internal data structures. The set of external data structures stores information

about substructure interconnections. These are similar to tile ones described in

this paper. The set of internal data structurcs stores the connectivity table of

the elements within a substructure. The computations within each substructure

are carried out by looping over the elements of that substructure. The advantage

of this approach is a saving in storage since the substructure internal nodes are

uniquely defined, and a faster computation of the results associated with these

nodes. Moreover, the global results at the internal nodes can bc accumulated

without any explicit call to a message-passing function. The global quantities

at the boundary nodes are accumulated using the router and the external data
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structures. Itowever, the substructuring approach requires that the sequencer

broadcast the same instruction several times, once for each element of the sub-

structure, which increases the overall wall clock execution time. Moreover, this

approach does not allow the Weitek chip to pipeline the computations over the
elements of the substructure.

On the other hand, the virtual processor approach requires that each element

communicate explicitly with its neighbors, even if these are assigned to the same

processor. Of course, this communication is virtual since it is within the proces-

sor itself and generates minimal additional overhead. On the positive side, the

virtual processor approach utilizes only one type of data structure and exploits

the pipelining capabilities of the Weitek chip. The latter feature significantly

enhances overall performance, as demonstrated in Section III. Consequently, we

advocate the use of the virtual processor ratio rather than the substructuring

technique, especially if the processor memory size is to be increased in the future.

Implicit Algorithms and the CM_2

In this report, no attempt has been made to design a novel parallel algorithm for

the solution of the differential equation of motion. We have selected the central

difference algorithm because of its inherent parallelism, which allowed us to focus

on implementational issucs and to fully explore the multiproccssig capabilities

of the CM_2. Our experience suggests that a whole class of explicit and semi-

implicit dynamic and static algorithms can be implemented on the CM_2 in a

very similar way. Among others, we cite the EBE algorithms (Hughes et al.,

[23]), the EI3E preconditioners (IIughes, Fcrencz and Hallquist, [24]), and the

Jacobi preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm (Golub and Van Loan, [25]).

IIowever, the solution of some static and transient problems may necessitate

the use of an implicit algorithm, which usually implies the solution of a sct of

simultaneous banded equations. If the global symmetric stiffness matrix K is

banded, with semi-bandwidth b, then it is well known (see for example Ortega

and Voigt, [26]) that Gaussian elimination methods for solving Kd = F allow

at each step on the order of _ pairs of (+,x) to be processed concurrently, but

require significant communication because the b entries of the pivot column must

be made available to all other processors. Several parallel algorithms based on

these elimination methods were designed for finite element applications and were

implemented on ealier hypercubes Isce for example, Farhat and Wilson [27} and

Utku, Salama and Melosh, [28]). Typically, a processor was assigncd to a set

of matrix columns. Results from our previous experience with the early version

of Intel's iPSC suggest that direct solvers are fcasiblc on hypercubes only when

the number of available processors, N_,, is much smaller than the bandwidth b
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of the given finite element problem, so that communications do not dominate

computations. On the iPSC-1, a message that was sent from one extreme corner

of a 5-dimensional cube to the other would result in an elapsed time 475 times

longer than the time to perform a floating point multiplication (see Rudell, [29]).

However, on a 10-dimensional subcube of the CM_2 we have measured the ratio

of a broadcast to a floating point computation to be only about 2.87. This

observation suggests that for problems with b > 360, a processor could be mapped

onto a few matrix entries and a parallel direct solver could be feasible on the

CM2. For problems with smaller bandwidth, direct solvers which operate on

more than one pivot at a time (Alaghband and Jordan, [30]; Peters, [31]) should

also be investigated for implementation on massively parallel processors.

There is an additional issue which has to be examined before attempting to

solve finite element equations on the CM_2 with a parallel direct solver. This issue

is related to the balance on massively parallel processors between the number

of available processors, Nv, and the processor memory size. Let M" denote a

two-dimensional regular n by n finite element mesh, where n is the number of

elements along one side. If d is the number of degrees of freedom at a given node,

the semi-bandwidth of M" is b = d(n + 3) and the total number of mathematical

unknowns is N = d(n + 1) 2. For this mesh, the storage cost of K amounts to

Nb = de(n + 3)(n + 1) 2 words. The total amount of storage available on the CM_2

is S = N v *mp , where N v is the number of available processors and rnp = 8

Kbytes is the current size of the processor memory. Let NE = n,,,,_2 be the

maximum number of elements for which M'* has a banded stiffness matrix that

can be factored in-core on the CM_2. Table 7 below gives the values of NE for

different values of d and for the case of a fully configured Connection Machine

(Np = 65536). Values of NE are shown for both single precision (32 bit words)

and double precision (64 bit words) floating-point arithmetic.
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TABLE 7. Number of Allowable Elements vs. DOF/Node
for the Two-Dimensional Case

Np= 65536 d=2

Single Precision NE 102400

Double Precision NE 64009

d=3

59536

37249

d=4

40401

25281

d=5

29929

18769

d=6

23409

14884

Clearly, except for the case where d = 2 and floating-pointarithmetic is done

in single precision, NE is smaller than N_,. Similarly, the case where M _ is an n

by n by n three-dimensional regular mesh is assessed in table 8 below for various
values of d.

TABLE 8. Number of Allowable Elements vs. DOF/1Node
for the Three-Dimensional Case

Np = 65536

Single Precision NE

Double Precision NE

d=2 d=3 d=4 d =5 d =6

29791 19683 13824 10648

19683 12167 9261 6859

80O0

4913
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For this case,NE is much smaller than Np, even for d = 2 and for single

precision floating-point arithmetic. For d - 6 (some shell elements), only 8000

elements (4000 elements) can be included in M n when computations are carried

out using single precision (doubl precision) floating-point arithmetic.

It is noted that the eventual solution of a system of equations is only

one phase of several finite element computational sequences. In linear three-

dimensional analysis, this phase dominates the computer execution time. How-

ever, in the nonlinear analysis of flexible space structures most of the computa-

tional time is usually spent in modules that perform element level computations

[32]. These include the evaluation of generalized nodal internal forces and/or
elemental stiffness matrices. Consider now a mesh M'* where the number of el-

ements NE is chosen so that the upper part of the banded stiffness matrix K

fills the Np processor memories completely. The preceding complexity analysis

demonstrates that the balance on the CM_2 between the number of processors

and the memory size of each processor is such that NE is much smaller than Np.

tIence, if a direct algorithm is used to solve a finite clement system of equations,

the Np processors will be active during the solution phase, but N_, - E processors

will remain idle during the rest of the phases which involve element IcveI com-

putations. Consequently, an in-core direct solution strategy would not efficiently

utilize the computational power of the CM__2 in a highly nonlinear finite element

analysis.
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WHICH PARALLEL FINITE ELEMENT ALGORITHM FOR WHICH

ARCHITECTURE AND WHICH PROBLEM?
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ABSTRACT

The various forms of parallel numerical algorithms that speed

up finite element computations are as numerous as the number

of researchers working on the problem. In this paper, we re-

view some of these parallel computational strategies and assess

their adequacy for a given architecture and a given problem. We

also report on the performance of both extreme parallel hardware

technologies on real-life structural problems.

I INTRODUCTION

CRAY X-MP. CRAY Y-*IP). Supercomputers with a larger num-

ber of vector processors are also under development i CRAY3L

Concurrent multiprocessors with much freer granularity and a

wide range of intercotmection strategies are now appearing. Re-

cently, massively parallel computers such as the CONNECTION

MACHINE have demonstrated their potential to be the fastest su-

percomputers, a trend that may accelerate in the future LMcBr.van

[1]). The advent of advanced frame buffers and [ugh performance

workstations such as Ardent's TITAN now makes real-time visu-

alization possible.

The realistic simulation of the nonlinear dynamics of complex

structural s.vstems remains beyond the feasible range of tradi-

tional computers. It has been the author's experience that the

simulation of the transient response of a space station model with

100,000 degrees of freedom to various loading configurations con-

sumes over 10 CPU hours on a CRAY-2 supercomputer and that

the simulation of the deployment of a space structure is even more

computationally demanding, especially if the control�structure in-

teraction problem is to be included. The aeroelastic response of

a detailed wing-body configuration using a potential flow theory

requires about 5 CPU hours using the same supercomputer. In

order to establish the transonic flutter boundary for a given set

of aeroelastie parameters, about 30 aeroelastic response anMyses

are required, which brings the total CPU time to 6 days. If the

fidl Navier-gtokes equations are to be solved, it is estimated that

the CPU time increases by two orders of magnitude. It is also

clear that large amo,mts of data can be generated in a large-scale

transient structurM analysis or a large-sere computational fluid

dyu,'muc solution. This raw data has to be interpr,,t,.d, m real-

time if possible, in order to be understood.

Clearly. the tree potential for execution improvement lies in

m,',u, sively parallel and/or parMlel/vector supercomputinK. The

commercial supercomputer manufacturers of the h"ust decade have

extended their products into configurations that use a few vector

processors coupled around a massive shared memory (CRAY-2,

.Moving engineering applications to concurrent processors

faces significant obstacles that will have to be resolved ,_ such

machines become more and more available. The obstacles center

on algorithms, methods, languages, and education. In this paper.

we address some of these issues in the context of finite element

computations.

The various forms of parallel numerical algorithms t hat speed

up finite element computations are as nunlerotls _ the nml_.bcr (_f

researchers working on the problem. Extensive lists of references

on this topic may be found in the surveys of Noor [2!, White

and Abet [3]. and Ortega. Voigt and Romine i4]. Throughout

this paper, we discuss the adequacy of a set of parallel finite el-

ement computational strategies {mesh preprocessing, solution al-

gorithms. I/O manipulations) for a given parallel processor and a

given structural ,'rod/or mechanical problem. This leads us to the

introduction of the notion of alf_or:th rnzc p,, rt¢_b_',::_ :'a addition to

the problcn_ of language portabdtc4.

The rem,'under of this paper is ore, ani,:ed :k_ fol!ows. In Sec-

tion [I. we present _m overview of the present status of par;d-

lel conlputers that is pertinent to rlnite elentent COllT. ptltiltI,,}tlS.

Through the ex,'unples of SIMD tSin<le Instructum .Multiple

Datal. MtMD (Mnitiple Instruction Multiple Data}, Iocat memory

and shared memory multiprocessors, we address the impact of

hardware architecture on the design and implementation of par-

allel algorithms and parallel data structures. Section III focuses

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED



on local memoD' MLMD hypercubes and Section IV on shared

memory multiprocessors. Section V summarizes the author's ex-

perience with massively parallel finite element computations on

the CONNECTION Y.IACHINE. Performance results and con-

cluding remarks are offered in Section VI and Section VII.

Because of space limitations, algorithmic details and formulas

are avoided. The paper emphasizes major results and conclusions.

For specific details, the reader is urged to consult the references.

II WHAT ONE MUST KNOW ABOUT PARALLEL

PROCESSORS

Several parallel computers have already been marketed commer-

cially. Rather than discuss these individually, we tlere focus on

presenting an overview of their architecture and emphasize the im-

pact of their hardware features on the design and implementation

of parallel computational strategies for finite element simulations.

A review of some of the cotnmercially available parallel systems

can be found in Babb [5 t, where programming examples are also

provided.

Multiprocessors can be generally described by three essential

elements: granularity, topology and control.

Granularity relates to the number of processors and involves

the size of these processors. A fine-grain muhiprocessor features

a large number of usually very small and simple processors. The

CONNECTION Y,IACHINE (65,536 processors) is such a mas-

sively parallel supereomputer. NCUBE's 1024-node and iPSC's

12S-node models are comparatively medium-grain machines. On

the other hand, a coarse-grain multiprocessor is typically built by

interconnecting a small number of large, powerful processors, --

usually but not necessarily vector processors. ALLIANT FX/8 (S

processors), IBY, I 3090-VF (6 processors), CRAY X-Y, IP (4 pro-

cessors), CRAY-2 (4 processors) and the ETA-10 (8 processors)

are examples of such rnultiprocessors and supermultiprocessors.

Granularity directly affects the parallel computational strate_'.

On a coarse-grain multiprocessor, finite clement computations can

be parallelized at the subdomain level. On a fine-grain machine.

they are best parallelized at the element and sometimes at the

degree of freedom level. When designing parallel algorithms fur

finite element computations on coarse ,grained vector superrnuhi-

processors, one shotdd preserve vectorization. This is becanse the

potential speed-up due to interconnecting a few vector processors

cannot compete with the speed-up due to the vector capabilities

of a single processor. This matter is addressed and emphasized

in Section IV.

Topology refers to the pattern in which the processors arc

connected and reflects how data will flow. Currently available

designs include hypercube arrangement, network of busses, and

bany.'m networks. Usually, the interconnection topology is re-

lated to the memoD" organization. For example, iPSC. NCUBE

and the CONNECTION MACHINE are local memory multipro-

ccssors with a hypercube topo[o_'. On these systems, a processor

is assigned its own (local) memory anti can only access this mem-

ory. Independent process_)rs communicate by seuding each other

messages. E_cient solution of finite element simulations on these

machines requires milfimizing the interproces:_r comnmmcatiou

bandwidth, especially when the commtmication hardwrtre/software
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is relativekv slow. This requires the mapping of adjacent elements

as much as possible onto directly connected processors, which may

be no trivial problem. On the other hand. the processors on a

shared memory system such as ALLIANT FX/S are connected

through a common memory, bus and can access the same I global)

large memor T system. Adequate finite element parallel data struc-

tures are crucial for efficient computations on both shared and

local memory multiprocessors. On a local memo_" machine, one

has to introduce the concept of distributed data base and data

structure. Each local memor.v is loaded only with the data rele-

vant to the computational task assigned to its attached processor.

For a system with thousands of processors, the total amount of

available memory can be ve_, large. Yet, it is the storage capac-

ity of each local memory which really matters. Different finite

elements require different amounts of data to be stored. For each

finite element in the mesh. a material and geometrical nonlinear

high order shell element may require an amount of data storage

two orders of magnitude higher than a simple linear truss clement.

Hence, one may be able to assign one or several fimte elements

of a certain type to one processor but may fail in the attempt to

assign one or several elements of another type to a similar pro-

cessor. Also, in the case of MIMD machines such as iPSC and

NCUBE. one has to ensure that the compiled subroutines can be

accommodated on the local memory. Consider the case where a

processor is mapped onto a submesh containing different types of

elements. In this situation, one has to load into the processor's

local memory all the element libraries for the types encountered

in the assigned submesh. Generally. one can overcome these prob-

lems by devising an intelligent partitioning scheme and a compact

data structure. Careful data structures must also be designed for

shared memory muhiprocessors to avoid potenth'fl serialJzat:ons

due to memory conflicts.

Control describes the way the work is divided up and _.vn-

chronized. Of particular interest are the SI*ID and MIMD ma-

chines. The CRAY-2 (4 processors) and iPSC 112S processors are

respectively a shared memory Y.IlMD supermuitiprocessor and a

local memory *IIMD hypercube. They cart simultaneously ex-

ecute multiple instructions which can operate on multiple data.

The CONNECTION MACHINE is an SIMD system where a sin-

gle instruction is executed at a time. -- eax instruction which can

operate on multiple data. Typically. on an SIY.ID machine a sin-

gle program executes on the front end anti its parallel instructions

are submitted to the processors. On an M[Y.ID parallel processor

separate progrmn copies execute on separate processors.

Practically, local men'mr.v parallel processors are more diffi-

cult to program than shared memory multiprocessors. However.

this does not imply that optimal performance is easily achiev-d

on shared memory machines, especially when vector proce,-sors

are interconnected. It is believed that loom memory systen> are

easier to scale to a large uumber of processors, Shared mem-

ory multiprocessors are usually coarse grained because the _us ,'o

nxemory saturates ,'uld/or becomes prohibitively expensive above

a few processors. However. machines such as Ev;ms and Suther-

lands" ES-1 and Y,IYRIAS are considered as shared memory mni-

tiprocessors ,and can be configured with several hundreds of pro-

cessors. Note also that on SIY.[D umchines, one has to d,-vise

special tricks to be able to process parallel finite elements o:" dif-

ferent types, since these do not involve the same instr'txction> and
only one instruction can be executed at a time.

1



III FE COMPUTATIONS ON MIMD LOCAL MEM-

ORY MULTIPROCESSORS

Several solution algorithms have been designed for static, modal

and transient finite element analyses on MIMD local memory

multiprocessors. Examples of these can be found in Farhat and

\Vilson [6] (Intel's iPSC), Lyzenga, Raefsky and Hager [7] and

Nour-Omid. Raefsky ,and Lyzenga [S] (JPL/Caltech's MARK III).

Typically, these algorithms stem from the div*de and conquer

paradigm.

Consider the finite element discretization of the mechanicM

joint shown in figure 1. If the complete finite element system is

subdivided into .V, subdomains, each group of elements within a

subdomain can be processed in parallel. The data structure for

such an approach is very simple. On local memory multiproces-

sors, only the storage for the node geometry and element prop-

erties within the substructure need be stored within the RAM

(Random Access Memory) of the processor assigned to that sub-
domain• In addition, concurrent formation and reduction of the

mass, damping and stiffness matrices for that region require no

interprocessor communication. Message passing occurs only when

transfering solutions between subdomain interconnected bound-

aries. The latter phase often determines the efficiency of the par-

allel computational approach. While load balancing is an impor-

tant criterion for automatically subdividing a mesh into as many

submeshes as there are available processors, Np = N,. it is not

sufficient by itself to determine the partitioning algorithm.

Fig. 1 Discretization of a mechanical joint

Suppose that a parMlel explicit or explicit-like algorithm is

to be implenmnted on an MIMD local memory multiprocer, sor.

It could be. flw example, an iterative solver for the line,'u'ized

static tm)blem, or a rime integration explicit algorithm for the

trasasient response analysis. Typically. these computations involve

matrix-vector products A'u alia inner products u Fu which call }m
evahmted in paralh?l as:

.t= 3/j

K_L = Z Kj%
3=!

2=,V,

ItFtl= _-7,I_ilj
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where A'j denotes the stiffness of the j - tk subdomain and ,j

is the localization of the displacement vector to the ) - th sub-

domain. In this case. only neighboring subdomains need to ex-

change boundary information. Hence, an optimal decomposition
is the one which minimizes the communication bandwidth of the

problem, -- that is, the subdomain connectivity. This strategy is

discussed by Malone in [9]. When applied to the above problem.

for Np = 32, it delivers the partitioning shown in figures 2a-2b.

The average and maximum communication bandwidths are 5 and

$ respectively, and the number of interface nodes is 718.

Fig. 2a Decomposition with .\'p = 32

II1t t,

iJ
i

I
TI r

tz

,!
tl •

tl 1

i
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i
!
l
/

I

Fig. 2b lnterprocessor communication par,'ern

Suppose now that parallel implicit static or d vnmnic com-

putations are to be inv,_kett. In this case. a higher level ,ff par-

allelism is obtained by treating the interface nodes as a s,'parate

,'ntity. and munbering the unknowns so that. for example. "he

,tiffness matrix has the pattm-n shown in figure 31) The subma-

trices [{jj, I'[ll and Net denote respectively the sul)domam and

interface stiffnesses, and the coupling term. Cle,'u'ly. all subdo-

mains cgm be processed m pa.rMlel M'ter the interface problem



j = N_ J= Np

has been solved. In equation !2}, ut and fi are respectively

the generafized displacements and forces at the interface nodes.

The size of the interface problem determines the efficiency of this

parallel stratagem. An optimal decomposition for this approach

which minimizes the number of interface nodes is presented by

Farhat in [10]. When applied to the above mechanical joint (fig.

3a), for Np = 32, it delivers 356 interface nodes only.

Fig. 3a Decomposition: ,\'p = 32 ,and mterface mini
mization

N11 0 0 0 0 IQ, ]
0 ".. 0 0 0 : I
o o r, jo o  (irl
0 0 0 "" 0 F0 0 0 0 "'.

I'T, "'" [(ft ...... ICII .l

Fig. 3b Pattern for stiffness matrix

Equation (2) can be solved using a direct method i Farhat.

Wilson and Powell [111), _r an iterative one _Farhat and Wil-

s,m [12 I. N,u_r-Omid. Raefsky and Lyzenga [S]). Let ,_ denote

the average mmlber of interface nodes per subdomain, and d the
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number of degrees of freedom per node. If the interface pr,,b-

lem is treated with a direct solver, the formation of Schur's cc_m-

plement ICll -- _j=IJ='VI_ KSKfllKjl requires 2N, n_d solutions of

sparse triangular systems. On the other hand, each conjugate

gradient iteration involves N, matrix-vector products of the form
-T ---1 - (kl

l(jtI(ji I(iiu ! , which require 2.V_ solutions of sparse triangu-
lar systems. If memory is an issue, the fill-in of (2) can be such

that an iterative solver, for example the preconditioned conju-

gate gradient method, is recommended for the solution of the

interface problem. If the coupling between subdomains is vo W

strong, a preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm may re-

quire more than n'rd iterations to achieve convergence, so that a

direct method becomes more advantageous,

Parallel modal and transient analyses using both approaches

have been experimented on InteFs iPSC (Farhat ,and Wilson 13 I,

Malone [9]).

The reader should note that when using implicit compu-

tations, the substructuring technique introduces a high levei of

parallelism, however sometimes at the cost of additional floating

point computations. On the other hand. parallel direct sowers do

not increase the computational complexity, but on local memory

muhiprocessors, they may suffer from interprocessor conmmnica-

tion costs. For this reason, and because the degree of paraih'iism

direct parallel solvers offer is limited by the mesh bandwidth.
the author does not recommend their use for the solution of the

entire finite element system on currently availabie local memory

muhiprocessors, especially if the number of proce,,sor, is ht':_e.

say .Vp > 128. However. they have been successfully ,'ombi::,,d

with the substructuring technique to soh'e the interface i,rob',cm

only _see Farhat, \Vilson and Powell [II'lt.

IV FE COMPUTATIONS ON MIMD SHARED MEM-

ORY MULTIPROCESSORS

In principle, parallel algorithms which are developed for i,_cai

memory lnult iprocessors can be used on shared memory machines

However. a much higher performance can be achieved if tee -pe-

cial features of these machines ,'axe fully exploited. In particular, d

the multiprocessor offers a vector capability, the algorithms ,u_'_-
lined in Section III nlust be revisited.

For explicit computations on a shared n_.enlory nlultipr¢_ces-

sot. the substructuring approach advocated m Section III may

be also utilizbd. Interface data may be either duplicated m the

shm'ed memory, or treated _ a Crztwal Sect:on (see Bei.:en.

Fa.rhat and Jordan [151). - that it. a portion of a code wh.ere

a processor needs to siore into a tllenlory location used con,'u:'-

rently by clnother processor. In the latter case. rt'e pr, we-_,,rs

are ._eria[ized when processing the interface degrees of :'ree, ionL

For example, while ill il) tile qulmtities A'ja: :uid z':l] _i] C2l'.; i e

evahmted ill parallel for all o'. the assenibiy of the results a: :L,'

interface nodes is lecursive alxd requires seriaii.:atiou. A :note

etficient aHu'oach on shared memory machines is ,ies,'ribe,: }'v

Fro'hat and Crivelli m [16 i ExpiMt clunlmtations are paralh'i.ecd

at the element h'vel. Memory contention, and therefore Cr"_,':i

,.qectzons. are avoided I_y processing the elenleuts ill ;ill Ol'del di,'-

rated by a <raph colorin< alg, oriihnl. [I6]. Basiczd!v. the :nc-ti it

partitioned into sets ,,f iutorn:dh" ,iisjoillt elements, so :hat v_....

torization amt paralleli,'.ation are optimized. For exampie. ,.x [!.tql

-1



applied to the problem shown in figure 1, the coloring scheme

creates _ cets of internally disjoint elements. Figure 4 shows the

elements in set 3 for this example. Within a set of elements, ex-

piicit computations are performed asynchronously, 5ynchroniza-

tion points are required only between the processing of two differ-

ent sets of elements 15 synchronization points in this case).

computational savings due to a lower subdomain bandwidt,_l offset

the computational requirements of the interface problem i2 I. s¢,

that the parallel algorithm based on substructuring is faster, even

in serial mode, than a global Choleski decomposition.

Fig. -I Internally disjointed elements in set --a-3

Contrary to popular belief, implicit computations are more

diMcult to optimize on shared memory multiprocessors. To illus-

trate this fact, we consider the static solutions of the mechanical

joint and of the Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) {fig. 5_ pr_blems, for

a prescribed loading. Moreover, we _sume that .\'p = 4 proces-
sors are available. Tile subdivision of both meshes into balanced

subdomains with a mininmm number of interface nodes are de

picted in figures 63-6b.

Fig. 63 Decomposition with .\'p = 4 and interface

minimization

Fi_: 5 Solid rocket booster

Tile diseretized mech,'mical joint contains 456 elements ,'rod

552 nodes. After ,lode-renmnbering, the average profile b,'md-

width is 16S. The optimized average profile bandwidth for each

subdommn is 93. Therefore. the parallel reduction of each sub-

domain benefits not only from a lesser number of equati_ms t,_ be

reduced, but also from a smaller bandwidth. For this problem, the
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Fig. 61) Decomposition with .\'p = 4 and interface

nllnnlnzat ion

The discretized SRB model h,'k,_ 10.453 elements. 9.206 nodes

and 54.$70 degrees of freedom. The number of interface nodes

corresponding to its subdivision into 4 subdomams is I65. After

node-renumbering, the average protile b_mdwidth is 310 The ,_p-

timized average profile bandwidth for the 4 subdomains is 36,5.

Clearly. for this problem, reducin_ tile 4 sut)domam stiffnesses

requires a little tnore rtoating point operations than reducin¢ the

e,lobM stiffness. Consequently. all. the manipuiations involved in

t he solut ion t)f the int efface probh'ul _2) are additional comput a-

lions generated by tile substr',icturing, method. F,_rtunately. the

interface prohlen_ size is on:y ill'_t'qll" '._") Of the size of the ent:re

problem, so that the paraiM method is still feasible. However.

for this problem, a.nd especiuily if vector processing :s available.

a better performaalce is achieved with a paralIel highIy vector-

ized direct solver. Indeed. the effectiveness of the solution _f the

interface problem :2) comes from ,ophisticated implementations



whosedetailscannotbedescribedhere.Forexample,thealge-
braicmanipulationsinvolvedintheevaluationofthequantity

I¢_IC_' IC;t i3)

do not veetorize well if the sparse data structures and computa-

tional techniques described by George and Liu in [17], and ad-

vocated by the author for local memory, multiproeessors [11] are

used, unless special tricks are invoked. On the other hand, for

the SRB problem, a parallel direct global solver such as the par-

allel active column solver presented by Farhat and Wilson in [18],

or a parallel version of the highly veetorized variable band solver

described by Peele and Overman in [19] are very efficient on a

parallel/vector supereomputer (CRAY Y-MP, 8 processors). For

the SRB problem, this is especially true because the bandwidth

to number of processors ratio is 310/8 = 38.75.

Clearly, the above examples demonstrate that the optimal

effi('i_ ney of a parallel algorithm depends on the underlying hard-

ware architecture and on the topological characteristics of the

problem to be solved.

With the advent of hardware gather-scatter on most recent

vector supercomputers, significant progress has been made in im-

plementing sparse linear equation solvers on these machines (see

Lewis and Simon [20]). Recently. Ascheraft, Grimes, Lewis, Pey-

ton and Simon [21] have used the new algorithmic concept of

a supernodal sparse factorization for implementing a superfast

sparse linear solver on the CRAY X-MP, The key ideas behind

the high level of vectorization come from the graph theory model

of the sparse elimination process which can be found in the book

of George and Liu [17]. In [22], Simon, Vu, and Yang describe

a parallel implementation of the supernodal sparse code which

delivers a performance rate as high as 1.682 GIGAFLOPS, How-

ever. sparse solvers require a preliminary nodal re-ordering (i.e.

minimal degree ordering) and symbolic factonzation which can

consume rul important amount of CPU time. Therefore. they

are most effective in nonlhiear problems or problems with several

right hand sides, where the preprocessing phase is done once.

Parallel I/O developments for finite element simulations, and

performance measurements on shared memory multiprocessors

can be found in Farhat, Pramono and Felippa [14].

V FE COMPUTATIONS ON A MASSIVELY PARAL-

LEL PROCESSOR

The CONNECTION MACHINE is probably the only massively

parallel processor that is now commercially available. It consists

of two parts: a front end computer (VAX, SYMBOLICS. SUN).

and a 64K processor hypercube (65,536 single bit processorsL Tile

front end computer provides instruction sequencing mid program

development and has tim ability to address any location ill. tile

hypercube distributed mem'ory. Tile hypercube syswm provides

mtmber crunching power.

Recently, Farhat, Sobh ,and Park [23. 24] have investigated

massively parallel transient finite element explicit computations

on the CONNECTION MACHINE. Preliminary results can be
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found in [23] and more detailed information in [24]. In general,

it has been found that this highly parallel processor can outper-

form vector supercomputers on explicit computations, but not on

implicit ones. Several features distinguish the CONNECTION

MACHINE from earlier hypercubes. On the hardware side, we

note the impressive number crunching power and the fast parallel

I/O capabilities. On the software side, we note the virtual proces-

sor concept, which is somehow the dual of the well-known virtual

memory concept. Mesh decomposition and processor-to-element

mapping are the two fundamental keys for efficient massiw_qy par-

allel finite element computations. A given finite element mesh is

partitioned into 16-element subdomains which correspond to tile

16-processor chips of the CONNECTION MACHINE. This par-

titioning is carried out in a way that minimizes the number of

nodes at the interface between the subdomains. As a result, only

those processors which are mapped onto finite elements at the pe-

riphery of a subdomain communicate with processors packaged on

different chips. Moreover, this partitioning is such that the con-

nectivity bandwidth of the resulting subdomains is large enough

to allow an et_eient use of the 12 interchip wires. The mapping

algorithm attempts at reducing the distance information has to

travel through the communication network. In essence, it searches

iteratively for an optimal mapping through a two-step miniufiza-

lion of the communication costs associated with a candidate map-

ping (see Farhat [25]). We summarize herein the basic conclusions

reported in [23, 24]. Tile processor memory size of 64 Kbits pe-

nalizes high order elements. Three-dimensional and high order

elements induce longer communication tithes. Mesh irregularities

slow down the computation speed in many ways. The Data Veldt

is very effective at reducing I/O time. The Frame Buffer is ideal

for real-time visualization. Finally, the virtual processor concept

outperforms the substructuring technique on tile CONNECTION

MACHINE.

VI PERFORMANCE EXAMPLES

Tile speed-up and MFLOP rates reported in this section include

all phases of the finite element analyses. A pair of I +," ) is counted

as 2 flops.

To illustrate the surgeon approach to parallel/vector finite el-

emeut computations, we report on the solution of three different

problems on three different multiprocessors. First, we com-ider a

modal analysis of tile simplified space station model shown ill fig-

ure 7. The finite element mesh comprises 3S4 nodes, 1264 b.,am

ele,nent s and 2304 de_rces of freedom. Siuce this is rather a small

problem, we consider the use of an Intei iPSC with 16 processors

and 4 .Mbytes of available memory. After node-rennmberitz¢,, rile

average profile bandwidth for this problem is 90. We ._qect tier to

use a globM parallel direct solver to carry out implicit comp_tta-

tions, because it wouhl allow only 6 columns of the stiffness matrix

re be assigned to one processor, which would make interl_roc,'es-

sor conmmnications dominate local computations. Therefore. we

select an approach based on the substruct uring technique out lined

in Section Ill. The mesh is decomposed into I6 b;flanced -ubdo-

mains, each containing approxinmtely 79 elements. The ,dzo of

the interface problem is 672 _112 nodes). Our parMlel alg_,rithm

for eigenvahie extraction mad ,nodal superposition on a hyp,'rcube



architectureisdescribedin[13].Thenumberofextractedmodes
is200.TheperformanceresultsforthisanalysisontheiPSCare
reportedintable1.

Fig.8Detailedspacestationmodel

Fig.7Spacestationstructuralmodel

TableI Modalanalysisona16-processoriPSC
Spacestationstructuralmodel

2,304d.o.f-200modes

Phase Speed-up MFLOPS

Forming K and M 15 0.6

Factoring K 12 0.5

Generating Lanczos vectors 12 0.5

Extracting 200 frequencies 14 0.4

Computing 200 mode shapes 13 0.5

Next. we consider the transient response of a more detailed

space station model to perturbations induced by shuttle (locking.

The finite element model for this ,analysis incorporates 7596 2-

node beam elements. 572 4-node shell elements. 24 3-node rigid el-

ements. 9S02 nodes ,'tad 5&S12 degrees of freedom (fig. S }. Given

the size of this problem, we select to run it on ,an SK CONNEC-

TION MACHINE using the parallel central difference algorithm

[20]. Table 2 summarizes the measured performances for cowdm-

tations and 1/O manipulations. Tile latter correspond to dumping

at each time step the computed displacements, velocities, accel-

erations, stresses and strains onto the front-end. The reported

performances are scaled to the full 64K processor configuration

(see {t] for justifications]. For this problem, the Data Vault im-

proves I/O by a factor of 1307!

Table 2 Transient analysis on the Connection Machine

Detailed space station structural model

58,S12 d.o.f - 2000 time integration steps

Phase CPU time MFLOPS

( using C" )

Mesh decomposition

Data loading in the CM2

Equation of Motion Solving

Computation time

Communication time

I/O through front end

I/O through data vault

3 se¢-s

41 sees

4500 sees

2500 sees

2000 sees

IS,300 sees

14 sees

340

065

Finally, we consider the static analysis of the SRB on a CRAY

Y-MP with 8 processors. Following the reasotung of Section IX.".

we select to perform the factorization of the stiffness matrix us-

ing a global parallel direct algorithm. For this purpose, we havo

developed a parallel/vector version of the highly vectonzed direct

solver described m [19]. The mea.sured performances for 1, 2 and

4 processors are tabttlated below _tabie 3). No resuhs are avail-

able for the case N v = S because the author could not arrange for
a dedicated time on the CRAY 5.'-.MP

The SRB problem was also solved ill I22] using tile supernodal

sp,'u'se factorization. Tile correspondin_ resuhs ,'u'e dispIayed in

table 4. It is interesting to note that while the sparse factorizarion

is twice as fast ,as the variable band solver on a single CPU, both

algorithms become comparable on 4 CPUs. Note Mso that for

the SFIB i)roblem, it appears that the supernodal code does m_t

parMlelize well.
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Table3StaticanalysisontheCRAYY-MP

SRBstructuralmodel- 54.870d.o.f.

Number of processors CPU time Speed-up MFLOPS

1 39 sees 1 235

2 19.79 sees 1.97 464

4 10 sees 3.90 918

S NA NA NA
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TOWARDS PARALLEL I/O IN FINITE ELEMENT
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StIMMARY

I 0 in_ucx m litmc clement analysts on par:dld processors ;ire addressed Viable solttliOrlS for both hwal ztrld

,;harcd l'nclllor_, muliiproccssors arc presented The appro.ich is simple hut limited b',' currcnll 3 a',ail,lblC
hardx_ a.rc dlltl ",OI-(X_ arc _;vslclllS. |tllpiCIllCllliltiOll i% c;irl'it.'d out Oll :i ('RAY-2 ",_;1¢111 PcrformallCC rostills ,ire

reported

I, INTRODUCTION

Sc,,cral parallel processor projects have already resulted in commercial multiprocessors liPSC,

AMETEK, NCUBE, Connection Machine, Encore Multimax, Sequent, ALLIANT FX/8, CRAY

X-IMP, CRAY-2, etc.), These machines cover a broad spectrum in terms of three factors: lal

gran ul;i rity, ranging from 2 to 65,536 processors, {b) pc:lk performance, from 0.9 to 20,000 M flops

and Icl cost. from S0"125 M to $10 M. ()thor projects are still under development worldwide {GF-

II, NYI.j IBM, SU'PRENUM, Myrias, etc., scc Reference 1 h_r details). Some numerical

algorithms have bccn rcviscd, and somc completely rcdcsigned, for implcmcntation on thcsc

m u It ip rocesso r s.-"

Solid mechanics and structural anal','sis arc importa/_i major applic,ltion areas f<,r parallel

cotlll',utillg Fhis is rcilcctcd by the coiltinuottsiy increasing number of publications orl this topic

oxcr the lasl few vcars. An extensive list of references on linite clement computations and

supcrcomputiFig m:.iy be hltltld in Reference 3. In these references ',:.irious aspects of lhC subjccl,

such as parallct clcn_ent-by-clcnlcnt proccclurcs and linc;ir solvers ha_c been in,,cstigatcd, dlld

implcrncnt,ilioil schemes have been proposed and assessed, thm,c_,cr, no 4tlcmpt has been nl;idc

It) address, in_cslig;itc and or CXF,crimcnt on parallel I O.

It is xcr,, v, cll known that I O irianiptllatiolls can casil', detain:ire the execution time of,i linitc

clcrncnt code. Hence, speeding tip these nlanipulations through p,lrallcl r_roccsMng should bc of

primar 3 ',.'ollccrtl. This paper llitCtllrlls it) ;idllCl c this goal. ,_ccliOtl 2 sl.lllllllilri/cs lilt.- occtirrcncc of

I O ill 1initc clement comptlt;iliotln. Scclion 3 reviews the I_:lsi¢ fc;.lttlrc,.; of p4r4tlcl processors ;llld

clriph4si/c', their I O c',lpabililics :.iild limilalliol>. In .'qcction 4, tx_o simple appro;ichcs tt_r

handling parallel I O on mulliproccssors arc proposed. ,_cciion 5 spcci:.lliics our _it-'x_s to the

('P,.\'_-2 StlpcrilltiltiCOlllputcr rind rcport', on our "hzlnd_, on' experience ,,xith it. Rcm41ks :iild

Ct'qlf]tlsiOllS :.ire offered ill Section 6

2. I () IN FINIII: II.I{Mt(NT (.'()MI'I'T.-VII()NS

Realistic Ihutc clcnlcilt modelling of rc:ll cnginccrm 7 s}Mcnl_ in',ol_cs lhc handling of xcr', I,l', ,'.,'

d4t:.t spciccs xvhit-'h C;.lll _.llllOtllll It3' sc_ cr',ll ,+.:ig4tWlC> el Illt.'lllOl \. 1o cope _ iIh till',,. 111.:111_, pi o,._'[ ,litl-_

002 t) 5gSI St) 122541 137Jib.St) 17<<<,'1<,/- \,,tcml><, _w..x

I lt)S t) b", Johll \ti'ilc_, t_ _l>/l_;. I.ld I?< ':_<<i-_.: ./,m:¢,o'l lug','
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in the general area of solid nicd]anics and structural analysis t.sc out-of-core data base

nlanugemcnt systems. Ffowe',el. 10 tratlic between the disk and the processor memory slows

do_n thc computations signiticantly and increases even more signiticantly the overall cost of the
;.l n;.l] vsis.

In a typical finite clement analysis, nodal and clement data are retrieved from a storage disk

before their processing, then stored back on the same storage disk vfter their processing has been

completed Examples include the transfer of nod:ll point co-ordinates, clemt:ntal mass and stiffness

matrices in clement-by-element conlputational procedures, and of history response arrays in time-

,4cpping nlgorithms for linear ai'M non-lincur dynainics. Other examples include the movement,

into core and out of core, of hlock,_ of an assembled stiffness or i1];lSS matrix in original or factored

form. and the OUtl_Ut on disk of the linal results ofan analysis. T,ible I is borrowed from Reference

4 It summarizes the conlp,lralive elapsed times for ('F'I; ;lilt[ [, () on a Vax I 1/780 ofan analysis of

a cylindrical tube with a ',iscopl;l_,tic behaviour. The frontal method, s which is known to be I/O

bound, was used for the solution phase. Data transfers were carried out through Fortran I,O.

Clearly, the performance results reported in Table I underline the potential of !/O for

bottlenecks in finite clement conlptHations. Speeding up all the computational phases through

f_arallet processing is certainly an important issue, ttowever, reducin_g the amount of time spent in

dklt;i tr,tnsfers cLIn beco111c eVCll 111o1"t2 (lf arl Js,_lle.

3 AR('tlITECTUR[! AND HARDWARE

Rct.ently, several par;dlel con_pulers have arrived on the scene v, ith a variety of different

architectures. These gencratl) can bc described through three essential elements, namely,

granularity, topology and control:

• (;ranularitv relates to the IitH11bcr of proce'_sors and in_,_lve_: the size of these procc,,,,or_,. A

line-grain Inultiproccssor fcaluics it large number of usually very small and simple pro-

oassors. The ('tHlrlectic, n Ma,,.'hinc (65.536 processors)is such a massi_e['y parallel super-

computer. N('IIBI.:'s IO24-m_tle nlod¢l is :1 compar:ilivcly mcdmm-grain machine. ()n lilt:

other harM, a cc, arsc-grairl ,mf_crmultipioccssoI* is typically built by intcrccmnecting a _,mall

number of large, po_vetful t_rocessors usually vector processors. ('RAY X-MP (4 pro-

cessors), CRAY-2 (4 r_roccssors)and FTA-10 (8 processors)are examples of stlct'i super-

mulliproccssors.

• Topology refers to the pnttcrn in _hich tile proccssois arc conner:ted ;lnd reflects ho_ dal:t

',,,,ill flow. Curiently avail;iblc designs include hspcrcube _ur'angements, netv,orks of busses

and banyan nelworks.

• Finally, control describes the way the work is divided up 4nd synchronized.

Table I ('OllHaaIi_,oll of ('PtJ 41ld [ () cosls fl_r an I"F ,real)sis on a V:lx

11 _NI)

Pha,.c t l'l: l',c,,.i l l) I_,ccl

ORIGII:,;_., PAGE IF_

OF POOR QUALITY
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Another important architectural distinction, and one that is most relevant to our effort in this

paper, is that which characterizes memory organizalion. In shared memory systems, all processors

access the same tglobal} large memory system. These multiproccssors arc usually coarse-grained

because tile bus to memory saturates and/or becomes prohibitively expensive above a few

processors. On the other hand, in local memory systems each processor can access only its own

(local) memory. Independent processors communicate by sending each other messages. It appears

that parallel computers in this class are easier to scale to a large number of processors.

Dist inguishing only between shared and local memory systems does not give a complete picture

of the problems that one may face when programming parallel processors. Granularity and

control also have their influence. The Connection Machine (65,536 processors) and lntel's

hypercube i PSC I 128 processors) are both local memory systems. However, the former is an S! M D

lsingle instruction mt, ltiple data streams) machine where a single program executes on the front

end and its parallel instructions are submitted to the processors. The latter is an MIMD (multiple

instruction multiple data streamsJ parallel processor where separate program copies execute on

separate processors. The granularity of a parallel processor, which seems to affect other

architectural elements, substantially affects the computational strategy and parallel 1. O, as u, ill be

shox_, n.

Multiprocessors with any of the above architectures have tile capability to substantially speed

up operations in scientific applications. However, I,,O is still their Achilles heel. Before discussing

parallel IO strategies and their implementations, we mention thai, at the time of writing this

paper and to our best knowledge, only' a few systems offer parallel I,O capabilities. These include

NCt :BE at one extreme, with up to 1024 processors and their small local memories, and CRAY-2

a,I the other, with four vector processors and a large shared memory. Parallel disk IO capabilities

are also a_ailahle on the ('onnectiorl Machine.

()n N( '[ rIll'i, cach node (f_rocessor)has u direct co,mcction to an lO board throt, gh one of the

system 1 () channels, so that parallcl disk access is possible (;cncrally speaking, on local metnorx

mulliproccsst,rs :t btmdlc of proccssors may bc assigned at local disk through a dedicated I ()

channel.

()n ('RAY-2. mt,ltitasking IO is possible on a limited basis. ° Dill'trent tasks cain perform [ O

simullancouslx on different lilts. This is primarily for tile following two reasons.

1 Thc non-deterministic nature of task execution limits l,O on tile same lile by different tasks.

In other _ ords, problems may arise not only from mapping two distinct hardware processors

on to the same tile. btlt also from mapping two logical processes on to tile sanle lilt. Our

cxpcricnce has shown that the latter situation complicates even sequential I O on most

sharcd memory multiprocessors [ALLI-ANT FX 8, Encore Multmmx. Sequent Balance).

mainly because of the problem of maintaining consistency in the buffer sizes bet_vecn distinct

processes

2. 1"he fact that parts of the support library arc criticdl regions that are protected from

simultaneous access, and therefore limit the parallelism that one could otherwise exploit.

l'hc next scction presents two simple approaches for parallel disk I () that are vmblc _ithm lhc

limitations of the currently a_,ailable hardwa, re atnd system softx_ arc for local memory and shared

lllclll,,',ry Illtllliproccssors.

4. TW() SIMF'LE API_I_,()A('tlI!S

Most of tile computational strategies rcccntly proposed for parallel linite clement computations

arc based on the principle of divide and conqm'r: that is, divMe the computing task into a number of

OF POOR QUAL:Ty
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subtasks that are either independent or only loosely coupled, so that computations can be made

on distinct processors with little communication and sharing. For example, if using this strategy

the structure shown in Figure I is to be analysed using N r processors, it is first automatically
subdivided into a set of N_, [or a multiple of N o) balanced substructures. _

Depending oll the size of the problem and the granularity of the parallel processor, a
substructure would contain anywhere from a single element to several thousand of them. Then,

each processor is assigned the task of analysing one--or several---substructure(s). While this

approach is feasible on most parallel computers, it is especially interesting for local memory

multiprocessors. Each processor is _,ttributed a simple data structure. Only the node geometry and

element properties associated with its assigned substructure are stored within its RAM. In
addition, formation and reduction of the stiffness matrix for that region require no interprocessor

communication. Finally, after the displacements have been found, the postprocessing of sub-
domain stresses can be done concurrently?

Local memory approach

It is very natural to extend this substructuring idea to achieve parallel I/O in the finite element

analysis. For example, on local memory multiprocessors, it is tempting to imagine that, in the
same way that a processor is assigned its own memory, it could be attributed its own set of I/O
devices [I/O controller, disk drive, etc.) and its own files. Then, each processor would read/write
the data for its subdomain from its own files and through its owndala base, in parallel with the

l._gurc 1. Di',_ding and conquering ;_ mesh

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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other processors. If assigning an I,O controller and/or a disk drive to each processor is impractical

and, or impossible, as is probably the case for a fine-grain system, for a cluster of processors it is

possible. For concreteness, we overview NCUBE's I/O subsystem for a configuration with 1024

processors (Figure 21.

The 1024 computational nodes can be thought ofas eight groups of 128 processors each. Each

group consists of 16 clusters of eight directly connected computational nodes. (Recall that where 2J

processors are arranged m a hypercube pattern, d of them are directly connected.) Within a cluster,

each conlputationul node has 22 direct memory access (DMA) channels. Twenty of these arc

paired into 10 bi-directional communication links and are used for messages (data transfer) to and

from direct neighbours. The remaining pair of channels is bundled together with the 127 other

pairs of the same group and brought through the backplane to one of the I/O slots. This results in

what is called a system I/O channel. Clearly, an NCUBE system with 1024 computational nodes

has 8 system IO channels. Next, an UO board is interfaced to a backplane to serve the 128

processors organized into 16 clusters of 8 directly connected computational nodes. Another cube

with 16 nodes is connected to the other side of the I/O board Each of these nodes has direct access

to a disk through a private controller. Hence, each of these 16 nodcs can directly serve one of the 16

clusters of computational nodes. In other words, each computational node within a cluster of eight

directly connected processors has a direct access to a disk through a dedicated node connected to

the other side of an I./O board. In summary, the I/O subsystem outlined above supports 1024

processors with 8 system I/O channels, 128 controllers and 128 disks. It has the potential for a

minimum [O speed-up of 128.

In the following, the words "host" and "DBM' denote respectively the collection of processors

serving an I () board and a generic sequcmial data base manager. After a given linite clement

I
0

/

Figure 2 NCI!BE's 1 (),,ubs?,slcm

CONTROLLER ]

r .... T ..... --

I

DISK
J

I
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domain is decomposed, it is grouped into regions R i, i= I ..... 128, each containing eight
(preferably adjacent) subdomains or',j = I ..... 8. A host processor p_ is uniquely mapped onto

each region Ri. It is assigned tile task of handling I/O manipulations associated with computations
performed primarily in the eight subdomains within Ri. Basically, since p_ is directly connected

from one side to each of the eight processors pj assigned to subdomains D_', and frorn the other to
its dedicated disk, it can directly transfer data from pfs RAM,.j= I..... 8, to the disk and vice

versa. This is implemented as follows. Each host processor p.n is loaded with the same program
driver, which we will call the listem'r, and the same copy of DBM. The main task of the listener is to

listen to processor p/s requests for I/O,j= I .... 8. These requests may be:

• receive data from & and store it in disk using DBM:

• retrieve data from disk through DBM and send it to pj;
• retrieve data from disk through DBM, send it to, :mother host processor pj' together with the

instruction of broadcasting it to a specified number of computational nodes that are directly

connected to p_; this particular operation implements potential exchange of data between
subdomains.

Consequently, only a small amount of RAM is required on a host processor. It corresponds to the

storage requirements of an executable listener with its buffer for data transfer and of an executable

codc of a DBM systcm. Note that the size of a message is not limited by the amount of buffer
memory available on the host processor but by the amount of memory allocated by the operating

system for a message passing operation. Hence, a hirge record of data may need to be split and
transferred via more than one message.

On most local memory multiprocessors, a node sends a message to another node (or set of
nodes) by typically executing a "send' system call with the following parameters: (a) a set of

destination nodes, (b) a process id, {c) a message type, (d) a buffered message or a pointer to the

message buffer and (e) the length of the message {usually in bytes). Similarly, a node initiates the
receipt of a message from another process by issuing a "receive' system call with parameters

corresponding to the "send"call. in many cases, 'send" and 'receive' cannot be coordinated. This is

the case. for example, when a host processor does not have a priori the schedule of the messages
that computational nodes will issue during the finite clement ,'matysis. In such situations, a host

processor can "probe" for till pending ,nessages ofa spccilic type and act when a message of a given

type is avaihtblc for reception. A computational node program transmits its instructions and data
to the listener via a message bufl'cr denoted here by BUFFER, and fc,rmattcd as indicated below:

KEY I

!I KI.IY :" KEY 3 t INSTRUCTION I TAGG[-D DAIAFA( i l) ,'VF.'_
j_ .............. a__

Example:

f 4 f--_ r_ STORt! nN _.Ut_ti:-S-IqTi-.:"1IZA_-._L L

BUFFER[I]

BUFFER[2]

BUFFFIR[3]

points to the h-,cation m BUFFER of the instructiotl stream to be processed
then delivered to DBM.

points to the location in BUFF|{R of the data stream tO be processed then
deli,,ercd to DBM.

contains the nttmber of contmi,ing messages.
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On most local memory muhiprocessors, messages issued by a node to a same other processor

are received in the same order that the}, are sent. Hence, ifcomputational node p_ sends to a host

processor p_ an instruction and/or data message followed by two other messages containing the

remaining of the data, p_ receives first the instructio,_ tailed with the first part of the data, then the

rest of the data. However, problems may occur if two different computational nodes p_ and g_ each

send a set of continued messages to the same host processor p_. ltl this case, the host processor

might receive the messages in disorder To eliminate ambiguity, the logic of the listener ls

implemented as following:

• it receives a first message, identifies its type and thc number of continuation messages;

• it probes for pending continuation messages of the same type, receives and processes them

(pct_dmg messages of a different type :tre queued by the operating system):

• it listens to another starting message.

Next, we describe another approach, this one for multiprocessors with shared memory

It is possiblc to simulate a local mcmt)ry multJproccssor with a shared memory one, by

partit)c, rfing the global memory into locations c;tch fetched always by the same processor.

Cotlscquently, the approach presented above for parallel 10 on local memory multiprocessors

identicaH,, applies to shared memory machines. However, we see three reasc, ns for adopting a

different approach on shared memory parallel processors.

I. 'Vlimicking u local rncrnory system on a shared mcmc, ry one defeats the purpose of sharing

information.

2. As described previously, the local memory approach tics a gi',,cn processor indelinitely to the

I O needs of a specific region of the finite elcmertt domain. We refer to this as a static

mapping of a processor onto u st, bdornain+ A key issue in performance of parallel processing

is load balancing When the arnount of work Icomputations+ I O} to bc performed can bc

prcdiclcd for each region of a nlesh, il can bc cvcnl} distributed amc, ng the processors

through ,_ careful partitJomng of the gee, metrical de, main and an adcquate mapping of the

prc, ccssors (',too the t'csultmg subdomair_s. When such predictions urc i'w,t possiNc. _J

dynamical load balatlcing algorithm is neccssa D &',r optimal pcrl\',rmar)cc on parallel

processors. Local mesh relitlcmcrtts in adaptive computations arid local material properties

ch,:tnges in elastoplastic analyses arc cxamptes of situations where the mapping of'a processor

onto a subdomain needs to bc re-dclirtcd ,tt each c,.)rrtputatiortal step. Note that on local

mentory multiprocessors re-mapping of the processors on the tinite element donlairt implies

zt substantial amount of data transfer between the processors, and what is gained with the

cvcn redistribution of computations and i.,O is lost with intcrproccssor corrmlunications. On

the other hand, the dyrmrnical re-mapping of the processors of a shared rncmory system for

complex finite elen_ent computations can be achic',ed at almost zero o',crhead cost. +

3. Because of tile ability of a processor It;) refcrence any Iocatior_ in the global memory, shztrcd

mcmc, ry multiprocessors provide the prograrncr with a wider variety of parallel strategies

than do local memory systems. OtlC ought to take advantage of this fact. It ',,,'ill be shown that

c, ur approach for parallel I/O in linitc element computations on shared memory multi-

processors embeds our approach on local memory machines as a particular case.

Unlike the previous approach, a single executable version of a sequential DBM is stored in the

global memory of the multiprocessor. Moreover. there is no need fc, r a listener since all processors
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can directly access DBM, the I O library and the disks. However, the core of the computational
routines needs to be slightly modilied to distinguish between global variables, which are shared by

all the defined processes, and local variables, which have a single name to ease programming but a
distinct _alue for each process. Using parallel constructs such as those of The Force _° reduces the

nature and amount of modifications to one: that of preceding each Fortran declaration of a

,,ariablc by either the word SHARED or the word PRIVATE. While our approach for parallel I/O

on local memory machines is suhdomain oriented, it is purely data oriented on shared memory

rntdtipr_)cc,,sor>,. In the follo_ing. _c distinguish between four classes of parallel I/'O requests.

/. ,Sl n_hr_mmt_ rcqm'_t with prirate rariahh'._ [ SRPI" ]. All processes request I,O operations
,,imuhancously. each with a private buffer area. Typically, this happens in an SIMD programming

st.',le, e'.en when the multiprocessor is of the MIMD type. For example, suppose that all of the

processes have to perform the same amount of identical computations but on distinct sets ofdata,

and suppose that these computations are such that out-of-core temporary storage associated with
each set of data is needed. Here, identity in the instructions calls for synchronous parallel 10, and

independence in the data sets calls for private temporary storage.

2. Svtlchromms request with d)art'd rariahles [SRSI']. All processes request IO operations

simultaneously using a common buffer area. For example, consider the previous case with the
additional assumption that the natt, rc of the cornputations requires shutlling of the temporary

data between processes.

3...Isy_whrem_;u._ rcqttt'st with iwirate rariahh'.s [ARPI']. A process requests I O operations

independently of another process s,nd with a private buff'or area. These requests are identical to
those on MIMD local memory multiproccssors. For exa,nple, the entire approach described

earlier for local memory mt, ltiprocessors fits into this class of IO requests.

4. Asynclwonou.'/ reque._t with Mmred ruriahles [,4RSI']. A process requests I O operations

indcpcndcntly of another process using a shared buffer area.

Clearly, the four classes of I O request described above cover all the possibilities on a shared

memory multiprocessor. At this point we introduce the following remarks.

1. Synchronous and asynchronous refer to the initiation of the processes and not to their
execution. Two processes can be initiated at the same time but executed at two dilltrent

times, for example, if one processor were tied up by a previous process.

2. [ARSV] requires that a pointer to the location in the buffer of the starting address for storage
and/or retrieval of data be carefully computed by its owner process, in order not to destroy

the information by overlapping the data.

3. The multiprocessor will take no responsibility for automatically generating synchronization.
It is entirely the responsibility of the user to make sure that the shared data to be created bv

one process and to bc read by another process are available before an [ARSV] is isst,cd.

Typically, one invokes an explicit synchronization instruction for that purpose.

Next. we describe a simple parallel I,O manager, PIOM, which copes with our four dclincd 10

requests. First, note that PIOM can handle [AR PV] rind [ARSV] exactly as in the scqucntistl case.
Hence, [SRPV] ;.tt+td[SRSV] :Ire the requests ,xhicla call for it mt)dilication of a basic sequential
I/O manager. Moreover, after PI()M rccogqizcs that [_SRPV] deals with priv+,tc ,,ariables. it can

treat it exactly as [ARPV], with the difference that calling processes arc responded to in parallel.
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In other words, [SR F'V] is treated as a so( t,fsinmltaneous tAR PV]. ('onsequcntly, the treatmcnt

of [SRSM] is Pl()M's major task.

For each lilt relalcd to an [SRSV]. I'I()M consults an I O table. If tile request is for storing

data, F'IOM's logic is as follows:

(S1) it partitions the information into a nunll'_er of contiguous subsets equal to the number of

calling processes, each subsel containing an equal amount of data.

($2) for each st|bset, it computes a pointer Io the Iocati_m in the shared buffer where the subsel

data stream begins.

($31 for each calling process, it creates a corresponding "S" I'O process. Each "S' [/O process is

assigned a subset of the dala with its I)oinluw.

_$4_ _t reports in the I,,O table tile total number of created "S' IO processes. For each 'S' [ O

process, it specifies the length of its assigned data and their destination on a hardware

device

(S5I it tires tile'S" IO processes. Each 'S" l/O process, re-partitions its assigned data into a

number of records that is a multiple of the total m_mlber o1" avaiktble processors on the

machine, then calls DBM indcpcndently of another "S" I () process. Tile reason for the

internal partitioning ',,.'ill become clearer m tile remarks _ hich follov,

On tile other hand, if the request is for retrieving data, Pl()M's logic becomes:

(R It it retrieves thc [. () table corresponding to the lilt. 1[ the nulllbel of calling processes is

equal Io thc number o[' processes registered in the table tlhc ".';" processes which originally

slorcd the file), the inverse logic to the 'store" case ix follox_cd and the data arc retriexcd in

para[lel. If not:

IR2) for each registered "S" I O process, it partitions its subset of information into .:l nunlber of

contiguous blocks of data equal to the number of calling processes, each block containing

an equa[ amount of data.

(R3I for each block, it computes a pointer to the location m the silared butlL'r s_here the block

data stream begins.

[R4) for each registered 'S" I O process, it crcalcs at ntJnlbcr of "R" I () processes equal to Ibe

mmlhcr of calling processes. I!ach "R" I O process is assigned a I_h_ck of the subset data

with its pointer.

lRSi it fires the "R" IO processes.

{R01 it follows with the next "S" process to bc rctric',cd.

Clearly, step IS5', and steps IR2} to (R6) :tllov_ for a tile that v, as _vritten in parallel using I'

processes to be read in parallel using p* processes, where p* is dillercnt from p. In this case. the

retrieval t)f the lilt is carried otll ill /;' _a:avcs, each ofa degree of pamtllelism equal Iop*. The o_crall

logic is summarized in Figure 3

In ordcr to illustrate the Ilexibilitv of this ,ippro;.tch, we describe t_o simple examples. [:xamplc

I illustrates thc dislinctioll between the mappi|lg of tile pr_ccssors Oll the dalti! dr, ring [ (.) and

during cotnputatitms. Example 2 illustrates the ability ol the approach tO handle dvll;.tlllic;.ll load

balancing algorithms+

E\,,,l,ic 1. _ block of (he stiltilcss matrix ix to be rclric_cd from disk and factored usillg four

processors. An [SRSV] is issucd to read the block of the stiffness lllaltrix, l'[le partltiomng of the

data b_. F'I(.)NI into contiguous subsets in sl'lo_vn ill |-igvzc 4{nL ..Mtcr the entire data are [eLric_,cd

m p,mdl¢l, tile processors arc mapped onto the stiffness matrix block ii1 an intcllca_cd I',tshion

(Figure 4{b)). Next a c/.lll for a parallel active cohlll)ll >,,l"l_,'Cl "_1 iS iSSlIeJ.
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[Parlilions data slre_!m ] [Consults ,'O table j

F ........

[Creates IO sub-processes I
L. _j

....

1 ,,
I-

[ Fires sub-processes ]

[Partitions data stream I

[
i'Cre+,t,:sIO +ub-proces+c_E

[Fires sub-processes ]

l-igurc 3. A parallel I0 manager

|.Igurea4a} Mapping for dat_l retrieval Figure 41bl. Mapping for computations

E,campl+) 2. During coloured clement-by-element computations," NEB elemental stiffness

matrices have to he read from disk and processed for computation of residuals. Here _,gain, an

[SRSV] is issued for parallel retrieval of the data. The rnapping of N t, processors on the elemental

stitTnesses is initially prescribed only for the first N+, elements of NEB. After that. the elements are

processed as soon as a processor becomes available. Hence, the question of which element turns

out to be non-linear and which turns out to remain linear does not alTect the load balancing.

Moreover, another [SRSV] for another set of NEB elements to be read in parallel can be issued as

soon as a processor is done with its computations and while all the others are still tied up with the

last Np-I elements to be processed.

5. IMPLEMENTATION ON THE CRA'Y-2

The CRAY-2 supermultiprocessor is characterized by a global memory of 25b million O4-bit

words, four background processors and a clock cycle of 4.1 nanoseconds. It is the target machine
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for out first experiments with parallel 1/0. The four background processors can operate

independently on separate jobs or concurrently on a single problem [CRAY Research Inc. refers to

this as multitasking). Each processor can independently coordinate the data flow between the

system common memory and all the external devices across four high-speed I/O channels.

As stated in Section 3, multitasking I/O is possible on CRAY-2 with the restriction that different

processes can simultaneously perform 1/O only on separate files that are located on different disks.

The shared memory approach presented in Section 4 is slightly modified to accommodate

CRA', -2's limitations. Any file specified by the user is automatically partitioned by PIOM into a

number of'sub-files" equal to the number of I/O processes. Tile partitioning and the sub-files

names are transparent to the user. They are recordcd in the I/O table for further I/O processing.

Three algorithms--chunking, interleaving and interleaving with buffering--are considered for

mapping the data onto the sub-files.

The blocking algorithm is a straightforward implementation of _teps (SI) and ($2) described in

Section 4 The data to be transferred are partitioned into a number of subsets ofcontiguous data

equal either to the number of available disks, or to the number of calling processes, whichever is

smaller. This algorithm is very fast, but has two main drawbacks:

• it may not utilize all the available processors for some I/O read requests. For example,

consider the case where the information to be read corresponds to data that were previously

written by PIOM on the same physical disk.

• appending to an existing lile may not be elficient.

The reader should note that the words 'a file" refer to what is in the user's mind. PIOM always

splits "the" file into as many sub-files as there are available disks. Appending an existing file, and

reading from an arbitrary location in a file, are two operations which arc better handled by the

interleaving algorithm Basically, if N O dcrtotes the number of axailable disks, and D denotes the

data stream Io be processed, this algorithm partitions D into a set of segments S; of arbitrary sizes.

and assigns each segment S, to disk rood (i, N d) (Figure 5).

The interleaving algorithm above requires the IO manager to bc invoked a number of times.

that number is equal to the ratio of the number of segments divided by the number of disks, N d.

Each time the 1, O manager is invoked, it conveys the information segment directly from main

memory to auxiliary storage or vice _ersa Another approach consists of first buffering the

segments of a given parallel I/O process in an order that rellccts their layout in their assigned disk.

then invoking only once the IO manager to exccttt¢ the parallel I O request.

[, I 2 t _ I 4 I s 1 6 [ z_ a I 9"1 _o l" I '2 I

MAIN STORAGE

] _ I 4 I 7 ] 10 DISK 1

[ ? [ 5 I a I 1_ L:-2:?,- ..... 7_:_:_;?:i ::: :--::-::-:r:--] DISK 2

[ 3 I 6 [ g I f2 IlllIIliIll11Nllllllll!ltlIIll_!!!llIl_lll_lllll_l_i_llt}illltl!!!!!ll111|

f-tgttrc 5 Inlcrlca_lngda_a,'_ldl_ks

DISK 3
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The practical implementation of the three algorithms described above is carried out with The

Force, TM a preprocessor which provides a FORTRAN style parallel programming language

utilizing a set of parallel constructs. [ARPV] and [ARSV] are implemented with regular CALL

statements to PIOM: each process executes independently of the other its call to a subroutine,

delivering a different data bufl'er. [SRPV] and [SRSV] are implemented with the FORCECALL

executable statement to PIOM: this construct causes the entire processes to jump and execute

parallel calls to PIOM. In the latter case, the processes' ids are automatically passed to PIOM.

Performance results for the three algorithms are reported in Tables II, III and IV. Tables II and III

are associated with a segment size equal respectively to I sector (1024 bytes) and I track 165536

bytes). They compare the performance of the three algorithms for a parallel read request consisting

of retrieving a 24 Mbytes data stream using 2 CPU's. Wall-clock, system time and user time are

reported. System time corresponds It) the time elapsed in PIOM managing parallelism. User time

is associated with I/O overhead.

Table II. Performance results

Parallel read- -Information size = 24 Mb-Segment size = I sector

Clock System User
(sec) (sec) (sec)

Chunking 1-222 7.777E -5 3.482E- 2

Interleaving (buffering} 4885 2.0565 2922E - 2

Interleaving 6.604 0.5916 2.523

Table llI. Performance results

Parallel read Infi_rmation size=24 M b Segment size= I track

Clock System User
Isecj (sec) (sec)

Chunking 1.222

Interleaving [bufferingl 4.120
Interleaving 1' 150

7.777E - 5 3.482E - 2

1965 3917E - 2

q 301:_- 3 7-643E - 2

Write

S peed-u p

Read

Speed-up

Table IV Speed-up

Chunking algorithm - Information st,'c= 2iX) Mb

I Process 2 Processes 3 Processes

tscc) (secl Iscc)

21 603 12 208 10036
I.O 1.77 2.15

I-165 0-584 O,3qO

1.0 1"99 29q
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For,__,egmcnt ,,ize equal to 1 sector, the chunking algorithm is by far the fastest. For this

example, the number of segments to be processed, which is given by, the ratio information

size segment sizc. i_ such that the interleaving ulgorithn_ has a high overhead associated with 1;'0

instructions, and the intcrlcu,,ing ,aith bull'cring :tlgorithrn has ,i high c,',crhead associated with

PIOM',; im, tructions.

Ho,,,,c,,er. h_r a ,,¢_mcnl silo cqmil I_ I lrack, the intcrlc;lvitlg algorithm perfc, rms besl. This is

because for the given segment size. Kaer _egments need to be processed and less time is elapsed in
I O instructzorls

The abo_e results provide the u,,cr with a guidance for the selection of any of the three

implemented paratlcl algorithms.

Table IV reports the wall-clock time and measured speed-up for parallel read,write requests

using thc chunking algorithm. ()nlv three out of the four available ('RAY-2 CPU's were activated

because onl.,, three different disks ,,_cre available. For each case, the size of the data stream to be

processed w_,s fixed to 200 Mbvtes.

Clearly, ,.er.v high speed-ups are achic_cd for both read Wrife parallel requests. Note, however,

the pathological performance for the write case with three processors. We have not yet been able

to justify Ibis particular result

6. CONCLUSION

Finite clement anal3,ses are known to bc 1,O bounded. In this paper, two approaches are presented

to specd I O manipulations through p_,rMlcl processing The first approach deals with local

memory MIMD multiprocessors and is based on a substructuring technique, The second

approach is dedicated to shared memory multiproccssors, It has bcel_ implemented and tested on

a CRAY-2 system with four CPU's. The obtained performance results confirm the potential of

parallel processing in IO manipulations. Future work will addrcss IO operations on the data

vaults of the Connection Machine (65,536 proccssors).
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Abstract. A novel domain decomposition approach for the parallel finite

element solution of equilibrium equations is presented. The spatial domain is

partitioned into a set of totally disconnected subdomains, each assigned to an

individual processor. Lagrange multipliers are introduced to enforce compatibil-

ity at the interface nodes. In the static case, each floating subdomain induces a

local singularity that is resolved in two phases. First, the rigid body modes are

eliminated in parallel from each local problem and a direct scheme is applied con-

currently to all subdomains in order to recover each partial local solution. Next.

the contributions of these modes are related to the Lagrange multipliers through

an orthogonality condition. A parallel conjugate projected gradient algorithm is

developed for the solution of the coupled system of local rigid modes components

and Lagrange multipliers, which completes the solution of the problem. \Vhen

implemented on local memory multiprocessors, this proposed method of tearing

and interconnecting requires less interprocessor communications than the classi-

cal method of substructuring. It is also suitable for parallel/vector computers

with shared memory. Moreover, unlike parallel direct solvers, it exhibits a degree

of parallelism that is not limited by the bandwidth of the finite element system

of equations.



I. Introduction

A number of methods based on domain decomposition procedures have been

proposed in recent years for the parallel solution of both static and dynamic

finite element equations of equilibrium. Most of these methods are derived from

the popular substructuring technique. Typically, the finite element domain is

decomposed into a set of subdomains and each of these is assigned to an individual

processor. The solution of the local problems is trivially parallelized and usually

a direct method is preferred for this purpose. Parallel implementations of both a

direct (Farhat, Wilson [1]) and an iterative (Nour-Omid, Ra_fsky and Lyzenga [2])

solution of the resulting interface problem have been reported in the literature.

A number of more original approaches have also been spurred by the advent of

new paxallel processors. Ortiz and Nour-Omid [3] have developed a family of

unconditionally stable concurrent procedures for transient finite element analysis

and Farhat [4] has designed a multigrid-like algorithm for the massively parallel

finite element solution of static problems. Both of these developments relate to

the divide and conquer paradigm but depart from classical substructuring.

In this paper, we present a parallel finite element computational method for

the solution of static problems that is also a departure from the classical method

of substructures. The unique feature about the proposed procedure is that it

requires fewer interprocessor communication than traditional domain decompo-

sition algorithms, while it still offers the same amount of parallelism. Roux [5.

6] has presented an early version of this work that is limited to a ve_. speciM

class of problems where a finite element domain can be partitioned into a set

of disconnected but non-floating subdomains. Here, we generalize the method

for arbitrary finite element problems and arbitrary mesh partitions. V_:e denote

the resulting computational strategy by "finite element tearing and interconnect-

ing" because of its resemblance with the very early work of Kron [7] on tearing

methods for electric circuit models. In Section 2, we partition the finite element

domain into a set of totally disconnected subdomains and derive a computational

strategy from a hybrid variational principle where the inter-subdomain continuity

constraint is removed by the introduction of a Lagrange multiplier. An arbitrary

mesh partition typically contains a set of floating subdomains which induce local

singularities. The handling of these singularities is treated in Section 3. First.

the rigid body modes are eliminated in parallel from each local problem and a

direct scheme is applied concurrently to all subdomains in order to recover each

partial local solution. Next, the contributions of these modes are related to the

Lagrange multipliers through an orthogonality condition. A parallel conjugate

projected gradient algorithm is developed in Section 4 for the solution of the



coupledsystem of local rigid modescomponentsand Lagrangemultipliers, which
completesthe solution of the problem. Section5 dealswith the preconditioning of
the interface problem in order to speedup the recoveryof the Lag'rangemultipli-
ers. Section 6 emphasizesthe parallel characteristicsof the proposedmethod and
Section 7 contrasts it with the method of substructures. Section8 discussessome
important issuesrelated to the partitioning of a given finite element mesh. Fi-
nally Section9 illustrates the method with structural exampleson the distributed
memory hypercubeiPSC (32 processors)and the sharedmemory parallel/vector
CRAY-2 system(4 processors),and Section 10concludesthe paper.

2. Finite element tearing and interconnecting

Here we present a domain decompositionbasedalgorithm associatedwith a hy-
brid formulation for the parallel finite element solution of the linear elastostatic
problem. However, the method is equally applicable to the finite element solu-
tion of any self-adjoint elliptic partial differential equation. For the sakeof clarity,
we considerfirst the caseof two subdomains, then generalizethe method for an
arbitrary number of subdomains.

The variational form of the three-dimension,'dboundary-va.lueproblem to be
solvedgoesasfollows. Given f and h, find the <iisplacement function u which is

a stationary point of the energy functional:

1

a(,,,) = E<i(,,,,v)- (v,.i)-(v,h)r

where

a(v, w) = f_ v(i,j)CijklW, k,l) dr2

(v,f) = f vifi dr2

(v,h)r = Jfr vihi dr
h

(1)

In the above, the indices i,j,k take the value 1 to 3, v(i,j) = (t,i,j 4-z,j,i)/2 and

l)i, j denotes the partial derivative of the i - th component of v with respect to

the j - th spatial variable, Cijkl are the elastic coefficients, fl denotes the volume

of the elastostatic body, r' its piecewise smooth boundary, and Ph the piece of F

where the tractions hi are prescribed.

3



If f_ is subdivided into two regions f_a and f_2 (fig. 1), solving the above

elastostatic problem is equivalent to finding the two displacements functions ul

and u2 which are stationary points of the energy functionals:

1

J ff v_ ) = _a( vl , vl )n, -(vl,f)n, - (vl,h)rl

1

d2(v2) = _a(v2, v2)n2 - (v2, f)n, - (v2, h)r2

where

a(vl,wl)n, = fn vl(i"i)cijklwl(_"O dfl
1

a(v2, w2)f_ _ -- _ V2(i,j)CijL.IW2(kd) d_2
2

(v_,/)n_ = fn v_ifi d_
1

(v2,f)na = f_ t'2ifi df_

(vx,h)rt = fr vlihi dF
hi

(v2,h)r2 = fr v2ih i dF
h2

(2)

and which satisfy on the interface bomldary FI the continuity constraint:

(3)



FIG. 1 Decomposition in t_'o subdomains

Solving the two above variational problems 2) with the subsidiary continuity

condition (3) is equivalent to finding the saddL point of the Lagrangian:

J*(vl,v_,,) = J1(_,1)+ J2(, ) + (v_ - vs,,)r,

where (4)

_)r, = f_ ,(vl-v_)dr
JF !

-- that is, finding the two displacement fields Ul and u2 and the Lagrange mul-

tiplier _ which satisfy:

(5)

for any admissible vl, v2 and/_. Clearly, the left inequality in (5) implies that

(ul - u2,#)r_ <_ (ul - u2,)_)r_, wtfich imposes that (u_ - us,/_)r_ = 0 for an3"

admissible # and therefore ul = u2 on I"i. The right inequality in (5) imposes

that Jl(u_ )+ ,/2(u2) _< 0r_(v_)+ d2(v2) for any pair of admissible functions (z'_, v2 ).

5



This implies that amongall admissiblepairs (vl, v2) which satisfy the continuity

condition (3), the pair (ul, u2) minimizes the sum of the energy functionals J1

and J2 defined respectively on _1 and Q2. Therefore, ul and u2 are the restriction

of the solution u of the non-partitioned problem (1) to respectively _1 and f12.

Indeed, equations (4) and (5) correspond to a hybrid variational principle where

the inter-subdomain continuity constraint (3) is removed by the introduction of

a Lagrange multiplier (see, for example, Pian [8]).

If now the displacement fields ul and u2 are expressed by suitable shape

functions as:

ul = Nux and u2 = Nu2

and the continuity equation is enforced for the discrete problem, a standard

Galerkin procedure transforms the hybrid variational principle (4) in the fol-

lowing algebraic system:

Klul =fl+BiT_

K2u2 = f2 - B_ (6)

BlUl -- B2u2

where Kj, uj, and fj, j = 1, 2, are respectively the stiffness matrix, the displace-

ment vector, and the prescribed force vector associated with the finite element

discretization of fij. The vector of Lagrange rc,xltipliers A represents the interac-
tion forces between the two subdomains _1 and _2 along their conm;on boundary

Ft. Within each subdomain _j, we denote the :mmber of interior nodal unknowns
, I The total number of

by nj and the number of interface nodal unk::owns by nj.
interface nodal unknowns is denoted by hi. No:e that ni = n{ = n I in the partic-

ular case of two subdomains. If the interior degrees of freedom are numbered first

and the interface ones are numbered last, eacil of the two connectivity matrices

B1 and B2 takes the form:

B i --- [Oj Ij] j = 1,2

s I identity matrix.where Oj is an n_ x nj null matrix and Ij is the n / x nj .

vector of Lagrange multipliers ,k is ni long.

If both K1 and K2 are non-singular, equations (6) can be written as:

The

6



(B1K_'IBT+B2K_-IBT)A = B2K_'lf2-B1K71fl
u, = K_'l(fl + BTJk)
._ = g71(f2- B_r_)

(7)

and the solution of (6) is obtained by solving the first of equations (7) for the

Lagrange multipliers A, then substituting these in the second of (7) and back-

solving for ul and u2.

For an arbitrary number of subdomains gtj, the method goes as follows°

First, the finite element mesh is "torn" into a set of totally disconnected meshes

(fig. 2).

llll|llilll_
llllllllll
Illllllllllilllll 

_ I]lJl]lJf[J]

1

_ }till• [_t[11

4 _

K

FIG. 2 Finite Element Tearing

For each mesh, the stiffness matrix Kj and the vector of prescribed forces f) are
k

formed. Next, for each Qj, a set of boolean symbolic matrices Bj are set up to
_ is

interconnect the mesh of _j with those of its neighbors _. In general, Bj

nl × (n; + n_) and has the following pattern:



ol(j,k)]
k k

Bj = Cj

o (j, k)

where O1 (j, k) is an rnl (j, k) x (n;+n_) zero matrix, O2(j, k) is another rn2(j, k)x
k

(n; + n_) zero matrix and Cj is an rnc(j,k) x (n; + n_) connectivity matrix,

me(j, k) is the number of Lagrange multipliers that interconnect flj with its

neighbor f/k, and rnl(j, k) and m2(j, k) are two non-negative integers which satisfy
k

m_(j, k) + rnc(j, k) + m2(j, k) = nl. The connectivity matrix Cj can be written

as:

k k
Cj = [Oa(j,k) Ij O4(j,k)]

k
where O,(j, k) is an rnc(j,k) x rn3(j, k) zero matrix, Ij is the rn¢(j, k) x rn_(j, k)

identity matrix, O4(j, k) is another rnc(j, k) x m4(j, k) zero matrix, and m3(j, k)

and m4(j,k) are two non-negative integers which verify rn3(j,k) + m_(j,1") +

s z If a i and N_ denote respectively the number of subdomainsm4(j, k) = nj + nj.

flk that are adjacent to f_j and the total number of subdomains, the finite element

variational interpretation of the saddle-point problem (4) generates the following

algebraic system:

k_---aj

Kjuj : fi+ Z j = 1,N,
k=l

B_uj = BJuk j = 1,N, and fl_, connected to f_j

(s)

If Kj is non-singular for all j = 1, N,, the solution procedure (7) can be

extended to the case of a_n arbitrary number of subdomains. However, the finite

element tearing process described in this section may produce some "floating"

subdomains fly which are characterized by a singular stiffness matrix Kf. When

this happens, the above solution algorithm (7) breaks down and a special com-

putational strategy is required to handle the local singularities.

_re refer to the computational procedure presented herein as the method

of finite element tearing and interconnecting because of its resemblance with

Kron's tearing method [7] for electric circuit models. We also note that the

utility of Lagrange multipliers specifically for domain decomposition has also



beenpreviously recognizedby other investigators (Dihn, Glowinsky and Periaux
[9], Dora" [10]).

3. Handling local singularities

Again, we focus on the two-subdomain tearing. The extrapolation to No > 2 is

straightforward. For example, suppose that fl corresponds to a cantilever beam

and that f_l and _22 are the result of a vertical partitioning (fig. 3).

NN

FIG. 3 Decomposition resulting in a singular subdomain

In this case, K1 is positive definite m_d K2 is positive semi-definite since no

boundary condition is specified over _2. Therefore, the second of equations (6):

K2u,, = f2 - B T,k (9)



requiresspecialattention. If the singular system(9) is consistent,apseudo-inverse
of K2 can be found, -- that is a matrix K + which verifies K2K+K2 = K2, and

the general solution of (9) is given by

= - syx) + (10)

where R2 is an (n_ +n/) x n_ rectangular matrix whose columns form a basis of the

null space of K2, and c_ is a vector of length n_. Physically, R2 represents the rigid

body modes of fZ2 and ct specifies a linear combination of these. Consequently,

we have n_ < 6 for three-dimensional problems, and n_ < 3 for two-dimensional

problems. Substituting (10) into (7) leads to:

(B1K_-IBT + B2K+BT)A = -B,KT'fl + B2(K+f2 + R2a)

u_ = Kxl(fl + Br,x)

u2 --- K+(f2-BTA)+R2a

(11)

It should be noted that:

1. because Bj is a boolean operator, the result of its application to a matrix or

vector quantity should be interpreted as an extraction process rather than a

matrix-matrix or matrix-vector product. For example, B2R2 is the restric-

tion of the local rigid modes R2 of _2 to the interface unknowns. In the

sequel we adopt the notation:

R_ = B2R2

2. the pseudo-inverse K + does not need to be explicitly computed. For a given

input vector v, the output vector K+v and the rigid modes R2 can be

obtained at almost the same computational cost as the response vector K_-lv.

where K1 is non-singular (see appendix A).

3. system (11) is under-determined. Both A and cz need to be determined before

Ul and u2 can be found, but only three equations are available so far.

Since K2 is symmetric, the singular equation (9) admits at least one solution

if and only if the right hand side (f2 - B TA) has no component in the null space

of K2. This can be expressed as:

RT(f2- BTA) = 0 (12)

I0



The above orthogonality condition provides the missing equation for the complete

solution of (11). Combining (11) and (12) yields after some algebraic manipula-

tions:

Ul

U2

= K_-l(fl + BTx)

= K+(f2 - BTA) + R2c_ (13)

where

Fr = (B1KI-IB T + B2K+B T)

Clearly, FI is symmetric positive definite and R / has full column rank. Therefore,

the system of equations in (X,,_) is symmetric and non-singular. It admits a

unique solution (X, cx) which uniquely determines ul and u2.

It is important to note that since n_ _< 6, systems (13) and (7) have almost

the same size. For an arbitrary nun_ber of subdomains :V, of which NI are

floating, the additional number of equations introduced by the handling of local

singularities is bounded by 6N/. For large-scale problems and relatively coarse

mesh partitions, this number is a very small fraction of the size of the global

system. On the other hand, if a given tearing process does not result in any

floating subdomain, o_ is zero and the systems of equations (13) and (7) are
identical.

Next, we present a numerical algorithm for the solution of (13).

4. A preconditioned conjugate projected gradient algorithm

Here we focus on the solution of the non-singular system of equations:

[ FI-OR/] X = --gTf2 ]-R/T [o_] [ B2K+f2 - B1K_-lfl

where

Fz = BIK_'IB T+ B2K+B T

11

(14)



We seekan efficient solution algorithm that doesnot require the explicit assembly
of F_.

The solution to the above problem can be expressed as:

A = -H(B2K+f2 - B,Ki-lfl) + TR+f2

ce = TT(B1K71fl - B:K+f2)- URTf2

where

-I I -I IT -I
H_ = F71- F I l:t2U R 2 F I

T = F_'ll:t2/U -1

V -- rtITl2-1rtI--'_'2 _"I _"2

(15)

As written in (15), this solution procedure is not recommended because it

requires either the evaluation of the inverse of F/, or the nested solutions of two

T:_ITp-I_I It is noted bv Fletcher [11] that iflinear systems involving Fs and _'-2 _/ _'-2.

two matrices S and Z are computed such that:

S TR / = I

zTR_ = O (16)

an alternative representation of the solution to (14) is given by:

A

c_

where

H=

T =

= -H(B2K+f2- B1KT'fl)+ TR+f2

= TT(B,KT'f, - B2K+f2)- UR_f:

z(ZTFIZ)-IZ T

S - HFIS

U = sTFIHFIS - sTFIS

(,17)

which does not require the explicit assembly of FI if a suitable iterative scheme is

chosen for solving all the temporary systems involving the quantity (zTFxz) -1.

Still, the above solution procedure is not feasible because it requires the compu-

tation of S and Z -- typically via a QR factorization of some matrix involving

12



R2z [11], and the iterative solution of too many temporary systemsbefore ,k and
a can be obtained.

Clearly, the nature of FI makes the solution of (14) inadequate by any tech-

nique which requires this submatrix explicitly. This implies that a direct method

or an iterative method of the SOR type cannot be used. The only efficient method

of solving (14) in the general sparse case is that of conjugate gradients, because

once K1 and K2 have been factorized, matrix-vector products of the form F:v

can be performed very efficiently using only forward and backward substitutions.

Unfortunately, the Lagrangian matrix: ,.

F, -R_]L = _R_T 0

is indefinite so that a straightforward conjugate gradient algorithm cannot be

directly applied to the solution of (14). However, the conjugate gradient iteration

with the projected gradient (see, for example, Gill and Murray [12]) can be used

to obtain the sought-after solution. In order to introduce the latter solution

algorithm, we first note that solving (14) is equivalent to solving the equality

constraint problem:

minimize _(A) = 1ATFIA+(B1KI'f,-B2K+f2)TA

_ubject to RIT)_ = RTf2

(18)

Since F.r is symmetric positive definite, a conjugate gradient algorithm is most

suitable for computing the unique solution to the unconstrained problem. There-

fore, this algorithm will converge to the solution to (1S) if and only if it can be

modified so that the constraint R/TA = RTf2 is satisfied at each iteration. This

can be achieved by projecting all the search directions onto the null space of R{.

13



The result is a conjugate gradient algorithm with the projected gradient. It
is of the form:

Initialize

Pick A (°) such that R2/TA (°) = RTf2

r(°) = (B2K_f2 - BIK_-Ifl) (19)

Iterate k = I,_, ... until convergence

/3(k) = r(k--1)Tr(k-1)/r(k--2)Tr(k--2) (/3 (1) = O)

s (k) = r (k-l) + _(k)S(k-1) (S (1) = r(°))

s (k) [I I I T I-1RIT]stk)= - R2(R 2 R2)

7(k) = r(k-1)Tr(k-1)/S(k)TFls(k)

A(k) = A(k-_) + 7(_)s(k)

r (k) = r (k-a) _ 7(_)Fis (_')

(20)

A fast scheme for finding a starting X (°) which satisfies the constraint

R_TA (°) = RTf2 is given in appendix B. Clearly, R21Ts (k) = 0 for all k > 1.

Therefore, RITA (k) = RITA (°) which indicates that the approximate solution

k (_') satisfies the linear equality constraint of problem (14) at each iteration k.

It is also important to note that within each iteration, only one projection is

performed. This projection is relatively inexpensive since the o1113' implicit com-

putations that are involved are associated with the matrix _ITI_I which is at

most 6 × 6. This matrix is factored once, before the first iteration begins.-Except

for this small overhead, algorithm (20) above has the Same computational cost as

the regular conjugate gradient method.

After A is found, the rigid body mode coefficients are computed as:

c_ = (R_TR_)-'(F_A B2K_'f2 + B,K_-lf,)

14



For an arbitrary number of subdomains N, of which Nf axe floating, the

equality constraint is:

RITx = ... )_ = RTf = 0 0 T

Only those columns of R T which operate on Lagrange multipliers that are

associated with FIn _j are non-zero. The projection matrix is P = [I-

RI(RI TRI)- 1R I T] where R I TRI is generally banded of dimension at most equal

to 6Nf. The banded structure of P is determined by the subdomains intercormec-

tivity. If for practical reasons this banded structure is not exploited, the number

of three-dimensional floating subdomains should be kept as small as possible,

say less than thirty two, which implies that the proposed computational method

would be suitable only for coarse and medium grain multiprocessors.

5. Preconditioning the interface problem

As in the case of the conjugate gradient method, the conjugate projected gra-

dient algorithm is most effective when applied to the preconditioned system of

equations. It should be noted that even in the presence of floating subdomains.

only FI needs to be preconditioned and not the global Lagrangian matrix L. In

the case of two subdomains, FI can be written in matrix form as:

[ 1 o][o 1FI = [B1 B2] K1
O K_ -1 S T (21)

where K71, j = 1,2, is replaced by K + if Qj is a floating subdomain. The

objective is to find an approximate inverse pll of FI that: (a) does not need to be

explicitly assembled (especially since FI is not explicitly assembled), and (b) that

is amenable to parallel computations. The matrix P is then the preconditioner.

Equation (21) above suggests the following choice for p)-l:

p/1 = [B1 B2] O K2 B Tj

15



At each iteration k, the preconditioned conjugate projected gradient algorithm

involves the solution of an auxiliary system of the form:

Piz (k) = r (k) (23)

where r (k) is the residual at the k - th iteration. The particular choice of p_-I

given in (22) offers the advantage of solving (23) explicitly without the need for

any intermediate factorization.

For computational efficiency, p_-I is implemented as:

(24)

where K / and K / are the traces of K1 and K2 on FI. Clearly, with this choice

for the preconditioner, the auxiliary system (23) is "cheap", easy to solve and

perfectly parallelizable on both local and shared memory parallel architectures.

Since we do not have a strong mathematical justification for this choice of

the preconditioner, we have conducted a set of numerical experiments to assess

a priori its performance. A fixed-fixed cylindrical panel was discretized with an

N by 2_I regular mesh and was modeled with 4 node shell elements (fig. 4). All

test cases used Ns = 2 and a vertical slicing.

FIG. 4 Cylindrical panel - N, = 2
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Table 1 shown belowreports the condition numbersof the global stiffnessmatrix
K, the subdomain stiffnessmatrices K1 and K2, and the original and precondi-

tioned interface flexibility matrices Fr and P}'IFj-, for various values of N.

TABLE 1

Condition number_

Cylindrical panel - N by 2I.I mesh - shell elements - 2 subdomains

N M _;(K) g(K1) g(K2) g(Fi) _(P_-IFI)

10 5 2.5 104 5.6 103 5.6 103 1.4 104 4.9 102

20 10 3.4 105 2.1 104 2.1 104 2.8 104 3.8 103

40 20 5.4 l0 s 9.1 104 9.1 104 1.2 10 s 3.1 104

For this test problem, the condition number of the preconditioned interface

is two order of magnitude lower than that of the global problem.

The extrapolation of (22) and (24) to N, > 2 is straightforward. In order to

reduce furthermore the number of preconditioned conjugate projected gradient

iterations, the selective reorthogonalization procedure developed by Roux and

reported in [13] is also utilized.

6. Parallel characteristics of the proposed method

Like most domain decomposition based algorithms, the proposed method of finite

element tearing and interconnecting is perfectly suitable for parallel processing.

If every subdomain f/j is assigned to an individual processor pj, all local finite

element computations can be performed in parallel. These include forming and

assembling the stiffness matrix Kj and the forcing vector f j, factoring K/ and

eventually computing the rigid modes R j, as well as backsolving for uj after ,k and

ct have been determined. The conjugate projected gradient algorithm described

in Section 4 is also amenable to parallel processing. For example, the matrix-

vector product F rs (k) can be computed in parallel by assigning to each processor
k --lnk T (k)

pj the task of evaluating y_k) = BjKj t_j sj , and exchanging 3,_k) with the
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processorsassignedto neighboring subdomalns in order to assemble the global

result. Interprocessor communication is required only during the solution of the

interface problem (14) and takes place exclusively among neighboring processors

during the assembly of the subdomain results.

At this point, we stress that the parallel solution method developed herein

requires inherently less interprocessor communication than other domain decom-

position based parallel algorithms. As mentioned earlier, interprocessor com-

munication within the proposed method occurs only during the solution of the

interface problem (14). The reader should trace back this problem as well as the

presence of the Laura.age multipliers to the integral quantity:

(13i -- Vj,/_)F,,i "- fF /_(Vi -- Vj)
(°-5)

where F.r,i is the interface between subdomains f/i and f2j. If Fz_j has a zero

measure, then (vi - vj, A)r_o = 0 and no exchange of information is needed be-
tween f2i and f2j. Therefore the subdomains which interconnect along one edge

in three-dimensional problems and those which interconnect along one vertex in

both two and three-dimensional problems do not require any interprocessor com-

munication. This is unlike the parallel method of substructures, whether the

interface problem is solved with a direct scheme [1] or with an iterative one [2].

For a three-dimensional regular mesh that is partitioned into subcubes, the pro-

posed method of finite element tearing and interconnecting requires that each

subdomaln communicate with at most six neighboring subdomains (since a cube

has only six faces), while the parallel method of substructures necessitates that

each subdomain communicate with up to 26 neighbors (fig. 5). This communi-

cation characteristic makes the proposed parallel solution method very attractive

for a multiprocessor with a distributed memory such as a hypercube. Indeed.

the advantages of the method for tlfis family of parallel processors are two folds:

(a) the number of message-passing is dramatically reduced, wlfich reduces the

overhead due to communication start-up, and (b) the complexity of the commu-

nication requirements is improved so that an optimal mapping of the processors

onto the subdomains can be reached (Bokhari [14], Farhat [15]); therefore the

elapsed time for a given message is improved. Both enhancements (a) and (b)

reduce the communication overhead of the parallel solution algorithm in a syner-

gistic manner. This algorithmic feature of the proposed method is still desirable

for shared memory multiprocessors because it eases the assembly process during
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the interface solution and makesthe latter more manageable. It is not however
ascritical for the performanceasit is for local memory,multiprocessors.

4 RATHER THAN 8

"q •

FIG. 5 Reduced interprocessor communication patterns

for two and three-dimensional regular mesh partitions

7. Tearing vs. substructuring

Another difference between the subdomain based parallel solution method devel-

oped in this paper and the parallel method of substructures lies in the formulation

of the interface problem. For the method of substructures, the interface problem

corresponds to a stiffness formulation. For the two-subdomain decomposition it

can be written as:

(KzI- KTzK-[:IK,I- KTIK_K:I)ut ---- fH-KT[K51fzl-KTIK_j1f22 (26)

where KH, K:z and K22 are the stiffness matrices associated respectively with

the interface nodes and the interior nodes of subdomains f2z and f_2, and KII and
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K2_" are the coupling stiffnesses between respectively fh and F1 and f12 and F_

(see, for example [1] for further details). A standard conjugate gradient algorithm

may be used for solving (26). On the other hand, the resulting interface problem

for the method of finite element tearing and interconnecting corresponds to a

flezibili_y formulation. For the two-subdomain decomposition, it can be written

as in (14) and necessitates the use of a conjugate projected gradient algorithm

for finding the solution X.

If Ka and K2 are partitioned into internal and boundary (interface) compo-

nents and then are injected into the first of equations (7), it can be easily shown

that:

B,IK_-IBT (K(_) T -, -,= - KlzK 1 KI_)

B2K_-IBT r_-(2) r -1 -1= _'"II- K2-rK2 K2_)
(27)

where Ki_ ) and ""ItW(2)denote respectively the contributions of the first and second

subdomains to KII. Equations (27) above establish the relationship between

both approaches to domain decomposition.

The computational implications of the differences between the two solution

methods are as follows:

* within each iteration, the solution process of problem (14) requires an

additional computational step which corresponds to the projection of the

search direction onto the null space of l:t_.

• within each iteration, the solution process of problem (14) requires the

evaluation of the matrix-vector product B/K_IBTs (_1, while the solution

process of problem (26) requires the evaluation of the matrix-vector product

K T K-I,_- _(k) Given that Bj is a boolean matrix and that its applicationjI jj -r_JI° •

to a matrix or a vector defines a floating-point-free extraction process, each

conjugate gradient iteration applied to (14) is less computationally intensive

than its counterpart that is applied to (26).

• since a conjugate gradient algorithm captures initially the high frequency

mesh mode of a problem, it can be expected to perform better on a flexibility

matrix than on a stiffness matrix because the high frequencies of the former

are indeed the low frequencies of the stiffness matrix which are closer to the

solution of the static problem.
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In the light of the aboveremarks, it is reasonableto expect that for a given mesh
partition:

• eachconjugate projected gradient iteration that is applied to the solution
of the interface problem (14) which results from the method of finite element

tearing and interconnecting will not be slower -- and may be even faster

for large-scale problems and a small number of interface nodes, than each

conjugate gradient iteration applied to the solution of the interface problem

(26) which results from the method of substructures.

• the iterative solution of the interface problem associated with the tearing

method will exhibit a faster rate of convergence than the iterative solution

of the interface problem resulting from the conventional method of substruc-

tures.

Finally, it should be noted that domain decomposition methods in general

exhibit a larger degree of parallelism than parallel direct solvers. The efficiency of

the latter is governed by the bandwidth of the given finite element system of equa-

tions. If the bandwidth is not large enough, interprocessor communication and/or

process synchronization can dominate the work done in parallel by each proces-

sor. This is true not only for multiprocessors with a message-passing system, but

also for super-vector-multiprocessors with a shared memory such as the CRAY

systems, where synchronization primitives are rather expensive. Therefore. the

computational method described in this paper should be seriously considered

for large-scale problems with a relatively small or medium bandwidth. These

problems are typically encountered in the finite element analysis of large space

structures which are often elongated and include only a few elements along one

or two directions (Farhat [16]). The method is also recommended for problems

where the storage requirements of direct solvers cannot be met.

8. Optimal mesh decomposition

The computational method described in this paper requires that the given finite

element mesh be partitioned into as many submeshes as there are available pro-

cessors. In this section, we establish some guidelines for the design of an optimal

mesh partition by analyzing the effect of its structure on the performance of the

global solution algorithm.

From the numerical point of view, the proposed solution method is hybrid in

the sense it combines a direct and an iterative schemes. The direct solver is ap-

plied to each subdomain problem, the iterative one to the interface between these
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subdomains. If the meshpartition is suchthat the bandwidth of eachsubdomain
problem is of the sameorder as the bandwidth of the global unpartitioned sys-
tem of equations, the overall algorithm performs moreoperations than a direct
method applied to the global unpartitioned system, independently of how fast
the interface problem converges.The slicing of a parallelepiped along its largest
dimension yields sucha partition (fig. 6). If on the other hand the sameparal-
lelepiped is partitioned such that the bandwidth of eachsubdomain problem is
much smaller than the bandwidth of the original firrite element system (fig. 7),
and if the convergenceof the interface problem is fast enough, the method of
finite element tearing and interconnecting may produce the solution with fewer
computations than a global direct solver.

FIG. 6 Stripwise partitioning of a par, Ilclepiped

FIG. 7 Bozwi._e partitioning of a paralIeIepiped

Besides conditioning, there are two other factors which affect the convergence

of the interface problem (14) and which are directly related to the mesh partition:
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(a) the number of interfacenodes,and (b) the interconnectivity of the subdomains

along their interface. It can be easily checked that within one iteration of the

conjugate projected gradient algorithm, a new information that is issued from a

subdomain _j reaches only those subdomains that interconnect with _Qj along

an edge or a plane. Therefore, the interface problem converges faster for . mesh

partition that is characterized by a larger effective interconnectivity b_.-. _th.

The above observations suggest that an automatic finl_e element mesh de-

composer that is suitable for the compute ional method described herein should

meet or strike a balanced comprom;.se bet _;en the ._:_ven following requirements:

1. it should yield a set of _ubdomains where t_,e bandwidth of each local problem

is only a fraction of the bant4width of tl,e global system of equations;

2. it should keep ',he amount o:: _.tezface nodes as small as possible in order to

reduce the _]ze of the interfac _roblem;

3. it should yield a set of subdomains with a relatively high interconnectivity

bandwidth so that within each iteration a new correctiotl reaches as many

subdomains as possible;

4. it should avoid producing subdomains with "bad" aspect ratio (for example,

elongated and flat subdomains) in order to keep the local problems as well-

conditioned as possible;

5. it should deliver as few as possible floating subdomains in order to keep the

cost associated with the projected gradients as low as possible;

6. it should yield a set of balanced subdomains in order to ensure that the

overall computational load will be as evenly distributed as possible among

the processors;

7. it should be able to handle irregular geometry and arbitrary discretization

in order to be general purpose.

For some mesh topologies, it becomes very difficult to meet simultaneously

requirements (1), (2) and (4). In that case, priority should be given to the

first two requirements. However, we have found that for many problems, the

above requirements can be met, using for example a slightly modified version

of the general purpose finite element decomposer presented by Farhat in [17].

Several decomposition examples are described in Section 9. The most challenging

problem that is yet to be resolved is the rational relationship between the mesh

decomposition and the interface conditioning.
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9. Applications and performance assessment

We first illustrate the proposed parallel computational method with the static

analysis on a 32 processor iPSC/2 hypercube of a three-dimensional mechanical

joint subjected to internal pressure loading. V_re report performance results which

show that the parallel method of tearing exhibits a better speed-up than the

parallel method of conventional substructuring because it consumes three times

less interprocessor communication. Next, we apply our algorithm to the large-

scale finite element analysis on a 4 processor CRAY-2 of a three-dimensional

cantilever composite beam made of more than one hundred stiff carbon fibers

bound by a nearly incompressible elastomer matrix. We report and discuss in

details the measured performance results for various mesh partitioning strategies.

For that problem, the proposed solution method outperforms the direct Choleski

factorization by a factor greater than three, even for configurations that yield

very ill-conditioned systems. In the following, NP, NE, NDF, Tin,g, Tp and

SP denote respectively the number of processors, the number of elements, the

number of degrees of freedom, the time elapsed in message-passing, the total

parallel time and the overall parallel speed-up.

The finite element discretization of the mechanical joint using S node brick

elements is shown in figure 8. Two meshes are considered. The first one con-

tains 5002 elements, 14932 degrees of freedom and is intended for a 16 processor

cluster of the iPSC/2. The second mesh has 9912 elements, 29654 degrees of free-

dom and is constructed for a 32 processor configuration of the same hypercube.

The mesh decompositions into 16 and 32 subdomains are carefully designed to

be topologically equivalent as much as possible to a checkerboard partitioning.
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Consequently,many of the resulting subdomainsare floating.

FIG. 8 Finite element discretization of a mechanical joint

The interprocessor communication time per iteration, the total parallel exe-

cution time, and the overall parallel speed-up associated with the parallel method

of tearing and the parallel method of substructures are reported in table 2 for

both meshes. For all cases, a tolerance of 10 -3 on the global relative residuals is

selected as a convergence criterion.

TABLE 2

Performance results on iPSC/2

Mechanical joint - brick elements - 16 and 32 subdomains

_vP lYE NDF Tm.,l_r. T_,,l_r. Tp T_ SP SP
subs. tearing subs. tearing subs. tearing

16 5002 14932 16.3 m.s. 5.2 m.s. 602 s. 546 s. 14.4 15.4

32 9912 29654 17.9 m.s. 5.4 m.s. 1103 s. 917 s. 24.0 2S.S
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For both cases,the parallel tearing and parallel substructuring algorithms achieve
excellent speed-up.This is generally true for all balancedalgorithms that require
message-passingonly betweenneighboringprocessors.However,for this problem,
the tearing algorithm is faster and exhibits a 20% higher speed-upthan the con-
ventional substructuring algorithm for which the time elapsed in interprocessor
communication is 3.31 times higher. Again, becauseit avoids interprocessorcom-
munication along the edgesand cornersof the subdomains,the tearing algorithm
requires fewer message-passingstartups which, in the caseof short messages,are
known to account for the largest portion of the time elapsedin interprocessor
communication on the iPSC/2 (see,for example, the benchmarksof Boman and
Rose[18]). A performancecomparisonwith a parallel direct solveris not provided
becauseof the lack of memory spaceto store in-core the triangular factors of K.

Now that the parallel properties of the presented algorithm have been illus-

trated, we focus next on example problems that illustrate its intrinsic properties

and performance. XVe consider the large-scale finite element static analysis of the

pure bending of a set of beams made of similar jointed composite "pencils" (fig.

9). Each composite pencil contains one carbon fiber with its elastomer matrix

and is discretized in 51 vertical layers containing each 25 mesh points. The cross

section of the finite element mesh corresponding to a 16 pencil beam is shown in

figure 10.

o 0 O/o°O°oOo°OoO  o / o000?0%2o°,
O Q":_O_ ,2

0000\
\OZOZO=OZO-O

5%\ -

FIG. 9 A composite beam and a composite pencil
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FIG. 10 Cross section of the finite element mesh

.for a 16 pencil composite beam

The numerical results obtained on a 4 processor CI:kAY-2 for a 16 pencil beam

with 4S000 degrees of freedom are reported in figures (11-12). These correspond

to two extreme mesh decompostions, namely: a horizontal cross-slicing into 4

subdomains each containing 4 cantilever parallel pencils (D1), and (b) a vertical

slicing into 4 subdomains of which three are floating (D2). Poisson's ratio for the
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elastomer is 0.49.
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FIG. 11 Numerical resulta for decompoaition D1
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FIG. 12 Numerical results for decomposition D2

For each decomposition case, three curves are reported which correspond
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to monitoring convergence with three different measures: (A) the global force

relative residual, (B) the displacement relative variation, and (C) the interface

relative residual. Clearly, decomposition D1 induces a faster convergence rate

than decomposition D2. We have predicted this result since within each itera-

tion of the iterative solution of the interface problem, information reaches all of

the subdomaJns in decomposition D1, while it reaches only half of these in de-

composition D2. Another important result relates to the relative positioning of

the three curves, independently from the decomposition pattern. Note first that

convergence with the global force relative residual is harder to achieve than con-

vergence with the displacement relative variation. This is because the problem

suffers from a severe ill-conditiordng due to the incompressibility of the elastomer

(Poisson ratio = 0.49) and the elongated shape of the cantilever composite beam.

Note also that convergence with the interface relative residual is closer to con-

vergence with the displacement relative variation than it is to convergence with

the global force relative residual. This is because the interface problem is formu-

lated in the functional space of the stresses; so that its residuals correspond to a

displacement increment.

Finally, the tearing method is compared for performance with _ direct

Cholesky factorization. The same bending problem is selected for that purpose.

Several different mesh configurations which correspond to different numbers of

pencils are considered. Performance results on a CRA'X'-2 single processor are re-

ported in Table 3. A tolerance of 10 -s on the global relative residuals is selected

as a convergence criterion.
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TABLE 3

Performance results on CRAY-,_
I I I I II

Composite beam - brick elements - direct vs. 4-subdomain tearing

Number of pencils 4 9 16

NDF 13000 28000 48000

4-subdomain tearing method

NDF interface 2450 7350 14700

# iterations 130 210 300

CPU time 20 s. 73 s. 193 s.

Memory size 1.6 m.w. 4.5 m.w. 9.5. m.w.

Global Cholesky faetorization

CPU time 15 s. 130 s. 650s.

Memory size 3.6 m.w. 16 m.w. 50 m.w.

The above results demonstrate that for sufficiently large problems, the tear,

ing method can outperform direct solvers. For the particular problem above, it

runs up to 3.3 times faster than Cholesky factorization and requires 5.2 times less

memory space.

10. Closure and overview of subsequent research

A novel domain decomposition approach for the parallel finite element solution

of equilibrium equations is presented. The spatial domain is partitioned into a

set of totally disconnected subdomains, each assigned to an individual proces-

sor. Lagrange multipliers are introduced to enforce compatibility at the interface

nodes. In the static case, each floating subdomain induces a local singularity that

is resolved in two phases. First, the rigid body modes are eliminated in parallel

from each local problem and a direct scheme is applied concurrently to all sub-

domains in order to recover each partial local solution. Next, the contributions

of these modes are related to the Lagrange multipliers through an orthogonality

condition. A parallel conjugate projected gradient algorithm is developed for the
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solution of the coupled system of local rigid modes components and Lagrange

multipliers,which completes the solution of the problem. _Vhen implemented

on local memory multiprocessors,thisproposed method of tearing and intercon-

necting requires lessinterprocessorcommunications than the classicalmethod of

substructuring. Itisalsosuitableforparallel/vectorcomputers with shared mem-

ory. Large-scale example applicationsare reported on the iPSC/I and CRAY-2.

Measured performance resultsillustratethe advantages of the proposed method

and demonstrate itspotentialto outperform the classicalmethod of substructures

and paralleldirectsolvers.

It is our experience that domain decomposition methods are very sensitive

to the mesh partition. In this paper, we have outlined some guidelines for the

practical decomposition of a given finite element mesh. Subsequent research will

focus on determining the relationship between a pattern of decomposition and the

resulting conditioning of each of the local problems and the interface one. While

several preconditioners for conventional domain decomposition methods (Schur

methods) are available in the litterature, further research is needed to develop a

preconditioner for hybrid domain decomposition algorithms such as the tearing

method developped herein.

Appendix A. Solving a consistent singular system Kjuj = fj

For completeness, we include in this appendix a derivation of the solution of a

consistent singular system of equations. In this work, such a system arises in

every floating subdomain f_j and takes the form:

Kjuj = fj (2S)

where Kj is the (n; + n/) x (n; + n/) stiffness matrix associated with Qj, and uj

and fj are the corresponding displacement and forcing vectors. If f2j has n_ rigid

body modes, Kj is rank n_ deficient. Provided that fj is orthogonal to the null

space of K j, the singular system (28) is consistent and admits a general solution
of the form:

uj = K +fj+Rj_ (29)

where K + is a pseudo-inverse of gj -- that is, K + verifies KjK;Kj = K j, Rj

is a basis of the null space of Kj -- that is, Rj stores the n_ rigid body modes

of f2j, and ct is a vector of length ny containing arbitrary real coefficients.
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A. 1 Computing the rigid body modes

Let the superscripts p and r denote respectively a principal and a redundant

quantity. The singular stiffness matrix Kj is partitioned as:

[K7 KT]
Kj = LK_ rT K; r] (30)

s I " If Rj is defined as:where K_ p has full rank equal to nj -_ nj - nj.

[ _pp--l_pr]
Rj = ---J --J (31)

where I,]- is the ny x n}" identity matrix, then Rj satisfies:

K jRj - 0

Moreover, I._ has full column rank and so does l:tj. Therefore, the n_ columns

of Rj as defined in (29) form a basis of the null space of Kj.

A. 2 Computing K+fj

The partitioning of the singular matrix Kj defined in (30) implies that:

Kjrr = --JK;?rTKP2-1KP'r--J--3 (32)

Using the above identity, it can be easily checked that the matrix K + defined as:

[K _p-10]KT:[ b

is a pseudo-inverse of Kj. Therefore, a solution of the form K+fj can be also
written as:

[ -'Y]uj = K+f)= K_V f
O

In practice, Kj cannot be explicitly re-arranged as in (30). Rather, the

following should be implemented when Kj is stored in skyline form. A zero
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pivot that is encountered during the factorization process of Kj corresponds to a

redundant equation which needs to be labeled and removed from the system. The

zero pivot is set to one, the reduced column above it is copied into an extra right

hand side -- this corresponds to a forward reduction with K_ruy as right hand

side, and the coefficients in the skyline corresponding to that pivotal equation

are set to zero. At the end of the factorization process, the non-labeled equations

define the full rank matrix K_ p. The backward substitution is modified to operate
r p pp--1 pr r

also on the nj extra right hand sides in order to recover uj = -Kj Kj uj.

The above procedure for solving a consistent singular system of equations

has almost the same computational complexity as the solution of a non-singular
one.

Appendix B. Starting Lagrange multiplier vector

In this appendix we present a fast scheme for generating a starting vector X (°)

for the conjugate projected gradient algorithm (19-20). We consider the general

case of an arbitrary mesh partition.

For each floating subdomain fiJ, the corresponding component of the starting

vector has to satisfy the equality constraint:

Rj ITAj(O) = RTfj (33)

where Rj is an (n; + n_) × n; full column rank matrix which stores the rigid
I

body modes of the floating subdomain _j, Rj is the restriction of Rj to the

intersection of flj and the interface FI, and fj is the vector of prescribed forces

in _j. If A_°) is written as:

x o) = (o) (34)jt_,j

then (33) becomes:

which admits as solution:

(_fr_1, ¢0) = Rrf (35)tf.j _j )lzj
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(0) IT I -I T
/.tj -- (Rj R.j) Rjfj (36)

Therefore, a starting vector A_°) which satisfies the constraint equation (33) is

given by:

_0) I I T I -I T= R (Rj (37)

i T I r r: is the number of rigidThe matrix product (l:tj Rj) is only n_ x nj, where nj
I T I

body modes of the floating subdomain f/j. Therefore, (Rj Rj) is at most 3 × 3

in two-dimensional problems and at most 6 x 6 in three-dimensional problems,

(0) according to (37) requires little computational effort.and the evaluation of A s
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Abstract. A domain decomposition algorithm based on a hybrid variational

principle was proposed in reference [1] for the parallel finite element solution of

self-adjoint elliptic partial differential equations. First, the spatial domain was

partitioned into a set of totally disconnected subdomains and an incomplete finite

element solution was computed in each of these subdomains. Next, a number of

Lagrange multipliers equal to the number of degrees Of freedom located at the

binding interface were introduced to enforce compatibility constraints between

the independent local finite element approximations. For structural and mechan-

ical problems, the resulting algorithm was shown to outperform the conventional

method of substructures, especially on parallel processors. Here, the use of a much

lower number of Lagrange multipliers for interconnecting the incomplete field fi-

nite element solutions is investigated. When accuracy is preserved, this approach

reduces drastically the computational complexity of the Schur-complement-like

coupling system that is associated with the interface region and enhances si_oTfifi-

cantly the overall performance of the methodology. Finite element procedures for

both global and piecewise polynomial approximations of the Lagrange multipli-

ers are derived. Finally, some numerical results obtained for structural example

problems that validate the main idea and highlight its advantages are presented.



I. Introduction.

Recently, Farhat and Roux [1] have presented a parallel finite element computa-

tional method for the solution of static equilibrium problems that is a departure

from the parallel method of substructures (see, for example, Nour-Omid, A. Raef-

sky and G. Lyzenga [2], Farhat and Wilson [3]). The unique feature about the

proposed procedure is that it requires fewer interprocessor communication than

traditional domain decomposition algorithms, while it still offers the same amount

of parallelism. The computational strategy was denoted by "finite element tearing

and interconnecting" because of its resemblance with the very early work of Kron

[4] on tearing methods for electric circuit models. Basically, the f'mite element

mesh is "torn" into a set of totally disconnected submeshes and a computational

strategy is derived from a hybrid variational principle where the inter-subdomain

continuity constraint is removed via the introduction of a Lagrange multiplier

function.

In reference [1], the authors have interconnected the subdomain incomplete

finite element solutions with a number of discrete Lagrange multipliers that is

equal to the number of degrees of freedom that are lying on the binding interface.

That allowed them to recover exactly the same finite element solution as with

non-hybrid variational principles. Here, we consider the use of a substantially

lower number of discrete Lag'range multipliers, which would further enhance the

serial and parallel performance of the proposed computational algorithm when an

adequate accuracy is preserved. The fundamental idea is not essentially different

from the one presented in the mathematical work of Dorr [5]. In order to motivate

this approach, we first re-derive in Section 2 the basic method of tearing and

interconnecting and summarize its major computational advantages. In Sections

3 and 4, we develop polynomial and piecewise low order polynomial expressions for

the finite element discretization of the interface Lagrange multiplier function and

describe their computer implementation. We consider both cases of continuum

and lattice structures. In Section 5, we present an iterative refinement procedure

for improving the accuracy of the resulting algorithm and in Section 6 we report on

some numerical results obtained for two-subdomain problems and problems where

the meshes are decomposed with one-way separators only. These preliminary

results indicate that a very high accuracy is achieved with a very low number of

discrete Lagrange multipliers. We also highlight the computational advantages

of the proposed parallel algorithm with the large-scale static analysis of the Solid

Rocket Booster (SRB) on the CRAY Y-MP; for that problem, the parallel skyline

and banded solvers are outperformed.
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2. A method of finite element tearing and interconnecting

Here we summarize a domain decomposition based algorithm associated with a

hybrid formulation for the parallel finite element solution of the linear elastostatic

problem (Farhat and Roux [1]). The method is equally applicable to the finite

element solution of any self-adjoint elliptic partial differential equation. For the

sake of clarity, we consider only the case of two subdomains. The generalization

for an arbitrary number of subdomains is fully developed in [1].

The variational form of the three-dimensional elastostatic boundary-value

problem goes as foUows. Given g and h, find the displacement function u which

is a stationary point of the energy functional:

1

= _a(v,v)-(v,g)-(v,h)r

a(v, w) = fn v("i)c ikzw(k'O 6S2 (1)

(v,g) -- / vigi 6_

(v,h)r = fr vihi _P
h

In the above, the indices i,j, k take the value 1 to 3, ll(i,j ) = (Vi,j + Vj,i)/2 and

vi,j denotes the partial derivative of the i - th component of v with respect to

the j - th spatial variable, cijkt are the elastic coefficients, f_ denotes the volume

of the elastostatic body, F its piecewise smooth boundary, and Fh the piece of 1-'

where the tractions hi are prescribed.

If f_ is torn into two regions f21 and f_2 (Fig. 1), solving the above elastostatic

problem is equivalent to finding the two displacements functions ul and u2 which

are stationary points of the energy functionals:
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where

a(vl,wl)a, = ._/n,

(vl,g)a, = __J_,

g)a" = __in,

h)r, = _Jrh,(_,

(v2,h)r, = Jr/.,

-- 2a(vl,Vl)flt -- (Vl,g)flt-- (vl,h)r,

= la(v2,v2)a,-(v2, g)a,-(v2,h)r,

?)l(i,j)CijklWl(k,l) _'_

v2 (ij)cijmw2 (k,O 6fl

v2ifi 6f_

vlihi 5r'

v2ihi 5P

(2)

and which satisfy on the interface boundary FI the continuity constraint:

(3)



_4

FIG. 1 Tearing in two subdomains

The two above variational problems (2) with the subsidiary continuity condi-

tion (3) can be casted into a single hybrid variational principle (see, for example,

Plan [6], Zienkiewicz and Taylor [7] and references cited therein) which corre-

sponds to finding the saddle point of the total potential energy:

J'(vl, ,:, ,) = J,(,1)+ J_(,:)- fr *('1 -':) 6r (4)
I

If now the displacement fields U 1 and u2 axe expressed by suitable shape
functions as:

ul = Nul and u2 = Nu2 (5)
J

and the continuity equation is enforced for the discrete problem -- that is, if a

discrete Lagrange multiplier X_ is introduced at each i - th degree of freedom of

the discrete interface boundary FI, a standard Galerkin procedure transforms the

hybrid variational principle (4) in the following algebraic system:



KlUl =fl+B_X

K2u2 =f2-B_X

BlUl - B2u2

(6)

where Ki, ui, and fi, J : 1, 2, are respectively the stiffness matrix, the displace-

ment vector, and the prescribed force vector associated with the finite element

discretization of _i- The vector of Lagrange multipliers A represents the interac-

tion forces between the two subdomains _1 and f12 along their common boundary

FI. It introduces in the above system of equations the quantities K_'IB1TA and

K21B2TA which implicitly correct the incomplete finite element solutions K_'lfl

and K_'lf2.

Within each subdomain _i, we denote the number of interior nodal unknowns

by n_ and the number of interface nodal unknowns by n_. The total number
of interface nodal unknowns is denoted by nx. Note that nl- = n{ = n_ in

the particular case of two subdomains. If the interior degrees of freedom are

numbered first and the interface ones are numbered last, each of the two boolean

connectivity matrices B1 and B2 takes the form:

Bj -- [O i Ii] j-1,2 (7)

where Oj is an n_ x n; null matrix and I i is the n_ x n_ identity matrix. The

vector of Lagrange multipliers _ is nx long.

The stiffness matrices K1 and Ks are non singular if and only if each of

the defined subdomains has enough prescribed boundary conditions to eliminate

its rigid body modes. However a typical mesh decomposition often produces a

certain number of floating subdomains. If in the above example _s is a floating

subdomain, equations (6) can be re-arranged after some algebraic manipulations

o] [o1[ ]
(see [1]) as:

Ul = K_'l(fx + B_,k)

us = K+(f2 - B2r,_) + R2cz

(s)

-1 T + T
where FI -- B1K1 B1 +BsKs B2, K+ is a pseudo-inverse of Ks, l_.s is an (n_+

n_) x n_ rectangular matrLx whose columns represent the n,. rigid body modes of
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122and c_specifiesa linear combination of these. For three-dimensionalproblems
n_ _< 6, and for two-dimensional problems n_ _< 3. Clearly, the Lagrangian matrix

is indefinite. However, FI is symmetric positive definite and 1_2z has full column

rank. Therefore, the system of equations in (),, ¢_) is symmetric and non-singular.

It admits a unique solution (:_, a) which uniquely determines ul and u2.

It is important to note that since n_ < 6, the Lagrangian system (8) and FI

have almost the same size. For an arbitrary number of subdomains N, of which

Nf are floating, the additional number of equations introduced by the handling

of local singularities is bounded by 6Nf. For large-scale problems and relatively

coarse mesh partitions, this number D which determines the size of o_, is a very

small fraction of the size of the global system. On the other hand, if a given

tearing process does not result in any floating subdomain, _ vanishes and the

corresponding Lagraxigian and FI systems become identical.

In reference [1], a set of guidelines for carrying out the practical decom-

position of an arbitrary mesh, as well as a parallel computational scheme for

solving equations (8) in the presence of an arbitrary number of subdomains were

presented. The proposed computational scheme featured a parallel precondi-

tioned conjugate projected gradient algorithm for the solution of the indefinite

Lagrangian system. It was also shown that the proposed method of finite element

tearing and interconnecting compares favorably with the conventional method of

substructures and with direct solvers on both serial and parallel computers. It

is particularly attractive for local memory multiprocessors such as hypercubes

because it intrinsically requires much less interprocessor communication than the

parallel method of substructures [2]. This is because the need for interprocessor

communication in this formulation is exclusively induced by the weak form of the

continuity constraint:

(v_ - vj,,X)r,,j = fr ,X(v_- vi) 6r
li d

(9)

and because if Phi has a zero measure, then (vi-vj, A)rr,j = 0 and no exchange of

information is needed between subdomains 12i and fld" Therefore the subdomains

which interconnect along one edge in three-dimensional problems and those which

interconnect along one vertex in both two and three-dimensional problems do not

require any interprocessor communication. This is unlike the parallel method of

substructures and other conventional domain decomposition algorithms.



The efficiency of the tearing method outlined above depends on how fast the

Schur complement or interface system represented here by F_r can be solved. This

is often the case for many of the subdomain based implicit/explicit parallel solu-
.oT , B K+B r makes the solution oftionalgorithms. The nature of Fx = B1K_'ID1 -I- 2 2 2

the interface system inadequate by any technique which requires this submatrix

explicitly. This implies that a direct method or an iterative method of the SOR

type cannot be used. The only efficient method for solving this system is that of

conjugate gradients, because once K1 and K2 have been factorized, matrix-vector

products of the form Fxv can be performed very efficiently using only forward

and backward substitutions. Therefore convergence rate becomes the key factor

for enhancing the overall efficiency of the procedure. In reference [1], the authors

have considered careful mesh partitioning schemes and a suitable preconditioner

for improving this convergence rate. Here we investigate an approach for speeding

up the solution of the interface system which consists of reducing drastically its

size. When this can be achieved (without hurting accuracy) to an extent where

Fx can be explicitly formed, assembled and stored, a direct solution method is

applied to the Schur complement equations so that the convergence rare is not

any longer an issue. Otherwise, the same semi-iterative algorithm as presented

in [1] is used for solving the new interface system that is characterized by a much

smaller size than in our previous work.

In this paper, we concentrate on the two-subdomain problem which high-

lights the main idea and does not require a substantial amount of coding. The

obtained results are so encouraging (Section 6) that we have started developing

the necessary software for handling arbitrary mesh decompositions with multiple

subdomains. This effort will be reported in a forthcoming paper.

Next, we discretize the Lagrange multiplier function that binds the subdo-

main incomplete solutions using a polynomial approximation and derive the finite

element representation of the new interface system.

3. Approximating the Lagrange multipliers with polynomials

The weak form of the equations of static equilibrium associated with the hybrid

variational principle formulated in equation (4) is obtained using the standard
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virtual work principle. It is e.xpressedas:

6ulTi6r--_ 6ulTg6_--fri6ulThSI" "- 0

6u2TA6F-- _26u2Tg6_-- fr16u2Th6F -- 0

fr 6A(uT-uT)6r = 0
I

(10)

where the vectors g and h have been defined in equations (2), the vectors Ul and

u2 in equations (5), and D and L are the matrix representations of, respectively,

a constitutive equation and a spatial derivative operator.

If the Lagrange multiplier function A is degree-of-freedom collocated along

the interface -- that is, a discrete Lagrange multiplier scalar Ai is attached at

each degree of freedom lying on the interface boundary FI, the above equations

are transformed into the algebraic equations (6), where the vector of Lagrange

multipliers ,_ is nl long. As a result, the interface system of equations (8) is nix nx

large. In order to reduce the size of this system, we consider first a polynomial

approximation for A. For this purpose, we assume that the finite element problem

of interest has d degrees of freedom per node and that the interface 1"i between

_21 and _22 is parametrized by a curvilinear abscissa s (Fig. 2).

FIG. 2 Parametrization of a _wo-_ubdomain in_erface
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We define d polynomials of degree p

k=p

k=0

k=p

k=0

(11)

k=p

k=O

where p is much smaller than nz and I z d{,kk, Ak, ..., Ak, k = 0, 1, ..., p} are (p+ 1)d un-

known discrete Lagrange multipliers. Physically, these still represent the interface

tractions that are necessary to maintain equilibrium between the two subdomains

_x and _2- The superscript j, j = 1,2 .... ,d denotes the directional freedom (x, y,

or z displacement/rotation) of the correspondin.g traction component. However,

unlike in our previous work, these multipliers are not specified at any location

of the discrete interface FI. In particular, they are not necessarily attached to

a.uy particular node. Substituting (11) into (10) after re-arrangSng the third of

equations (10) results in the algebraic system:

Klul -- fl "1- B_TAv

K2u2 f2 - B_TAp

B ul = B u2

where "_v is now the (p + 1)d long vector:

(13)

10



and B_ and Bg are now non-booletm finiteelement matrices of sizes (p + 1)d x

(n_ + nz) and (p + 1)d x (n_ + nx) that are assembled from their element level

correspondents B_ (e) and Bg (_) in the usual manner:

B_ = EB_ (_) j=1'2 (14)

where e spans only the set of elements that are connected to the interface bound-

ary Ft. For a firdte element e with q nodes lying on FI, the qd x (p + 1)d element

level matrices B_ (e), j = 1,2 are _ven by:

1 p(e)
Bj

2 p(_)
Bj

B p(') =

q p(,)
Bj

(15)

where tBjP(e), l = 1, 2, ..., q is a d × (p + 1)d matrix associated with the l - th node

of element e and has the following form:

l p(e) Ftr_p(e) tr_p(e) trap(e)
Bj "- L0_j l_'j 2_'j '/_P-(') ] (16)

p--j

and t r_p(e)_,.,j , k = 0,...,p is a d x d diagonal matrix associated with the k - th

monomial s k and is expressed as:

lr_p(_) J/rk,-'j = ( Nisk6F) Id (17)
_(*)

where Nt is the shape function associated with the l - th node of element e and

Ia is the d x d identity matrix. As an example, for elements that have two and

only two nodes lying on FI (q = 2) and for the case of linear shape functions Nt,

the submatrices t RP(e) l - 1, 9, k < given by:k_..'j _ - -- p_ are

_ _ _
l r_p(_) 1 ( + ) Id
k_"J 32 --_ql k+2 k+l

^ k+l

_ 4_B_(, ) 1 ( + Id
s2-Sl k+2 k+l

(18)

11



where Sl < 82, and st and s2 are the curvilinear abscissae of the two nodes of

element e that lie on F_ (Fig. 2).

At this point, it is worthwhile to point out that increasing the degree of the

polynomial approximation of At', k = 1, 2, ..., d involves only adding a few columns
tl:lp(e)

to the existing element level matrices _j , as it is suggested by equation (16).

For two-subdomain tearings, the constraint matrices B_ have the following

pattern:

-' (19)B_ = [O 1 Bj] j=1,2

-p
where Oj is an (p+ 1)d x n_ null matrix and Bj is the (p+ 1)d x nz sparse matrix:

- F _)II "'" _)rr

Bjp - / .........

L:Pp+l,1 ..- _p+l,_

(20)

where r = nz/d and _Dij is a d x d diagonal matrix.

Equations (12) above can be re-arranged as:

Ul = KT_(f_ + BT_p)

u2 = K+(f2 - BT,k,) + R2a

(21)

where all variables have the same physical meaning as previously. However, the

size resulting interface system

is now only (p+ 1)d x (p+ 1)d. Since ,kp does not enforce the continuity constraint

equation (3) at each of the nodes of the discrete interface FI, the finite element

field approximations ut and u2 given by the solution of system (21) are in general

discontinuous along Ft. In order to uniquely define the finite element solution

along the interface boundary, we average the two computed solutions to obtain:

12



1

u" - ulr, -- 5(ul + u2)lr, (23)

_Ve postulate that the above averaged interface solution u" is more accu-

rate than each of the restrictions of the subdomain solutions ullr_ and u21r,.

Therefore, we back-propagate to the interior of the subdomains _1 and _2 the

enhancing effect of the averaging procedure (23) by imposing u = u ° on FI and

solving two independent displacement-driven subdomain problems. For this pur-

pose, we first partition the stiffness matrix of each subdomain as:

[Kiss KjsI]Kj = K T j = 1,2 (24)[ JsI gJII

where the subscripts ss, II and sI refer respectively to interior, interface and

interior/interface coupling quantities. For any set of given boundary conditions

and any mesh decomposition pattern, the resulting Kj,, stiffness matrix is non-

singular. Next, the improved finite element subdomain solutions are computed

as:

U _uj = K/_'_(fj,- Kj_ z ) j = 1,9 (25)

It should be noted that the above improvement of the subdomain solutions ul and

u2 is perfectly parallelizable and requires only one sparse matrix-vector multiply

and one pair of sparse forward/backward substitutions per subdomain. The tri-

angular factors of Kjss are embedded in those of Kj which have been previously

computed.

Usually, the stresses that develop in a structure are more important to the

analyst than the displacements it undergoes. However, the above improvement

procedure is such that if u* is a highly accurate approximation of the interface

solution, uj, j -- 1, 2 become highly accurate approximations of the subdomain

solutions and therefore it is not necessary to monitor the stress fields.

The solution approach presented here requires a parametrization of the inter-

face boundary FI. For a given finite element model and a given mesh decompo-

sition, the interface boundary Fx is always well defined for continuum problems.

Therefore, its parametrization is straightforward, especially for two-subdomain

problems. However, lattice structures require a special treatment. For the lat-

ter problems, if F1 is constrained to follow the path defined by the structural

13



members that connect the nodes that are sharedby two lattice subdomains, F/
will not be identical on both sides of the interface (Fig. 3a-3c). Therefore for
lattice structures we selectF1 as the "geometrical path" that (a) is the simplest
to parametrize, and (b) has the same trace on the lattice subdomains it inter-
connects. In particular, only the finite element nodes of this interface need to
intersect with the structure. Figure 3d depicts Fr for the structure shown in
Figure 3a.

In general, the number of Lagrangemultipliers, Nx, that is needed to achieve

a certain accuracy is problem dependent. If this number is rather small -- say

less than a hundred, then it is feasible to form explicitly F_ and solve the system

of equations (21) using a direct method. Otherwise, the semi-iterative solution

algorithm developed in reference [1] is recommended. However, beyond a certain

value of Nx, the polynomial approach developed in this Section becomes nu-

merically problematic. Indeed, approximating the Lagrange multiplier functions

with higher order polynomials of degree p - Nx/d - I typically results in very

RP_( -lv_pT which may cause the performance and/orill-conditioned matrices _j_.j .,..,j ,

accuracy of the proposed computational method to deteriorate. Next in Section 4

we develop piecewise low order polynomial approximations for the fi.uite element

discretization of the Lagrange multiplier functions (11), that are suitable for the

case of a rather large value of Nx. We remind the reader that d denotes the num-

ber of degrees of freedom per node; for simplicity, it is assumed to be constant

over the nodes. Therefore, since N_ denotes the total number of discrete Lagrange

multipliers, N_,/d represents the number of locations where surface tractions, or

discrete Lagrange multipliers, are to be introduced.

14
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FIG. 3 Interface boundary definition for lattice structure

(a) trvzs structure. (b) continuum-like left interface

(c) continuum.like right interface - (d) adopted interface boundary
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4. Piecewise low order polynomial approximations

The objective of this section is to develop an alternative procedure for the finite

element discretization of the interface tractions that results in a better conditioned

interface problem than previously when the total number of discrete Lagrange

multipliers that are introduced, N_, is rather large.

Let F_, k = 0, ..., N_,/d - 2 denote a partition T' of the interface boundary

Fz defined as:

F/k = [sk, sk+l] k -- 0, ..., N,x/d- 2 (26)

where sk, k = 0, ...,N_/d- 1 are the curvilinear abscissae, of Nn/d specified

points on ['I where the discrete surface tractions A_ are introduced. Within

each subinterval F_, we define d cubic polynomial expressions for the Lagrange

multiplier approximations as:

(27)

where d/'k, i = 1, ...,4, j = 1, ...,d are determined by imposing:

; -
k = O,...,N_,/d-2

j = 1,...,d

'_'+ 1

dAJ (sk+l)
ds (28)

The first set of equations (28) imply that _{(sk+l) -- _{+l(sk+l), so that all Aj are

guaranteed to be continuously approximated on Fx. The second set of equations

(28) involve the derivatives of the Lag'range multiplier functions which are neither

available nor part of the weak form of the static equations of equilibrium (10).

Following Conte and de Boor [8], we approximate these derivatives by:

16



= (29)

where Ask and A2sk are defined as:

/_Sk _ 8k+1--Sk

A28k = 8k+l -- 8k-1
(30)

Note that (29) requires the two additional points s-1 and sN_,/d which we choose
as:

s-1 = s2 (31)
3N_/d = 3Nx/d_ 3

Substituting (27) and (29) into (28) determines the constants jci k as functions

of the discrete Lagrange multipliers:

(32)

where _2k, _3k, _4k, rl2k, r/3k, q4k, ¢2k, (3k, (4]¢, v3k, and V4k are constants that

depend only the curvilinear abscissae s_-l, s_, Sk+l and sk+2 (see Appendiz A).

As previously, equations (32) are substituted into equations (27) and (27)

into (10) to obtain:

Klul = fl 4- BI_T._p

K2u2 -- f2 -- B_TA_

B_ul = B_u2

(33)

where B_ and B_ are now non-boolean finite element matrices of sizes N_, x

(n_ + nz) and N_, x (n_ + nz). The subscript/superscript _ emphasizes the de-

pendence of these quantities on the partition ? of the interface boundary FI (26).

17



Both matrices axe assembled from their element level correspondents k, B _'(*)1

k.B_ (*) in the usual manner:

B7 : E 'BT"' i:

and

(34)

where e spans only the set of elements that are connected to 1"1. The left subscript

k* emphasizes the dependence of _,.B_ (e) on the subinterval F_ = [sk, sk+l] where

one edge of element e falls. For a finite element e with q nodes lying on FI, the

qd x NA element level matrices k.B_ (_), j = 1, 2 axe given by:

1 "1:1"p(_)
k" *'j

2 n_ '(e)
k* "-"j

(35)

where I _,(e)k.'-'j , I = 1, 2, .... q is a d x Nx matrix associated with the I - tit node
of element e and has the following form:

--_ = [Of _.__7 "> ' _'('> ' _"('),,...,j ('> oh'] (36)

where 0_" and O h" are respectively left and right d x (k" - 1)d and d x (N_ -

(k' 4- 3)d) zero matrices, and t r_,(_) is expressed as:
k,,..'j

t r_(e)
k.,_j = /_k.Id (37)

where Id is the dx d identity matrix and/31,--1, _k., Bk*-4-1 and _k.+2 are function

only of the partition P of F1 and axe given by the following integration:

__A_.__ +/3_, + 3k,+2Ak.+2= /3k,+iAk.+x +
z(')

(38)
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It should be noted that while the symbolic derivation of equations (36-38) appears

to be somehow complicated, their computer implementation is straightforward

and their processing is inexpensive.

For two-subdomain tearings, the constraint matrices B_ take the following

form:

B7 = [Oj J=1'2 (39)

where Oj is an Nx x n_ null matrix and t_l_ is the Nx x rzr four diagonal sparse

matrix:

where r = N_,/d and :Dij is a d x d diagonal matrix.

After B_ and B_ axe set up, the system of equations (33) is solved as

described in Section 3. In particular,the averaging and correcting procedures

outlined in Section 3 are also used.

Approximating A with polynomials (Section 3) does not require the location

of the corresponding physical surface tractions to be specified. On the other hand,

using piecewise low order polynomials for that purpose (Section 4) requires the

definition of a partitioning P of Fr, which corresponds to specifying the location

of the physical surface tractions along FI. Therefore from a practical viewpoint;

the first approach seems more attractive. However, specifying where a surface

traction is to be introduced can be turned into an advantage if one looks at it as

an additional freedom. For example, if the stress field along 1"i can be predicted

qualitatively prior to the analysis, the partition P will be refined in the areas of

oscillation or high concentration, and coarse otherwise. That would improve the

efficiency of the approximation.
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5. An iterative refinement procedure for accuracy improvement

Here we outline an iterative refinement procedure for improving the accuracy of

the results when it is required. We discuss both cases of polynomial and piecewise

low order polynomial approximations, and assume that a reasonable initial value

v °) is given. We select as convergence criterion:),

.°.

i]ua('_+x){ioo _ l[ud(m)l[oo < ellud(")][oo

(41)

where the superscripts d and m refer respectively to the d- th component of the

solution at each node and to the rn - th iteration, and e is a specified tolerance.

As indicated by equations (41), we independently monitor the convergence of

each of the d components of the displacement field. This is in order to avoid

that potential important relative errors in a component of the solution whose

magnitude is relatively small -- for example, the x displacement of a cantilever

beam with a load parallel to the y direction, are masked by an otherwise perfect

convergence for a component of the solution whose magnitude is relatively large

for example, the y displacement.

5.1..Polynomial approzima_ion

Let N (m) and p(m) _ N(m>/d_ 1 denote respectively the number of discrete

Lagrange multipliers and the degree of the polynomial approximation of A at

iteration m. Suppose that for N_m ) the above convergence criterion (41) is not

met. A simple iterative refinement procedure consists in introducing at iteration

m + 1 an additional discrete Lag-range multiplier by considering a polynomial

approximation A of order p(m+l) __ p(m) + 1. This entails the generation of the
pCm+t)

constraint matrices Bj , j = 1, 2 and therefore of the element level matrices

tBp(-,+_) (e)
j , l - 1, ..., q. A careful examination of equations (15-17) reveals that

l p(,,_+t) (e)
Bj can be computed very fast by updating zB_(')(e) as following:

t p(,_+_)(e)
Bj [t ,(,.,,)(e) l /3/?.(')+1]= Bj p(")+l --2

(42)
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where

i FjP(m)-F1 JfFp(m)+l_." j _ ( l(e)
NtsP(")+I6F) Id (43)

Therefore, if at each iteration m + 1 an additional Lagrange multiplier is intro-

duced, the re-generation of the constraint matrices requires only the evaluation

for each interface element of the integral frt(,) NtsP(=)+l 6F, and the re-generation

of the interface system FI requires only the pre/post multiplication of the sub-

domain flexibilities with these matrices. Given that N(_'n)/d << hi, these mul-

tiplications are not expensive. In particular, they are much more economical

than those corresponding to a typical conjugate gradient iteration for the case

N_ - n I. The introduction at iteration rn + 1 of more than one discrete Lagrange

multiplier is handled exactly in the same manner.

5.2. Piecewi,_e low order polynomial approzima_ion

Let F_ (m), k = 0, ..., N(m)/d-2 denote the partition _(m) of the interface bound-

ary FI at iteration m:

Fk(,,,) = [s(km) _(m>, k O, NO,"')/d 9 (44), _Sk+ I] -- "", --_

If at iteration m + 1 an additional discrete Lagrange multiplier is introduced, say

in the subinterval l"_ °('n), the resulting partition _(m+l) becomes:

F_(mq-1) -- [s(krn-[-1) _(m-I-I)] k = O, i(m)/d - 1' '_ kq-1 "'" (45)

where

s(m+l) = s(m) k < k*k

- (46)
S(m+l) _(m) k > _*

k "_- "_k--1 +I

It can be easily shown that the regeneration at iteration rn + 1 of the constraint

matrices B_ and By involves basically recomputing the coefficients J i -Cik ,

1, ...,4, j = 1, ..., d of the polynomial e.'cpressions (32), only for those interface

elements which intersect FI inside F_ "-1('_+1), or i'_'(m+1), or F_ "+1(m+1), or
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F_"+2(m+1). However, a refinement procedure for this caseshould also specify
the location where an additional discrete Lagrange multiplier is to be introduced

• --- (re+l) t swork we choose
during the following iteration, -- that is to define Sko . In hi ",

fo that purpose the point of Fl where ][u (m+l)l[oo- [[u(rn)]]oo/l[U('_) ]]oo and/or the

violation of static equilibrium prior to the averaging and improvement procedures

(23) and (25) are the largest. The introduction at iteration m + 1 of more than

one discrete Lagrange multiplier is handled exactly in the same manner.

6. Validation and Performance Evaluation

Ideally, the accuracy of the proposed hybrid method for a given value of Nx

should be assessed by comparing its generated results to the exact (analytical)

solution of the continuum or lattice problem of interest• However, the latter

solution is seldom available. Therefore, we select as reference the conventional

finite element solution of the problem -- that is, the solution that is obtained

without the introduction of a hybrid variational principle, and refer to it as the

exact solution•

In this section, we validate first the essence of this paper with simple two-

subdomain structural problems. For each example, we apply the iterative refine-

ment procedures outlined in Section 5 to generate numerical results corresponding

to various numbers of Lagrange multipliers, N;_. We report on only the computed

solutions associated with the interface boundary Fz. This is because whenever

these converge to the reference solution, the improvement procedure (25) guar-

antees that the computed subdomain displacement and stress fields also converge

to their reference solution. All examples indicate that a number of traction forces

that is only a small fraction o£ the size of the discrete interface boundary FI are

required to "glue" the incomplete subdomain solutions. Next, we assess the per-

formance of the developed computational hybrid algorithm with the large-scale

finite element static analysis of the Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) on a 4 processor

CP_Y Y-MP; we demonstrate that for that problem, our algorithm outperforms

the fastest of the available parallel skyline solvers.
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6. I Validation

First, we consider the static analysis of an unsymmetric beam that is clamped at

both ends and subjected to both a horizontal and vertical point loadings. The

beam is discretized using 4-node plane stress elements (q = 4) with two degrees

of freedom per node (d = 2). The finite element mesh is decomposed into 9_

subdomains, each with 108 interior degrees of freedom. For this problem, the size

of interface problem is ni = 18.

_-liiii!iili!ii!!ili!i!iii!iiiiii_
/l_iiiiiiliiiii!iliiiiii!liiiiii
Jliiiiiiilliiiil!liiiiiiiliii!ii
J_!_iiiiiii_iiiiii

]!iiiii!]i_i_i!![iiiiii!!!iii

_iiiiiiitiilliiiliiiiiiiliiiii

iiiiiiiHiiii!ili

iiiiiiiliiiiiiiliiiiiii!Lii!i!iil

li!iiiiilii!iiiil
liii!iiili!i_

FIG. 4 Two.subdomain decomposition

of art unsymmetric clamped-clamped beam
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The interface tractions are approximated successively with polynomials of order

zero, one, two, and three, m that is, Nx = 2, 4, 6, and 8. The generated hybrid

solutions are reported in Figures (5-6) for both the horizontal and vertical dis-

placement fields along the interface boundary FI. For Nx - 6, both displacement

fields are shown to be in excellent agreement with the exact solution.
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FIG. 5 Unsymmetric beam problem: predicted horizontal displacement field
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Next, we analyze an unsymmetric planar truss structure (q - 2, d -- 2) with

312 degrees of freedom. The unsymmetry is induced by the members material

properties which are different on both sides of the axis of geometrical symmetry.

The truss structure is also loaded in both directions as shown in Figure 7. The

lattice mesh is decomposed in two subdomains, each with 144 internal degrees of

freedom. The interface boundary F/is depicted in Figure 7.

,, \

 (xxxxx 

 xoc:,cx'xT a/

FIG. 7 Two-subdomain decomposition of an unsymme_ric fixed-fized truss

The size of the interface problem for the above structure is rather small (nx --

24), so that polynomial approximations for the Lagrange multiplier functions

are considered again. The predicted vertical and horizontal displacements using

the tearing hybrid method are reported in Figures (8-9). Adequate accuracy is

achieved for Nx = 6, which corresponds to only 25% of the number of degrees of

freedom along l"I.
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Finally, we select to illustrate the use of piecewise low order polynomials for

the approximation of the interface tractions with the static analysis of a cantilever

beam. A finite element mesh with 300 degrees of freedom is constructed using 4-

node plane stress elements (q = 4) with two degrees of freedom per node (d = 2).

It is partitioned in two non-floating subd0mains, each with a minimum bandwidth

(Fig. 10). The horizontal slicing adopted for this problem avoids the subdomain

singularity but produces a larger interface than a vertical slicing. The size of the

interface problem is 60.

.L
_l_!_i!i_i_!i_!_i!_ii!ii_!iil_iii_iiiii_iiii!_ii_iii_ii_i_ili:_i;:_iiii_i_i_ii_i_i_,.i_i_iii!_!iii_ii:i_::_::_i:_iii:liii_ii:ii_ii_ ]

/

FIG. 10 Two-subdomain decomposition of cantilever" beam

An intitial partition 79(0) of FI is defined using four points (Nx = 8), of which

three are clustered towards the free end where the vertical force is applied. The

iterative refinement procedure of Section 5 introduces an additional point in the

subinterval that is closest to the load (Fig. 11).
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FIG. 11 Successive partitionings of Fz
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Within three iterations, the tearing hybrid algorithm is shown to converge

towards the exactsolution (Fig. 12-13). Note however that it took only two

iterations for the vertical displacement to converge. This example illustrates the

need for a component-by-component convergence criterion as in (41).
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For the above problem, Figure 14 compares the condition numbers of B1B T for

various values of Nx, when the traction forces are approximated with polynomials

and piecewise low order polynomials. The advantage of the latter approximation

is clearly demonstrated.
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6.2 _Performance evaluation

Here we report on the performance of the proposed computational algorithm

for a large-scale structural problem. The corresponding parallel/vector code is

implemented on _ CRAY Y-MP multiprocessor. Even though this system accom-

modates up to 8 processors, only 4 CPUs were available to us.

We consider the solution of the system of equations arising in the linear static

analysis of the SRB when loaded by internal pressure in its Solid Rocket Motor

(SRM) subsystem. The discretized SRB model has '10,453 elements, 9,206 nodes

and 54,870 degrees of freedom (FIG. 15). After node-renumbering, the average

profile bandwidth is 310. The finite element mesh is decomposed in 4 subdo-

mains, each with approximately 2,613 elements. The decomposition is carried

out along the longitudinal direction of the structure, using one-way separators

ordy. This restriction will be removed in future developments. The optimized

average profile bandwidth for each of the 4 subdomains is 91. Each of the 4 sep-

arators include approximately 920 degrees of freedom. The size of the interface

problem is 3692. The tolerance e for the convergence criterion (41) is set to 10 -4.

Given the size of the interface problem, a rather large number of discrete Lagrange

multipliers is anticipated. Therefore, the piecewise low order polynomial approx-

imation switch is activated and the preconditioned projected conjugate gradient

algorithm described in reference [1] is invoked for the solution of the interface

problem. The hybrid algorithm achieves convergence after 3 iterative refinement

steps with Nx = 283. The computed results are compared with those generated

by a parallel/vector skyline solver for validation. Table 1 below reports the CPU

timings for the proposed algorithm and compares them with those of the fastest

solutions that have been published for this problem (Storaasli, Nguyen and Agar-

wal [9], Farhat [10]). Clearly, the proposed algorithm is shown to be sig'nificantly

faster in both serial and parallel environments.
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FIG. 15 Finite element discretization of the SRB

TABLE 1. Equation solvin_ on the CRAY Y-MP

SRB structural model - 54,870 d.o.f.

Number of processors CPU time

Skyline solver

CPU time

Tearing Hybrid Algorithm

1 39 secs 20.18 secs

2 19.79 secs 10.21 secs

4 10 secs 5.19 secs
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7. Conclusion

Recently, Farhat and Roux [1] have developed a domain decomposition algorithm

based on a hybrid variational principle, for the parallel finite element solution of

self-adjoint elliptic partial differential equations. First, the spatial domain was

partitioned into a set of totally disconnected subdomains and an incomplete fi-

nite element solution was computed in each of these subdomains. Next, a set

of Lagrange multipliers representing surface tractions were introduced at each

degree of freedom of the discretized binding interface in order to enforce compat-

ibility constraints between the independent local finite element approximations.

For structural and mechanical problems, the resulting algorithm was shown to

outperform the conventional method of substructures, especially on parallel pro-

cessors. In this work, we have investigated the use of a much lower number of

Lag'range multipliers, Nx, for interconnecting the incomplete field finite element

solutions. For that purpose, we have derived finite element procedures for both

global and piecewise low order polynomial approximations of the interface trac-

tions. Through simple structural examples, we have shown that a high accuracy

can be reached with a value of N,_ that is only a small percentage of the total

number of interface degrees of freedom. With this modification, the performance

of the hybrid algorithm presented in [1] is drastically improved since it deals with

a much smaller interface or reduced system. Even though we have addressed

only the two-subdomain decomposition, the procedure is readily applicable to

many-subdomain problems where only one-way separators are used for the mesh

decomposition. We have illustrated the latter case with the large-scale static

analysis of the Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) on a 4 processor CRAY Y-MP. For

that problem, the modified hybrid algorithm is shown to outperform parallel sky-

line solvers in both serial and parallel environments. Future work will focus on

the case of arbitrary mesh decompositions and on time dependent problems.

Appendix A. Piecewise-cubic Bessel interpolation

Let F_, k = 0, ..., N>,/d- 2 denote a partition P of the interface boundary. Fx

defined as:

=
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Within each subinterval F_, d cubic polynomials are defined as:

A_(_) = elk + c_k(s - sk) + c_k(s - _k) _ + c_k(s - sk) 3

1_(_) = _k + _k(_ - _k) + c_k(_ - _k) = + %_k(_ - _k)'

The coefficients j i = 1, 4, j = 1, d are determined by imposing:Ci k_ ""_ ""_

d_ _ daJ _ daJ.

k

J

a°'-----_'(_,+_,,_, - _-) + _(_,_ - _k-_)
m28k

where Ask and Aes_- are defined as:

ASk -- 8k+l--Sk

A28k -- 8k+l -- Sk--1

The solution of the above equations yield:
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where

_2k

_2k

_'2k --

_3k -"

A8 k- 1

ASk_1A28k

-Ask

Aak-lA2sk

-1

ASk-k1A28k+l

3 Ask-1

_ak - As_ AsgA_s_
-3 2

_ak = As_ Ask-lAs_

2
vale. =

ASk--li-\2ak

1
_4k

?_4k -"

_4k "--

lJ4k --

Ask/\sk+i/\2sk+i

-I

Ask_ 1

/\._kL.\Sk+l/\2S k+l

--As}+1

As_.A2sk+I

-1

Aa_A2sk

1 ASk+l Ask-1

q- Ask+lA2sk+l -- As_A2s_+l As_A2sk

Ask-1 Ask+l Ask-1

+ As_A2sk + As_A2sk+l + As_.A2sk

Ask+l Ask-1 2
+ _._sk+, + _s_._2sk _s_.

Ask_1 I 2

As_A2sk + AskAsk-lA_.sk + As--_k

/_a k_lkSk___2a k
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